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ABSTRACT
There is a growing need to provide support for social scientists and
humanities scholars to gather and “engage” with very large datasets
of free text, to perform very bespoke analyses. method52 is a text
analysis platform built for this purpose (Wibberley et al., 2014), and
forms a foundation that this thesis builds upon.
A central part of method52 and its methodologies is a classifier
training component based on dualist (Settles, 2011), and the gen-
eral process of data engagement with method52 is determined to
constitute a continuous cycle of characterising semantically coherent
sub-collections, classes, of the text.
Two broad methodologies exist for supporting this type of engage-
ment process: (1) a top-down approach wherein concepts and their
relationships are explicitly modelled for reasoning, and (2) a more
surface-level, bottom-up approach, which entails the use of key terms
(surface features) to characterise data. Following the second of these
approaches, this thesis examines ways of better supporting this type
of data engagement to more effectively support the needs of social
scientists and humanities scholars in engaging with text data.
The classifier component provides an active learning training en-
vironment emphasising the labelling of individual features. However,
it can be difficult to interpret and incorporate prior knowledge of
features. The process of feature discovery based on the current classi-
fier model does not always produce useful results. And understand-
ing the data well enough to produce successful classifiers is time-
consuming. A new method for discovering features in a corpus is
introduced, and feature discovery methods are explored to resolve
these issues.
When collecting social media data, documents are often obtained
by querying an API with a set of key phrases. Therefore, the set of pos-
sible classes characterising the data is defined by these basic surface
features. It is difficult to know exactly which terms must searched for,
and the usefulness of terms can change over time as new discussions
and vocabulary emerge. Building on the feature discovery techniques,
a framework is presented in this thesis for streaming data with an
automatically adapting query to deal with these issues.
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INTRODUCT ION
Social scientists and humanities scholars increasingly wish to gather
and “engage” with large text datasets, to perform highly bespoke
analyses. The size of these datasets makes them challenging to study;
analysts encounter difficulty finding and isolating the data they are
interested in. This necessitates the support of automated tools.
The general objective when analysing these large datasets of un-
structured text is to infer some structure that permits downstream
(later in the analysis) quantitative analysis of the previously unstruc-
tured data. In order to attain this goal, the analyst must first gather
the appropriate data, then “code up” the documents according to
some structure. In order to demonstrate the kinds of insights which
are very specific to the individual researcher and dataset, the analysis
must be bespoke, and generally once complete cannot be directly re-
applied to another scenario. This runs counter to what is often the
expectation in NLP research, wherein a particular task (such as senti-
ment analysis) is defined, and the techniques for approaching the task
are iterated on over time, but applicable to the same task, over and
over again. This thesis is slightly unusual, in that it is not a typical
type of this kind of NLP research, but more a study of how to better
support the above type of bespoke analysis. Nor is it a social science
thesis, since it still focuses on the technology for supporting scholars.
In these bespoke analyses, the nature of the data gathering stage
depends on the type of study being undertaken. The researcher may
wish to analyse free text responses from questionnaires, or records
or other data from a public body such as a police department or
health organisation. In these cases, the gathering of data is usually
taken care of by the organisation in question. The analyst may altern-
atively be interested in some section of a historical dataset, such as
the transcripts of Old Bailey trials. Here, in order to gather data, the
analyst will likely need to determine which documents are actually
relevant. This may first be a filter on metadata, such as the date range
in which a trial occurs, or the role of the speaker. But the documents
may be further filtered by whether they contain certain key phrases,
or whether classified relevant by a classifier trained to model the no-
tion of relevance required for the study. And the type of study of
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most interest in this thesis is the analysis of social media datasets, for
example, the discovery and study of online hate speech, or user con-
cerns regarding crime, or politicians and their policies. These studies
require the specification of a query composed of words and phrases,
which is presented to the API of a social media platform in order to
collect user messages relevant to that query. The query is rarely suf-
ficient to ensure that all returned documents are relevant, so these
documents also must undergo similar relevance filtering.
The relevance filtering could be considered the first part of the “cod-
ing up” stage, in which the analyst explores the data and attempts to
sort and logically categorise the documents in order to gain insight
from the text. The first step in most cases is to code up which docu-
ments are relevant to the study.
The coding then proceeds with these new categorisations of docu-
ments. For the online hate speech analysis example, subsequent cat-
egories of document could be distinguishing actual hateful language
versus discussion about hate speech. The goal of the analyst may be to
further analyse hate speech discussion or the hate speech itself. If the
latter, then further subcategories could define different types of hate
speech, perhaps according to the kinds of hateful terms employed, or
who it is targeted at, or what it was in response to. An example with
mental health support forum data would be finding comorbidities in
discussions of mental health issues, or trying to isolate actual cries for
help, or treatment discussions. In police crime records, in free-text of-
ficer reports, it could be desirable to identify patterns of crime that
are not yet catered for in any structured text inputs.
In order to complete studies of the above nature, there is a require-
ment for tools which permit bespoke analysis. Coding the discovered
specific subcategories of hate speech, or the levels of inebriation of de-
fendants at the time of their alleged crime as reported in Old Bailey
trials are studies unlikely to be amenable to existing pre-baked solu-
tions. The methods of filtering, splitting, and annotating the data
must therefore be flexible, and tailor-able to individual scenarios. The
tools must also be able to import a variety of data formats, and scrape
data from social media platforms in an ongoing real-time stream. Fur-
thermore, the tools need to be agile and fail-fast in order to support
a flexible and iterative approach. The researcher will frequently be
exploring the data with initial hypotheses, but ultimately expect to
explore and draw insight from the text. Some analysis could lead to
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uninteresting, inclusive, or erroneous results, and in this situation, the
least effort should be wasted.
method52 (version 2 of method51: Wibberley et al., 2013, 2014)
is a general-purpose tool for collecting and analysing text, which
meets the requirements laid out above. Section 1.2 gives an introduct-
ory high-level overview of the tool. The bespoke analysis and agility
is primarily achieved in method52 through a modular interface, in
which the user builds custom “pipelines” of analysis out of compon-
ents of functionality which collect data, then filter and annotate it
according to the analyst’s needs. The most important component for
making bespoke categorisations of the data is the classifier, which
began as an extension to dualist (Settles, 2011), an active learning
environment for training a Naïve Bayes classifier.
A key innovation of dualist was the inclusion of a system for
presenting individual features to the user, which the user can label
alongside their labelled documents. The classifier then incorporates
both document and feature labels into its model. Settles (2011) set
out to build a system designed to complement the strengths of both
learner and annotator. Annotators are shown to be able to label fea-
tures much faster than documents, and using feature annotations can
rapidly build well-performing classifiers.
Despite method52’s suitability, when training new analysts to use
method52, and during informal discussions about their usage of
method52, analysts report certain difficulties and limitations, which
can be categorised into two main areas. Firstly, when training bespoke
classifiers (introduced in more detail in Section 1.4), users experience
difficulty utilising the feature labelling functionality. It can be difficult
to interpret the features and find useful ways to label them. The pro-
cess of feature discovery based on the current classifier model does
not always produce useful results. And understanding the data well
enough during exploration to produce successful classifiers (classi-
fication tasks that the data supports) is time-consuming. The second
area concerns the data collection strategy. The data collection strategy
is important because it determines what relevant data is collected,
and therefore what information can actually be derived from the text.
Social media research is often concerned with data collected in real-
time as messages are published online. However, it is rarely possible
to know exactly what terms must be searched for in order to acquire
all the relevant data, and if it is possible to know, over time what’s
needed can change as new vocabulary and discussions emerge. There-
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fore, the analyst can lose out on relevant data, and only discover this
when the data analysis is complete, if at all.
The aim of this thesis is to explore solutions to these problems
and limitations, and iterate on method52’s approach. For context,
and as part of the methodology for determining how best to de-
rive these solutions, and to clarify how analysts actually engage with
data using method52, Chapter 2 first defines the process of using
method52 to engage with text data. The general engagement pro-
cess is determined to constitute a cycle of characterising semantically
coherent sub-collections, classes, of the text: a continuous loop of dis-
covering and defining classes of document, then isolating them for
further analysis. The term “class” is used here to refer to semantic-
ally coherent categories of text: if documents can be categorised ac-
cording to some property (or properties) of their text’s meaning, then
they can be said to be part of a class defined by that property (or
properties). Two broad methodologies exist for supporting this type
of engagement process: (1) a top-down approach wherein concepts
and their relationships are explicitly modelled for reasoning, and (2)
a more surface-level, bottom-up approach, which entails the use of
key terms (surface features) to characterise data. This thesis follows
the second of the two approaches. A bottom up approach is adopted
for supporting class discovery and isolation by producing techniques
to better and more explicitly exploit individual surface features like
the words and phrases of a text.
With a particular focus on social media data analysis, this thesis
therefore attempts to answer: how can feature discovery be used to sup-
port the characterisation of semantically coherent classes of text?
This research question is divided into three sub-questions:
1. How can features be identified which provide useful bases for
characterising classes of text? (Chapter 3)
2. How can feature discovery support the identification, definition,
and characterisaton of classes of text? (Chapter 4)
3. How can feature discovery support the collection of data relev-
ant to classes of text? (Chapter 5)
After Chapter 2’s discussion of the explore-search cycle, Chapter 3
details the contribution of a feature discovery method for Question
1. Chapter 4 addresses Question 2 by introducing feature discovery
and incorporation strategies for discovery and isolation of classes of
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documents (supported by an active learning classifier training envir-
onment). Chapter 5 deals with Question 3 by the contribution of a
framework for streaming real-time data from an API using a query
whose terms are adapted based on the data collected, using feature
discovery strategies.
These contributions are united in the theme of using feature dis-
covery strategies to better define, discover, and isolate classes in the
data in a bottom-up approach.
Despite a common theme of feature discovery, these contributions
draw on sufficiently different areas of research that it was deemed
more logical to split the discussion of related work into separate sec-
tions: 3.1, 4.6.1, & 5.1.
Chapter 6 ends with final conclusions.
Given that method52 is in active use for consulting and collabora-
tions by its creators at casm consulting and tag1, the technology
created in this research is incorporated into method52, so that it can
be used by current and future method52 analysts.
The remaining sections of the introduction each give overviews of
particularly important details supporting this thesis.
1.1 important features of a corpus
In this thesis, and generally in NLP, “features” are properties extrac-
ted from documents, about which machine learning algorithms like
the Naïve Bayes classifier collect statistics in order to make predic-
tions. The most simple and common feature type to be extracted is
the unigram, which is simply an individual token in the text.
The main theme of the techniques in this thesis is the notion that
some features are more important than others. The following are ex-
amples of why certain features become more important than others
in a document collection:
1. After having collected a dataset that is yet to be analysed,
without any notion of the topics or sentiment present in the
data, certain words/phrases from the text can be indicative of
the document classification tasks which are feasible to perform
on the data.
2. Machine learning classifiers like the Naïve Bayes Classifier (NBC)
must more highly weight those features that are most indicative
1 The Text Analytics Group at the University of Sussex http://taglaboratory.org
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of the classifications it is learning in order to perform prediction
effectively.
3. In the method52 active learning environment, features are
presented to the user with the aim of finding those features
which would best inform the model about classification de-
cisions according to the user’s prior knowledge.
4. After having collected a dataset via query to some data source
(e.g. the twitter API), certain words/phrases could constitute
a new query to the data source which would permit the collec-
tion of additional similar or related data.
Points 1, 2, & 3 exemplify document features being used for better
understanding of a dataset through explore/search, and 4 shows their
use for ensuring collection of additional relevant data, ensuring that
the desired classes can be defined.
How do we decide which features are important? That is partially
driven by what we want to gain from the data. There are usually
many types of analysis possible given the same data, so our own re-
search goals can drive which aspects of the data are most important.
However, the possible analyses are dependent on inherent attributes
of the data: a corpus created by querying twitter for tweets con-
taining “general election” will no doubt contain, in large quantities,
discussions about party leaders and election issues. These issues are
what make this dataset distinctive from just a broad sample of Eng-
lish text: these features occur more often than one would expect from
a broad sample of English.
A feature, like a unigram or bigram, occurs surprisingly frequently
if it occurs more than one would expect statistically. Inherent in the
idea of an expectation is some reference point. If we want to determine
the features that occur surprisingly frequently in a dataset, we need
a reference corpus from which we derive the expectation that was
surprised.
The reference corpus can be as simple as a broad sample of English,
such as a large collection of English wikipedia articles. Or the ref-
erence corpus can be chosen creatively to expose particular traits of
the target corpus. For example, the reference corpus could be tweets
obtained during January for a given query, and the target could be
February tweets, with the intention that only features occurring pro-
portionally more often in February than in January are interesting.
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January documents would therefore establish the expectation of a fea-
ture’s rate of occurrence.
The approach used for finding these features, inspired by keyword
extraction research and this notion of surprise, is a contribution dis-
cussed in Chapter 3, after the discussion in Chapter 2 which first
shows how “engagement” with a social media dataset in method52
becomes a cycle of class discovery and isolation.
Sections 1.5 & 1.6 outline the contributions of Chapters 4 and 5,
which both make use of the surprisingness of features.
1.2 method52
method52 is the second version of method51 (Wibberley et al.,
2013, 2014). It is a general-purpose tool for collecting and analysing
text, built and maintained by casm consulting. method52 im-
proved upon method51 by abstracting its data schema away from
a single data source (twitter), then adding methods for uploading
user data (csv, pdf , word, msg), and other data collection capab-
ilities (reddit API, web searching & scraping). The contributions of
this thesis build upon method52.
Figure 1.1 is a screenshot of method52’s User Interface (UI).
method52 encourages potentially non-technical analysts to engage
with their data and data processing strategy to produce highly be-
spoke analyses.
method52 users analyse text by constructing programs visually,
dragging and dropping boxes that represent components of function-
ality, and connecting them with arrows in order to set the path that
data takes through the components.
method52 provides “components” of functionality such as:
• Read from and write to a database for long-term storage of text
and analysis.
• Import text, or collect data from services such as twitter and
reddit.
• Train a Naïve Bayes classifier to classify text with user-defined
classifications in an active learning loop, which leverages large
quantities of unlabelled data.
• Geolocation of tweets and users.
• Volume over time analysis.
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• Network influence analysis.
Components may generate output which can be annotated onto
documents as they pass through the components. Filters can be
defined over the annotations on documents, so that the user can con-
trol which components are passed specific kinds of documents.
The user builds “jobs”, each comprised of a pipeline of compon-
ents connected with arrows through which documents are passed to
produce some form of analysis.
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Figure 1.1: Screenshot of the method52 UI. Shows a job tab with its
pipeline of components. An influence network is inferred and
recorded from historical tweets mentioning “brexit” that are clas-
sified as being against Brexit.
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Figure 1.1 shows an open job tab, where the functionality of an
example job is defined. A twitter searcher component queries
the twitter API for historical tweets mentioning the term “brexit”.
The resulting tweets are categorised as for/against Brexit by a user-
trained classifier component, which like other annotation com-
ponents, annotates a new field to the document representing its out-
put. The for/against annotation is used as the basis for filtering along
an arrow such that only tweets classified as against Brexit are passed
to the next component. The audience influencer component
infers an influence network based on the dynamic interactions of
users (as opposed to their static follower/friend network) using the
audclus method (Lin et al., 2015). The resulting influence network
over anti-Brexit users is recorded in a database table by the table
writer.
Under a different job setup, the user could train the classifier
in an active learning loop with bespoke classifications by providing
hand-annotated training data.
Also shown in Figure 1.1 is the project explorer pane on the left
side, which allows the organisation of jobs into project folder hier-
archies. In the job tab, components can be selected from the compon-
ent list on the right. A job is run by pressing the green “start” button,
and its progress can be monitored using the “Progress” tab.
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Figure 1.2: Screenshot of the method52 database table viewer. When the
job in Figure 1.1 has completed, and the user clicks on the out-
put table called “influence-network”, they are presented with
the table viewer tab. Each row in the table is a twitter user
with annotations produced by the Audience Influencer compon-
ent. These annotations give measures of how much each user
belongs to each cluster (“audience”) and how much each user
influences each cluster. This data could then be used as input
to another method52 job, or exported to csv for use in other
software.
method52 is an adaptable platform. Its ability to generalise to
new domains and types of analysis has been tested in many projects.
Example studies include:
• Analysing the presence and nature of racial and ethnic slurs on
social media (Bartlett et al., 2014).
• Discovering the supporters of Islamic State (IS) through analysis
of their social media strategies, and monitoring their disruption
by twitter (Conway et al., 2017).
• Analysing attitudes on twitter after extremist attacks, and
after Brexit, studying the presence of Islamophobic, racist, xeno-
phobic, or hateful views (Miller et al., 2016).
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• Analysing the nature of political discussions online (Krasodomski-
Jones, 2016; Smith, 2017).
Many projects that utilise method52 are concerned with text from
twitter2, or similar short comments from other social media plat-
forms. This fits with the focus of this thesis.
Standard public access to twitter’s API is assumed, so the tech-
niques explored are tailored to this level of access, not to the full
twitter fire-hose3, the use of which would be impractical for many
researchers in any case.
1.2.1 Component Contributions
The technological contributions of this thesis are now built into com-
ponents of method52. Components that were added or modified
for the contributions of this thesis are summarised below.
Surprising Phrase Detector This is a new component that imple-
ments the feature discovery method that this thesis contributes
in Chapter 3.
Duplicate Annotator When computing word frequency statistics for
feature discovery, it became necessary to be able to filter out
documents with near-duplicate texts. Therefore, this component
was added, which implements a well-established near-duplicate
detection algorithm (see Section 5.5).
Classifier This component was an existing and core component of
method52, which allows the analyst to train and deploy be-
spoke classifiers. The component features an active learning
loop with its own method of feature discovery. Chapter 4’s con-
tributions are modifications to how it discovers and uses fea-
tures, and methods for combining its use with the Surprising
Phrase Detector. Section 4.1 describes the state of this compon-
ent before the modifications introduced by this thesis.
Surprising phrase tracker Chapter 5 introduces a framework for ad-
aptively querying twitter in real time, based on features dis-
covered in the collected data. The framework depends on the
2 A social media platform on which users publicly share short messages ("tweets"),
that can optionally contain references to topics or other users (marked by a # or @
tag respectively) http://twitter.com
3 The twitter “fire-hose” is the complete, unfiltered stream of all tweets being pub-
lished, which is not available for free through the public API
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interactions of several method52 components (including the
Classifier), but this new component is at the core, which tracks
the query and modifications to it, and wraps the functionality
of the Surprising Phrase detector.
Twitter Steamer This existing component handles contacting twit-
ter with a keyword query and collecting the ongoing stream of
matching tweets. This thesis modifies it such that it is no longer
fixed to its initial query, but instead can receive new query in-
structions while running, and modify the twitter query, with
only optional user interaction.
1.3 method52 & similar tools
There are many tools that can be used to analyse social media text.
method52 aims to provide an environment which balances the need
for computational capabilities with the requirement that the system
can be used by analysts without programming skills or a background
in NLP. Furthermore, it encourages analysts to directly observe the
data, tailor a bespoke technique to match the data, and consider the
feasibility of the type of analysis that they are performing (Wibberley
et al., 2013).
There exist tools with richer computational capability (e.g. more
choice of algorithm for a given task) than method52, such as gate4,
rapidminer5, and stanford nlp6. However, in exposing imple-
mentation details like tokenisation, feature weighting, and algorithm
choice as the units of the analysis, researchers with an NLP back-
ground are more conceptually aligned with these tools than, for ex-
ample, social scientists. Components in method52 are more likely
to be presented as functional sub-analyses of a problem, rather than
their literal computational task or implementation.
On the other end of the scale, tools such as nvivo7, are very much
aligned with concepts non-technical analysts are familiar with in qual-
itative research, but in terms of computational capabilities much bey-
ond annotation, filtering, and sorting they are lacking.
4 https://gate.ac.uk
5 https://rapidminer.com
6 https://nlp.stanford.edu/software
7 https://qsrinternational.com/nvivo
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Tools such as discovertext8 and leipzig corpus miner9 of-
fer a range of computational capabilities similar to method52 (such
as active learning classifier training), which are also more conceptu-
ally aligned with the type of analyses a social scientist might perform.
However, a strength of method52 is its visual representation of the
analysis being performed as pipelines of components. Analysts can
see how the data arrived at its current state (rapidminer also fea-
tures a pipeline view).
In order to tailor analyses to a particular problem, method52 ana-
lyses usually include a bespoke classification component, which re-
quires the analyst to manually label some amount of their data in
order to train a classifier to fit their particular problem. In this way,
analysts are directed to read the texts and produce analyses that are
tailored to their data, rather than generic solutions which may or not
be producing useful distinctions in the data. This contrasts with tools
such as liwc10, which compares text to fixed sets of words that are
intended to indicate concepts such as emotions or thinking styles. An-
other similar example is opinionfinder11.
The active learning environment provided by method52 for train-
ing the classifier component is based on a tool called dualist (Settles,
2011) and is introduced in the next section.
1.4 bespoke classification & active learning
This section introduces method52’s classifier and active learning
frameworks, since these play a key part in the isolation of classes in
method52, and are used extensively in this work. Some of the con-
tributions of Chapter 4 make additions to the classifier component.
The classifier component in method52 is a Naïve Bayes Classi-
fier (NBC), which is a simple probabilistic machine learning method.
Due to its computational simplicity, it can be used interactively in
real-time to repeatedly train on a growing set of hand-labelled data.
And despite its simplicity, it has been shown empirically that the NBC
can achieve good performance despite its naïve assumptions (Settles,
2011).
These factors were utilised by the dualist framework (Settles,
2011), a platform in which the user is tasked with labelling both
8 https://discovertext.com
9 http://lcm.informatik.uni-leipzig.de
10 https://liwc.wpengine.com/
11 https://mpqa.cs.pitt.edu/opinionfinder
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features and documents in order to rapidly train an NBC that per-
forms well on the evaluation data. The classifier presents to the user
those documents whose categorisation the classifier is most uncertain
about, and those features whose presence and/or absence in a doc-
ument correlates most with reduced classifier uncertainty. The clas-
sifier uses the user-labelled features in an expectation-maximisation
step to incorporate unlabelled data.
method52’s classifier training procedure is based on the dual-
ist system, implementing this processing of feature and document
querying and labelling (shown in Figure 1.3). Technical details of
method52’s classifier component before additions made by this
thesis, and details of exactly how the component differs from du-
alist can be found in Section 4.1.
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Figure 1.3: Screenshot of the labelling portion of the method52 classifier
training screen. Both tweets and features (here unigrams and bi-
grams) are presented to the user for labelling according to the
user-defined scheme of “Attack”, “Sympathy”, or “Other”.
It is unreasonable to assume that a classifier trained and evaluated
on one dataset (source) will perform equally well on a different data-
set (target), because the vocabulary of features in the new dataset will
present different statistics for their level of indicativeness of the classi-
fications. The more dissimilar the data, the worse the mismatch, since
there is more likely to be a greater vocabulary mismatch (Ben-David
et al., 2010). This problem gives rise to methods of domain adaptation,
such as finding and utilising those features that are used similarly
across both source and target data in order to find a projection of
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the source feature space that is more suitable for the target data (Li,
2012).
Instead of relying on domain adaptation, method52 takes the ap-
proach of providing tools for the user to build bespoke pipelines of
functionality, including user-trained classifiers (chained or simultan-
eous) in order to make the best use of the data available. This flexib-
ility enables the user to adopt strategies to which their problem and
data are most amenable by building different formations of classifiers.
Some of these strategies are discussed by Wibberley et al. (2014) and
described in Section 4.1.5.
The method52 classifier training environment provides the means
to annotate an evaluation set, which is then used to keep a current
evaluation of the classifier’s performance. For each classification label,
the user is shown the model’s precision, recall, and f-score. The over-
all classification accuracy is also given. The performance is updated
whenever the user submits new training data.
Figure 1.4: Screenshot of the method52 classifier evaluation portion of the
training screen. The upper portion of the table shows how many
are classified correctly or incorrectly for each classification, and
the lower portion gives details of precision, recall, f-score, accur-
acy. From here, the user can also click the sample button to take
a random sample of documents which the classifier determines
belongs to the selected classification.
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1.5 feature discovery with active learning
This section outlines the contributions of Chapter 4 toward the fol-
lowing research question mentioned early in the introduction:
How can feature discovery support the identification, defin-
ition, and characterisaton of classes of text?
A core part of data exploration in method52 is the classifier com-
ponent. It allows the user to inspect random samples of documents, to
devise a categorisation scheme (explore/define classes) and to train a
classifier through active learning in order to apply the categorisations
to large amounts of data (isolate classes).
Due to the way that documents are presented to the user during
active learning, the user will encounter text that challenges the bound-
aries of the classifications, necessitating clear class semantics in order
to obtain a well-performing classifier. Typically, users will need to re-
define their classes several times as they become better acquainted
with the data. Clearly, if there were some way to sooner gain an un-
derstanding of the data, the number of iterations of class definition,
testing, and revision could be reduced, thereby speeding along the
process of classifier construction and further data understanding.
Chapter 4 elaborates on this issue and approaches it from a fea-
ture discovery perspective. In particular, Section 4.4 introduces fea-
ture discovery strategies that speed corpus understanding by provid-
ing a rapid overview of the data, allowing more efficient discovery of
classes (definition of class semantics) within the data.
Chapter 4 also addresses the problems with the current feature
labelling functionality. Class isolation is improved by dealing with
weaknesses in the feature discovery and incorporation mechanisms
within the active learning system.
Features f labelled as indicative of classifications c are used to build
an initial classifier by instructing the classifier to assume it has seen a
occurrences of f in documents classified with c. This initial classifier
is used to calculate the class probabilities for each of the unlabelled
documents, which together with the hand-labelled document classi-
fications make a new training set upon which the final classifier is
trained (full details in Section 4.1.2).
The assignment of a fixed a value for each feature is in part to
blame for some user confusion concerning performance drops when
labelling infrequent features, and many features with varying levels
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of indicativeness for their classifications. This problem is examined
in Section 4.7, which introduces methods for assigning dynamic a
values.
Furthermore, it is difficult even understanding or selecting the fea-
tures that are presented through the active learning procedure. Terms
presented in isolation often simply lack the context to be interpreted.
One cannot always know the particular sense of the term that is being
used in the text, and even it is somehow obvious, it is not always clear
how it could be indicative of a particular classification. This annotator
awareness issue is primarily covered in Section 4.5, using simple user-
interface features.
Even if the meaning and indicativeness is clear, it is also frequently
the case that a term could be indicative of multiple categories depend-
ing on context. This conditional indicativeness problem is examined
in Section 4.6, and approached by extracting syntactic dependency
ngrams that encode context more logically in order to increase the
likelihood that a feature can be found that is suitably indicative of a
classification, and that does not present conditional indicativeness.
Even if the features presented to the user and their method of in-
tegration into the model is improved, there is still the problem that
the classifier’s method of feature proposal is locked into the analyst’s
current notion of the classification boundaries. It is only as powerful
as the current classification definition (class semantics). Yet, we have
already established that this definition undergoes frequent revision
as the analyst becomes familiarised with the data. Whilst the work
described above streamlines each step of this process, we must also
focus on reducing the number of these iterations.
Section 4.4 uses surprisingly frequent phrase analysis to add a
more classification-definition-agnostic process to exploring terms in
the unlabelled data, thereby helping the analyst to understand the
data and reduce the likelihood of committing to a flawed classifica-
tion definition, without having to read hundreds of randomly sampled
documents. This therefore reduces the number of steps in the revision
process. The phrase analysis is also used to examine documents un-
der the current classification definitions in a more engaging manner
than simply checking the current category f-scores.
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1.6 adaptive streaming
This section describes the Chapter 5 contributions for the aforemen-
tioned research question shown again below:
How can feature discovery support the collection of data
relevant to classes of text?
The data collection strategy is fundamentally important to classify-
ing data, because it determines the space of possible class semantics
that can be derived from the text.
A currently popular source of study is social media. Social media
research is often focused on real-time messages, or at least messages
collected during a phase of the study. Furthermore, the most popu-
lar social media site for study is twitter. Therefore, this thesis fo-
cuses mostly on twitter as an example. However, the proposed ad-
aptive streaming framework is applicable to similar scenarios where
keywords and phrases are used to collect data.
twitter provides a few APIs for collecting tweets: the twitter
sample12, search13, and filter14 APIs. The sample API provides a 1%
real-time sample across all tweets being published. The search and
filter APIs require the user to specify a query, and only those tweets
matching the query are returned. The search API returns historical
tweets, and the filter API sets up a real-time stream of tweets matching
the query.
These APIs permit users two types of strategy for collecting tweets
on a topic of interest. The first possibility is to extract from the 1%
sample those tweets which contain terms of interest. Alternatively,
the user can provide a set of terms as a query to either the search or
filter API. The first option can be useful for certain ways of implement-
ing topic tracking (Magdy and Elsayed, 2014) as described in Section
5.1. However, if the topic of interest is not discussed sufficiently fre-
quently, it may not occur in the 1% sample, and even if it does, data
could be lost since the sample is not directed at the topic. The search/-
filter approach more directly obtains the tweets of interest.
The problem when finding tweets on a given topic is that the ana-
lyst must know the query terms that will produce the data they de-
12 https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs/tweets/sample-realtime/
api-reference/get-statuses-sample
13 https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs/tweets/search/api-reference/
get-search-tweets
14 https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs/tweets/filter-realtime/
api-reference/post-statuses-filter
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sire, which are difficult to know ahead of time. Often, after collecting
data in this manner and performing their analysis, researchers dis-
cover references to topics and subtopics that they would have liked
to be included in the data more fully, or they find evidence that the
topic of interest drifted away from the vocabulary that was used in
their twitter query. This is because the vocabulary of a topic drifts
over time, and new, related, or sub-topics arise naturally in discussion
(Magdy and Elsayed, 2014). Sometimes twitter users will happen
to reference the relevant query terms together with their sub-topics,
but often they will not. The problem grows more serious as the data
is collected over longer periods of time, since this allows more time
for related events or discussions to arise. This implies that a great
deal of relevant data could be lost.
One approach to addressing this problem is to implement an auto-
mated process for analysing the text in order to find the terms that
would be of interest to researchers, and then immediately incorporate
them into the query to the twitter API. There are many challenges
involved in achieving this, including ensuring that the automated pro-
cess does not become overwhelmed with irrelevant terms, and how
to define relevance to the process in the first place. Chapter 5 ana-
lyses these issues and presents a method52 framework for adaptive
streaming/querying, the essence of which is based in surprisingly fre-
quent phrase analysis for semi-automatically adapting and updating
a keyword query.
2
DATA ENGAGEMENT AS CLASS D I SCOVERY
This chapter examines what is meant by “engaging“ with text data
using method52. While not a contribution in itself, this chapter
provides necessary context for later chapters in understanding how
method52 jobs are built and how this relates to characterising classes
of text data.
When users build jobs in method52, the visual pipeline of their
analysis is saved until they purposefully delete it. So it is possible to
see to some extent how a problem was tackled using method52. A
number of early case studies are also described by Wibberley et al.
(2014). This chapter describes in detail an illustrative application of
method52 in section 2.2 which demonstrates the use of method52
for analysing online conversation. This example is then compared to
similar use cases.
The design of method52 allows us to gain a view of how analysts
engage with data using it. Every job built by a user is constructed and
saved as a visual pipeline of processes, so it is possible to go back and
observe what has happened to the data (for any unclear jobs, informal
clarification is sought from their creators). For example, see Figure
2.1 for a job that determines whether twitter users are expressing
gratitude through two layers of classifiers. Informed by inspecting the
jobs created by users in existing and past projects using method52,
this chapter establishes generalisations for how method52 is used.
Studying social media comments is akin to entering an enormous
and busy pub, and then trying to discover, pick apart, and under-
stand the conversations encountered. Social media data is conversa-
tional: users’ comments can be seen and responded to by the other
users. Unlike datasets such as news articles, the data arises in a social
space. It is impossible to be certain who would turn up on the day of
our pub visit, and what conversations would arise as we listen. Not
only are we uncertain of the topics, but also how the topics will be dis-
cussed. The words and phrasing used will depend on the individuals
and their relationships with each other. We also do not know what
happened in people’s lives today which will influence what they dis-
cuss and how they discuss it. Events may be large/important enough
that they influence multiple lives and lead to wider discussion. People
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do not construct an agenda of conversations and carefully edit the
points to be raised; they react to the conversations present and the
events that sparked them. These conversations represent classes of ut-
terance. Where, as mentioned in the introduction, the term “class” is
used to refer to semantically coherent categories (or “conversations”)
of text. If documents can be categorised according to some property
(or properties) of their text’s meaning, then they can be said to be part
of a class defined by that property (or properties).
Figure 2.1: Screenshot of a method52 job from a project in collaboration
with HMIC. Tweets directed at police force accounts are first clas-
sified as whether they contain an opinion or not, then opinion
tweets are classified as either expressing gratitude or not. Then
all tweets are saved back to the input table with the new classi-
fication annotations.
To study these conversations and engage with the datasets they pro-
duce, method52 users seem to approach the problem in one of two
modes, which will be referred to as “explore” and “search”. In “ex-
plore” the analyst attempts to discover information about online con-
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versations, to discover and define classes. The difficulty in this step
is the vast amount of conversation to sift through to find something
of interest amongst the noise. method52 provides components to
fetch data from social media APIs, and to sample or cluster the data
in different ways in order to aid exploration. For “search”, once the
analyst discovers a conversation that seems interesting to study, or
if the analyst already has some idea what types of conversations are
of interest, the problem instead becomes identifying and isolating in-
stances of these conversations among all other conversations (classes).
method52 provides various methods for filtering documents, the
primary of which is a classifier component which the user trains in
an active learning loop.
In reality, both “explore” and “search” steps arise in the process of
studying data, in a kind of loop or cycle. If we begin searching with a
particular kind of conversation in mind, we first must find examples
of it. However, the successful isolation of this class of data could still
produce millions of messages. We may already have in mind likely
sub-conversations, and if so we begin to try to isolate them, but oth-
erwise must proceed to the alternate explore step, in order to discover
sub-conversations. Once evidence of interesting sub-conversations is
found, we cycle back to the search step to isolate other instances of
the sub-conversations in the data. This cycle continues until the ana-
lyst has a sufficiently clear conception of the dataset (the engagement
is concluded).
Section 2.1 first establishes the type of study that method52 users
have typically conducted, in order to demonstrate the scope of this
style of engagement. Then in Section 2.2 this engagement style is cla-
rified with an example study which is typical of the social media stud-
ies of interest, and which exemplifies the cycle introduced above. Sec-
tion 2.3 examines the explore-search cycle in the general case. Then
Section 2.4 concludes with how the remainder of the thesis seeks to
improve method52 to better support this process of engagement.
2.1 engagement in two mindsets
This section identifies two broad mindsets of dataset engagement in
studies undertaken by social scientists and humanities scholars when
studying large text datasets with automated tools. And this thesis is
primarily focused on one of them, since it is by far the most represen-
ted projects using method52.
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More common among humanities scholars, the first type is con-
cerned with individual interesting examples. This mindset tends to
occur when the researcher has access to a large collection of (often
historical) records, and they are accustomed to a research methodo-
logy based on “close reading”.
Simply, close reading involves the study of single example passages
of text in a careful, considered manner. Close reading contrasts with
the concept of “distant reading”, which attempts to consider the col-
lection as a whole, perhaps aggregating statistics over features of the
text.
Researchers interested in close reading are less interested in even
a 90% correct algorithm, because when individual examples are
sampled the problem arises of explaining the 1 in 10 tagging mis-
takes throughout the text. When the data is studied in aggregate, it is
possible to observe patterns despite the relatively small number of er-
rors. Close readers are more interested in an accurate, careful analysis
of individual passages.
This mindset is not the primary concern of this thesis. However,
it is worth considering how this type of work might adapt to large
collections of records. Some researchers may favour a random walk,
looking at records for passages that spark their interest. However, this
could be a long process. Ideally, automated tools would step in to as-
sist the analyst’s exploration. The tool should increase the likelihood
that interesting passages are presented to the analyst. It is this aspect
of the first mindset that is most similar to the second mindset, and
most able to take advantage of the present work.
The second mindset is most usual among social scientists, and is
concerned with utilising large datasets for more quantitative methods
of studying social phenomena. This is more like distant reading, and
amounts to finding interesting classes of documents, rather than indi-
vidual instances. It may be the case that the researcher is interested in
characterising the collection (or sub-collection) of documents, rather
than individual examples. Classes of documents are interesting be-
cause the frequency of instances representing the class lend weight
to the conclusion that the class exists as a coherent trend or social
phenomenon rather than a single example, which could be explained
as an outlier (i.e. a quantitative analysis).
The difference between the two mindsets can be roughly charac-
terised with the following metaphor. Imagine a book which repres-
ents the hypothetical full and complete analysis of a dataset. The first
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mindset is searching for individual interesting pages or passages rep-
resenting complete analyses of aspects of the dataset. The second is
interested in a detailed contents page, the breakdown of the analysis
into semantically meaningful classes and subclasses. Both mindsets
may benefit from an index, through which individual features can
point to smaller classes of passages.
This work is primarily interested in the second mindset. It is more
common with social media data; the discovery and isolation of con-
versations fits this mindset well, since conversations are collections of
documents representing a common theme or type. They can repres-
ent quantitative evidence of social media phenomena. These conver-
sations, or types of conversation, will be referred to as classes, because
they represent categories of text which share sufficient coherence in
their semantics as to be considered as a single theme. Example classes
might be: “islamophobia“, “support for Barack Obama“, or “witness
information in a train derailment”.
2.2 engaging with textual datasets : an example
What follows is a description of an example dataset analysis illustrat-
ive of the types of study that social media analysts aim to engage in
using method52. The example will illustrate what is meant by se-
mantically coherent categories of text (classes), and why they emerge
with central importance when engaging with the data. It is shown
that the process of engaging with the data in terms of these classes
occurs in an explore-search cycle (which is generalised in Section 2.3).
A very common problem is the desire to investigate the online reac-
tion to some real-world event or ongoing hot topic. A typical example
is a terrorist attack, a natural disaster, or a political election, debate
or issue.
One such problem is discussed in more detail in Section 4.2,
wherein the aim was to examine the reactions of twitter users to
the 2016 Brussels terrorist bombings. The analyst does not necessar-
ily begin with a finding that they are expecting to prove, instead they
wish to discover properties of the data to report on. They want to
know: what reactions are present in the data? What topics were dis-
cussed? How did the bombings influence the twitter users’ opin-
ions?
8.4 million tweets were obtained containing the word “Brussels”
using the twitter API from shortly after the last bomb detonation
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on the 22nd March, 2016 until the evening of the same day, with the
aim to investigate the nature of twitter discussion of the bomb-
ings. The collection is first filtered such that all those tweets whose
language is not detected as English by twitter are removed (since
there were no analysts with other language proficiencies that would
be useful, though method52’s technology would support them), so
the analysis concerns only English-speaking twitter.
The initial query “Brussels” is quite vague, but the timing of the
collection helps to make more specific the data we hope to encounter.
With twitter being a very event-driven reactionary platform (Wib-
berley et al., 2014) (explained further in Section 4.1.5), our confidence
is increased that using a query term related to an event of interna-
tional significance in the short period following it, raises the likeli-
hood that the documents will contain sufficient relevant data.
The query is sufficiently general that we have not attempted to isol-
ate a class of document (or conversation) that we expect to find con-
cerning the attacks. This is the explore step. With the large collection
of documents, we need a window into the data in order to begin de-
fining observable social phenomena. Technically, before this explore
step we have already performed a search step, by defining a class of
“conversations pertaining to the Brussels attack“ and attempting to
isolate it using timing and a keyword query to a data source.
One simple way to begin the explore step is a random sampling of
documents. Documents are selected at random and shown in batches
to the analyst. After reading hundreds of example tweets, it became
clear that there were many relevant to the attacks. The random sample
was overwhelmed by tweets which constituted expressions of sym-
pathy for the victims of the bombings. An alternative here would be
to perform some form of clustering, then interpret the clusters by
reading documents within the clusters.
Due to the abundance of tweets expressing condolences, any other
type of relevant tweet was being suppressed from view. It may be
of interest to measure the sympathetic response of twitter users,
or we may wish to examine other types of document. Regardless,
the next logical step then is to isolate those tweets which express
condolences. Therefore, we find ourselves in the search step.
In order to isolate the condolence tweets, they must represent a
coherent class of document. Even if the isolation procedure were en-
tirely manual, the criteria for isolation would constitute the definition
of the class of tweets representing condolences. An obvious tool for
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organising documents into classes is a classifier. method52 provides
an active learning interface for training a bespoke Naïve Bayes Clas-
sifier (NBC). A classifier was trained to distinguish condolences from
the rest of the data. This step can act as a verification for the existence
of the class in question; if it is possible to model the classification,
then it likely holds weight as a coherent class of document. The in-
verse conclusion is less strong, however, since if the classifier cannot
be made to model the desired classification, this may simply be a
limitation of the model, rather than a flaw in the class definition.
Once the condolence documents have been isolated, they can be
studied apart, or can be filtered away so that the other documents can
be more effectively explored. This style of analysis of identifying pat-
terns, and peeling them away to discover previously overshadowed
patterns (here, classes) is shown to be effective by Wibberley et al.
(2014) and is described further in Section 4.1.5.
In either scenario, the explore step is once again reached, because
the objective becomes again to discover and define more classes within
the resulting subset of data. Not only is the exploration accomplished
through random sampling, but also the biased sampling of an active
learning procedure. Documents are presented to the user of whose
classification the classifier is most uncertain. This means that the ana-
lyst can also view interesting edge-cases, and documents which may
not fit their current class definitions so easily.
In this study, the condolences were filtered away, and the remaining
data was explored for more phenomena. This process was repeated
several times, which lead first to distinguishing factual updates about
the actual attacks from all other relevant comments. This class of doc-
uments contained information about suspects, victims, and other as-
pects of the investigation.
In the next explore step, after isolating and filtering away this “up-
date” type of tweet, another class of news-like tweets was discovered
dominating the data. These, instead of being updates about the actual
attacks and investigation, were concerned with consequences of the
attacks, such as service closures. Included in this class were details of
helplines for those affected by the attacks.
These tweets contrasted with another class emerging which showed
the personal opinions of the twitter users on a number of topics in
light of the attacks. Searching for and filtering away the consequence
tweets in favour of the personal opinions, the explore step began
again.
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Again random sampling was used to investigate the classes of per-
sonal opinion being expressed. Three substantial classes were identi-
fied, those discussing Donald Trump, Barack Obama, or Islam. In the
search step, these three were isolated using simply the presence of
keywords in the text. This produced three datasets representing three
classes of personal reactions to the bombings concerning one of these
three topics. The explore step occurs again on each dataset, discover-
ing that each can broadly be divided into two classes of documents
either in support or criticism of the topic in question in light of the
bombings. From here, either the proportion of support or criticism
for each topic could be quoted, or the cycle can continue attempting
to analyse the classes of support and criticism.
This short study is typical of how analysts “engage” with a social
media dataset using method52, examining it for social phenomena.
It shows that a central concept at each stage of the analysis, is the
idea of classes of text, whether attempting to discover them, or apply
their definition to structure subsets of the data for further analysis.
A similar procedure is found in many method52 projects. Wib-
berley et al. (2014) describe a study in which the goal was to inspect
tweets mentioning Father’s day, in order to find users to whom it
would be appropriate to send Father’s Day marketing messages. The
authors describe a “Russian doll” methodology of using classifiers
to one-at-a-time pick out patterns in the tweets and explore the sub-
set of data produced (much like the Brussels example). Again similar
methodology arose in a study of the usage of racial and ethnic slurs
on twitter using method52 (Bartlett et al., 2014), in which the
authors describe using classifiers to pick out relevant tweets, then
identify types of slur, then identify categories of slur usage. And at
each stage annotators manually inspect and categories samples of slur
usage. Additionally, the HMIC project that contributed to the 2016
Police Effectiveness, Efficiency and Legitimacy (PEEL) programme’s
national overview report1 exhibits a similar process at various stages.
The relevant method52 jobs show classifiers that break down the
data in stages. For example, Figure 2.1 showed the user first separ-
ating out opinion-sharing tweets, before classifying them as whether
or not they exhibit gratitude. Other jobs in the same project show
samples being taken of the data at different stages for inspection.
1 https://www.justiceinspectorates.gov.uk/hmicfrs/publications/
peel-police-effectiveness-2016/
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2.3 the search & explore cycle
The example in Section 2.2 illustrated a typical procedure for “en-
gaging” with a social media dataset using method52. It describes
a tension between the need to discover potential classes of text for
findings to be data-led, and the desire to apply hypotheses about the
existence of classes in the data. This tension leads to a methodology
which alternates between the two goals as the data is explored. The
cycle between the two is visualised in Figure 2.2. This section gen-
eralises the cycle, discussing what each step can involve, sub-steps
within the explore and search steps, and where in the cycle studies
begin and why, and advantages of and complexities with the explore-
search characterisation of engagement.
Explore Search
Encode class of 
interest for machine
Machine isolates class 
in data, creating new 
subset
Machine presents 
views on data 
User characterises 
class from machine 
views
Define
Inspect
Encode
Isolate
Figure 2.2: The search/explore cycle.
The first goal was referred to as the “explore” step and the second,
the “search” step; the analysis in each step respectively is either dis-
covering or isolating semantically coherent categories, classes, of text.
A given study may have components of either, but typically exhibits
a cycle of both.
In the Brussels example, the data is first collected on a very broad
term, and the study sought to discover which conversations were
present in the data. Therefore, the first phase was the data-lead “ex-
plore” step, in which the analyst attempted to discover classes of
text. The method chosen for this was random sampling of documents.
However, there are other options for this phase. Unsupervised meth-
ods are of particular use, since they discover structure in the data
without the requirement of the analyst to have already defined classes.
Examples could be some form of clustering or topic modelling, which
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can be used to first group documents and guide discovery of poten-
tial classes.
The explore step can itself be conceptualised as two steps. Figure
2.2 defines them as “inspect” and “define”. In the inspect step, the
machine presents the data to the user. This includes the actual data
collection, and the methods used to present documents to the user,
whether that is random sampling, clustering, topic modelling, etc.
Then, in the define step, the user utilises the views on the data in
order to construct class definitions which fit the data.
Figure 2.2 also divides the search step into two sub-steps. In the
“encode” step, the analyst’s definitions of classes are encoded for the
machine. This could mean simply defining the class in terms of the
presence particular key terms, or could be for example in the form of
training examples for a supervised learning technique. For most of
the encoding steps, the Brussels example used training examples se-
lected through active learning for an NBC. In order to separate the per-
sonal reactions into those relating to Donald Trump, Barack Obama,
or Islam, the keyword method was used. The “isolate” substep is
simply the machine’s application of the class encoding to the data.
Supervised learning methods most often fall into the search phase,
since the supervision aspect implies the encoding step. This is then
followed by an “isolate” step as this now fixed encoding is applied to
the data, isolating the classes which were encoded in the encode step.
Figure 2.2 does not mark any step as the initial step, because the
part of the loop which comes first depends on the goals of the analyst.
In Section 2.2, the goal was only vaguely defined: to collect data on
the term “Brussels”, the analysts knowing that much of the data on
the day of the attacks would be about the attacks, in order find inter-
esting conversations arising concerning the attacks. Alternatively, the
analyst could specifically conduct a study into Islamophobia online,
in which case, a class of document is already defined: a tweet which
exhibits Islamophobia. The class could be more general: the charac-
terisation of Muslims online. In these cases the first challenge is the
isolation of these classes; the researcher only hypothesises that the
Brussels data would contain them, which implies beginning with the
search step.
Conceivably, a study could commence at any of the four sub-steps
in Figure 2.2:
Inspect As in the Brussels example, if acquiring a dataset that is it-
self interesting, that is the analyst has not yet formed class hy-
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potheses, but wishes to collect and explore the data in order to
learn more about it, then they are beginning with the inspect
step.
Define If the analyst does not first explore a dataset, but instead pro-
ceeds directly to establishing a class hypothesis about the data,
which they wish to search the data for subsequently, then they
begin with the define step.
Encode When starting with a hypothesis about a dataset’s classes
(e.g. replicating existing work), and attempting to train a be-
spoke learner to encode this hypothesis, the analyst is begin-
ning with the encode step.
Isolate The analyst begins with the isolate step if they are applying
a pre-trained algorithm, e.g. a positive/negative sentiment clas-
sifier, out-of-the-box to a dataset.
The cycle represents the overall aim of analysis, the high-level pro-
cedure. In practice, there are interesting complexities in the structure
of the methodology.
In the encode step, when training bespoke classifiers, it is frequently
the case that the first attempts do not perform as expected, since un-
derstanding of the dataset and the classes it best supports increases
during the engagement process. This may be discovered on test data,
before the analyst proceeds to the isolate step. However, it may also
only be decided after proceeding through isolate to inspect that the
data being presented is now too noisy to proceed. In this case, the
analyst must return to an earlier encode step to try something differ-
ent.
There are two major advantages of this methodology over a strategy
that relies solely on pre-baked (non-bespoke) methods of isolating
classes (e.g. pre-trained classifiers). The first most obvious is that the
encoding and isolating can adapt to the discoveries in the explore
step, tailoring the research to the data. Wibberley et al. (2014) has
shown this to be often necessary in order to understand social media
data in the right context, with the “Twitcident” principle (explained
further in Section 4.1.5).
The second related advantage, is fail-fastness. When each iteration
of isolating classes is followed by viewing the data and refining the
encoding or applying new class definitions, the analyst can react to
previous cycles producing incoherent results. This is not possible if
applying a long chain of pre-baked methods.
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More positively, the encoding step often produces insights about
the documents being annotated. In the Brussels example, the classi-
fier is trained in an active learning environment. We could say that
the encode step here actually nests an entire explore-search cycle. The
user is presented with a sample of documents of which the classifier
is most uncertain (inspect), the analyst adjusts his/her understand-
ing of the class definition according to the documents seen (define),
then supplies training annotations (encode), and the system uses this
new information to re-train, then re-classify the data (isolate) before
presenting further samples to the user again.
Discoveries in any of the steps may lead the analyst to determ-
ine that the data collection method should ideally be altered. For
example, the analyst may discover that more relevant data could be
acquired by the addition of new terms to an API query. The additional
data could alter or invalidate progress in the preceding steps.
Despite these complications, this characterisation of engagement
with social media documents using method52 shows classes of text
as the central concept in an investigative cycle of discovering and
isolating them in the data as the analyst gains a deeper understanding
of the data.
2.4 conclusions
This chapter demonstrated the role of the discovery and isolation
of classes in the style of engagement which method52 jobs often
follow. Having identified that this type of analysis is based funda-
mentally on the building of a structure of classes, and having de-
veloped a description for this process, the purpose of the remainder
of this thesis is to explore practical, adaptive methods for enhancing
method52 to more effectively support the needs of social scientists
and humanities scholars during this engagement process.
There are two broad styles in which one can approach structuring
and defining a system of classes for a dataset. The first is to try to ex-
plicitly model classes and their relations, perhaps hierarchically. This
approach could be described as top-down, and is akin to inferring an
ontology. The idea of the semantic web would be an example of this
type of approach. Alternatively, one might take a more bottom-up ap-
proach, in which the focus is on defining those properties which are
important aspects of the classes, and by defining these properties, the
class definitions emerge implicitly from the presence of these features.
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An example which exhibits this approach is the “folksonomy”. Folk-
sonomies are typically systems which permit the annotation of items
(e.g. documents) with tags or properties which characterise the items
in some way. Classes of item then arise implicitly from collections of
items annotated in a similar way.
This thesis adopts the bottom-up approach. The bottom-up ap-
proach is interesting because it is mirrored by the machine learning
algorithms: patterns are inferred over the properties of training docu-
ments. These properties are most often simply the words and phrases
in the text, potentially matched with a class label annotated by the
user (for supervised learning). Furthermore, the individual words are
often relied upon by analysts to understand the views presented to
them by the machine. For example, after applying topic modelling to
a dataset, it is difficult to understand how the model categorises the
documents, so often we will attempt to determine the words which
are most indicative of, or relevant to, a topic in order to summarise
this information for the analyst (Sievert and Shirley, 2014), e.g. using
word clouds.
Given the bottom-up word-based focus, a fundamental aspect of
the techniques explored in this thesis is the extraction of important
words and phrases from the text. Therefore, Chapter 3 is concerned
solely with establishing the technique which will be used for this task.
It should be noted, however, that the technique while fundamental to
many parts of the later chapters does not account for the entirety of
their contributions.
The active learning system of method52 based on dualist, to-
gether with method52’s pipeline architecture, is fundamental to the
overall explore-search cycle. Therefore, Chapter 4 begins with this
tool. The technique established in Chapter 3 is applied to better sup-
port the discovery and isolation of classes in addition to other meth-
ods, whose focus remains with the individual features of text.
The data collection strategy (in the inspect sub-step of the explore
step) must also be considered because it affects the possible classes
that can be extracted from the data. Often, to collect social media
data, the analyst must provide words or phrases to the social me-
dia company’s API. Texts are then returned which match those terms.
Even use of modern search engines follows a similar structure. We
are accustomed to finding data through use of queries composed of
key words and phrases. If a dataset is constructed on the keyword
“Brussels” it is likely to be feasible to define classes concerning dis-
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cussions relevant to Brussels. It is less likely that it would be possible
to derive a class for attitudes toward “The X Factor” in such a dataset.
Therefore, the potential for classes of interest are defined by the set
of query terms provided to the API. Which means that again, these
surface features are critically important, and the API query they form
is important.
Additionally relevant to the data collection strategy, is the fact that
discoveries in other steps of the explore-search cycle can necessitate
changes in the data collection strategy (the query terms supplied to
the API), or at least reveal the possibility of missing out on relevant
data if the change is not possible.
Given the importance of the data collection method, Chapter 5
explores strategies using the key phrase extraction technique from
Chapter 3 for automatically adapting the social media data collection
based on the discovered terms in the collected data in order better
support class discovery by capturing additional relevant material.
3
SURPR I S INGLY FREQUENT FEATURES
Chapter 2 described how when analysing large sets of social media
text using method52, the analyst can be thought of as attempting to
discover and define classes of data. Once the semantics of a class are
defined, the analyst wishes to isolate for analysis those documents
which represent given classes, and this effort continues in an explore-
search cycle as subsets of the data are defined and subjected to the
same treatment. This thesis adopts a bottom-up, surface feature based
approach to improving this process, asking: how can feature discovery
be used to support the characterisation of semantically coherent classes of
text? This approach often relies upon a method for extracting and
ranking important words and phrases in a corpus. For this reason,
the first sub-question outlined in the introduction was: how can fea-
tures be identified which provide useful bases for characterising classes of
text? The features of interest here are words and phrases. Therefore,
the contribution of this chapter is to introduce a new method for ex-
tracting these phrases.
In some cases, the machine has defined classes which the researcher
must interpret (the “inspect” step, see Figure 2.2). For example, after
applying a clustering algorithm, any document can be described as
belonging to one or more clusters. The analyst must then interpret the
semantics of the class that each cluster represents, a process which
frequently turns to displaying important words and phrases for a
given cluster/topic, for example in a word cloud.
In other cases the researcher is responsible for having defined a
class, through observation of the text, or knowledge of the text do-
main (the “define” step). The user then wishes to isolate that class
in the data. In order to accomplish this at scale, a machine learning
classifier can be trained to model the desired classes (“encode” step),
and isolate the documents representing them (“isolate” step). In the
currently dominant trends of machine learning, individual surface
features play a key role here in how the machine models classes, in
both the discovery (e.g. clustering/topic modelling) and isolation (e.g.
classifiers) of classes. Furthermore, surface features are important for
user interpretation of machine-defined classes, and interpretation of
document collections in general. Lastly, these word and phrase fea-
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tures are also important for defining the queries to data collection
APIs for even generating the datasets to begin with.
Through discussions for collaborations using method52 with so-
cial scientists and humanities scholars, we (the text analytics
group) find anecdotally that there often seems to be a fundamental
mismatch between how the machine models the classes, and how non-
technical analysts understand the machine to work. The analysts in-
terpret the machine’s process as building an explicit semantic model
representing the meaning of concepts and the relationships between
them, so that it can perform clustering, classification, etc. with full
understanding of the domain, as they as humans would.
Given the importance of word/phrase features, it was decided
that a feature-driven, bottom-up approach to supporting the explore-
search cycle would be fruitful. Therefore, most of the thesis is con-
cerned with practical methods of enabling method52 techniques to
better discover and exploit features.
In Section 1.1, the idea of some features in a corpus being more im-
portant than others was introduced, as was the notion that features
which occur more often than one would expect (surprisingly frequent
features) are likely to be important features. This is a well-established
idea (Rayson and Garside, 2000), but which has no single simple ap-
proach. How do we define our expectation? By what measure do we
make the comparison between observed and expected?
This chapter’s purpose is to introduce and describe the tech-
nique used for extracting key phrases, which will be referred to as
Surprisingly Frequent Phrase Detection (SFPD). Design decisions as
a result of the initial problems from early prototyping are also dis-
cussed in this chapter. In addition, the ways in which the algorithm
is adaptable to different scenarios is considered. SFPD will be used
in large parts of following chapters. Chapter 4 applies feature dis-
covery techniques to support characterisation of classes of text, and
in Chapter 5 SFPD is at the core of a framework for discovering new
words and phrases for automatically adapting queries to twitter in
order to collect additional relevant data.
Section 3.1 discusses related work in keyword extraction and cor-
pus analysis. Section 3.2 discusses the overall strategy for evaluation
in this thesis, since finding surprisingly frequent features has a sub-
stantial role in the following chapters. Section 3.3 introduces and jus-
tifies the chosen measure for feature surprisingness, and Section 3.4
describes how this measure is extended to additionally produce multi-
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word terms. Sections 3.5 & 3.6 are concerned with the early issues that
arise when adapting the technique to different types of data (contrast-
ing with Chapters 4 & 5, which while similar, focus specifically on the
active learning and adaptive streaming capabilities). Section 3.7 deals
with how to establish and exploit our expectation, the reference point
to which feature observations are compared using our measure of sur-
prise. Section 3.8 shows how the existing structure of method52 can
be used to further exploit the surprisingly frequent feature analysis.
Section 3.10 discusses the role of corpus homogeneity when using
this technique.
3.1 related work :
keyword extraction & analysis of corpora
Keyword extraction is a well-established method for comparing, sum-
marising, and generating insight from datasets (Rayson and Garside,
2000; Witten et al., 1999), which remains popular (Abilhoa and
De Castro, 2014; Marujo et al., 2015; Jordanous and Keller, 2016).
Therefore, Section 3.3 draws on keyword extraction work to establish
a method for extracting key terms from datasets.
In order to build key term lists, a measure must be selected for
judging the importance (“key-ness”) of terms. This section therefore
describes measures used in previous work.
Keyword extraction techniques can first be broadly divided into
two categories: document-based techniques whose aim is to extract
keywords on a per-document basis (such as Timonen et al., 2012;
Marujo et al., 2015), and corpus-basedmethods which extract keywords
from a corpus as a whole (Abilhoa and De Castro, 2014; Jordanous
and Keller, 2016). The focus of this section is on corpus-based tech-
niques, because the primary goal of keyword extraction in this thesis
is to help analysts understand a corpus, not to provide keywords for
every single document, of which there could be millions.
This section first focuses on corpus analysis techniques generally,
then examines work that corresponds to the most common scenario
in this thesis: corpora composed of many small documents such as
tweets.
Analysing corpora for key terms is essentially a comparative pro-
cess. When searching for a key term, one is looking for a term that
is important to the corpus. This is similar to asking: what about the
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use of this term is important compared to its use in other contexts?
I.e. how does its use compare to our expectation of its use?
Our “expectation” is usually defined using some other corpus.
Rayson and Garside (2000) explicitly divide the task of comparing
corpora into two broad categories:
1. Comparison of a sample corpus to a larger corpus.
2. Comparison of similar sized corpora.
In 1, the larger corpus essentially provides a norm or standard
against which any number of smaller samples may be compared. This
standard is also called the “background”, “normative”, or “reference”
corpus. By comparing multiple samples against a common standard,
we also technically gain an understanding of how the smaller samples
compare to each other by comparing their differences with respect to
the larger corpus. In 2, we are directly comparing similar sized cor-
pora.
Rayson and Garside (2000) raise awareness of four specific issues
when comparing two or more corpora:
1. Representativeness
2. Homogeneity
3. Comparability
4. Reliability of statistical tests
Representativeness is of particular importance for a corpus func-
tioning as a standard/norm. In order to actually function as a stand-
ard, i.e. to expose those features of the sample corpus that deviate
significantly from the norm, the standard must be highly representat-
ive of the norm. Otherwise, any significant gap in the standard will
lead to features in the sample corpus seeming to deviate from the
norm, when in reality they do not.
The homogeneity of a corpus is especially important when compar-
ing corpora of similar size. For corpora that are not sufficiently homo-
geneous, any results derived from their comparison may be due only
to particular sections of a corpus that are unlike other sections in itself
and the other corpora. Kilgarriff (1997) presents a method for meas-
uring corpus similarity and homogeneity using a c2-based statistic.
The author argues that similarity of corpora can only be understood
relative to its homogeneity.
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In order for the differences between corpora to be explainable by
their inherent differences rather than quirks of the data, the corpora
should be comparable. They should be sampled in the same way.
And finally, the authors call attention to the reliability of the statist-
ical test used for the comparison in relation to the size of the corpora.
Kilgarriff (1997) shows that the c2 statistic in its basic form is inap-
propriate for the task (despite its popularity) since words do not occur
randomly in text, which violates the statistic’s assumptions. The score
increases with the frequency of terms, which naturally increases with
the size of the corpus anyway. In order to overcome this problem, the
measure is calculated over equally sized samples of the corpora be-
ing compared, and the measure is then normalised by the number of
words used in the comparison. It is left as future work to determine
how to interpret similarity between corpora of different sizes.
Dunning (1993) state that in a “moderate-sized” corpus, words that
have a frequency of less than 1 in 50,000make up about 20-30% of typ-
ical English language. In other words, rare words are common; they
do not follow a normal distribution. This violates the base assump-
tion made by the c2 test and z-score tests, implying that the measures
are not reliable for very rare terms. Dunning (1993) instead proposes
the Log Likelihood (LL) ratio measure, which does not rely on the
assumption of a normal distribution. Daille (1995) shows empirically
that the LL method is effective for finding terms, and approximates
reasonably well human judgements of importance.
Knowing the weaknesses of a measure is not necessarily a reason to
abandon it. Instead, the weaknesses can be offset with other inform-
ation. Granger and Rayson (1998) use corpus linguistics software de-
veloped by Rayson and Wilson (1996) to compare corpora of native
and non-native English. The system uses the c2 measure, and offsets
its unreliability concerning common terms and very rare terms by
showing the dispersion value and concordances of a term so that the
distribution of the corpus can be taken into consideration.
It is the LL method that Rayson and Garside (2000) apply to field
reports of a series of ethnographic studies at an air traffic control
centre. They use a 2.3 million word subset of the British National
Corpus (BNC) which is derived from transcripts of spoken English
as the normative (or background) corpus. The measure reveals se-
mantic categories that include important objects, roles and functions
in the air traffic control domain. This method has also been applied
to previous work (Rayson et al., 1997), which studied social differen-
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tiation in the use of English vocabulary, using the demographically-
sampled spoken English subset of the BNC. The LL method has since
become quite popular. Examples of use include: determining daily
community trends on twitter (Java et al., 2007), term extraction in
ontology learning (Gacitua et al., 2008), and building models of cre-
ativity (Jordanous and Keller, 2016). All showing that insight can be
generated through keyword extraction.
When determining trends in project management literature using
keyword analysis on journals in the field, Crawford et al. (2006) tried
both a c2 approach and the LL ratio, and decided that keywords iden-
tified by the c2 statistic had a greater correspondence to a natural
language understanding of keyness in the text, which shows that the
suitability of a measure may be task-dependent or dependent on the
motivations of the analyst, despite potential theoretical concerns.
Kilgarriff (2001) also describes the Mutual Information (MI) statistic
(Church and Hanks, 1990), which when comparing corpora states
how much information a word provides about a given corpus with
respect to the joint corpus. Unlike c2, whose main issue is over-
weighting common terms, MI tends to over-emphasise rare terms.
This is a problem given that many words will have a small number
of occurrences, as will most bigrams, trigrams, etc.
Kilgarriff (2001) suggests that it would not be surprising to find that
no single measure works well for both high frequency terms and low-
to-mid frequency terms, given that whatever makes either category of
term distinctive or interesting may be different. The Mann-Whitney
test is suggested as an alternative to c2 for the reason that it did
not add undue weight to high frequency items. However, as noted
by Baron et al. (2009), when the Mann-Whitney test was applied to
compare American English to British English using the Brown cor-
pus and Lancaster-Oslo-Bergen corpus (LOB) , 60% of the terms were
still marked as significant. Furthermore, words with less than 30 oc-
currences were excluded to avoid zeros in the test measure, which
meant ignoring 92% of the joint corpus.
Fisher’s exact test can be used on contingency tables with low
expected frequencies, but the measure is computationally expensive
since it requires the computation of factorials (Baron et al., 2009). Wee-
ber et al. (2000) combine the log-likelihood measure with Fisher’s
exact test to cover all frequency ranges when extracting side-effect
related terms from medical paper abstracts.
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A different approach involves first analysing the corpus for “top-
ics”, then separately finding keywords that summarise those topics
(Zhao et al., 2011; Sievert and Shirley, 2014). Topic modelling is accom-
plished frequently with Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Blei et al.,
2003), which models documents as distributions over topics, and top-
ics as distributions over words. The number of topics must be decided
in advance, as well as parameters a and b for the per-document topic
priors and per-topic word priors respectively. A similar approach can
be taken after any kind of clustering or grouping of documents. San-
chan et al. (2017) uses an MI measure to find terms which summarise
the results of a clustering algorithm.
Sievert and Shirley (2014) devise a statistic “relevance” which is
used to rank terms within a topic, to provide the user with a bet-
ter understanding of the topic. The statistic is a linear interpolation
between the likelihood of a term appearing in the topic and its “lift”.
Where lift is defined as the ratio of the in-topic likelihood to the prior
probability of the term over the entire corpus (similar to MI). Adjust-
ing the interpolation parameter l provides a convenient method for
placing more importance on either the frequency within topic (in our
case, the target corpus) or the surprisingness of a term’s frequency in-
topic given its frequency across all topics (our background corpus). A
similar measure is applied to a corpus of tweets by Zhao et al. (2011),
but where the background corpus is a separate normative corpus.
The approach in this thesis is similar, but instead of using topic
modelling to produce target corpora, method52 provides user-
trained classifiers and simple keyword-based filters, which allow the
user to carve out topics or other categorisations from the data. The
documents in these categorisations can then be used as target cor-
pora.
Other approaches emphasise co-occurrences of words in tweets, us-
ing them to build graphs of terms, where terms have more highly
weighted connections if they frequently co-occur. Then keywords are
extracted using features of the resulting graph. For example, Abilhoa
and De Castro (2014) use measures of graph centrality to find import-
ant keywords.
Once a method for obtaining keywords is established, the next is-
sue is to establish how to find multi-word phrases of importance,
since individual words are rarely the complete story. A common tech-
nique is to simply extract all ngrams (up to some computationally
feasible n) and count statistics over their occurrences in the same fash-
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ion as for unigrams. A serious problem with this method is that this
data will usually be sparse. The greater the number of tokens in the
ngram feature, the more likely that the feature will be sparse enough
to not occur in the comparison corpus, raising the likelihood that the
feature will seem to occur surprisingly often.
An alternative strategy is to perform the analysis of keyword im-
portance on unigrams alone. Once a keyword is discovered as import-
ant, find the possible phrases in which it occurred that might explain
its surprisingly frequent occurrence. Baroni and Bernardini (2004) em-
ploy such a strategy. The authors present a set of tools for collecting a
corpus from the web. Using a small set of highly relevant seed terms,
they perform a google search. New unigram seed terms are extrac-
ted from the search results by comparing the frequency of occurrence
of terms in the results with their frequency in a background corpus.
The comparison is made with the log odds ratio measure.
Once unigram terms have been determined to be of interest, they
are expanded to multi-word terms. The contexts of the unigrams are
examined for the frequent phrases that occur containing them. In or-
der for a candidate multi-word phrase to be approved, it must:
• not be part of a longer multi-word term with frequency above k ·
f , where k is a constant between 0 and 1, and f is the frequency
of the current term.
• not contain a shorter multi-word term with frequency above
1
k
· f .
• not contain stopwords except common connecting phrases that
occur between approved unigrams (e.g. “of the”).
A similar approach is adopted in this thesis and described fully in
Section 3.4.
Saleem et al. (2017) argue that keyword extraction approaches, and
those that require manual annotation, such as method52’s bespoke
classifiers, introduce the biases of the annotators and do not take
into consideration that vocabulary can be very similar across funda-
mentally different data. Their examples compare the documents from
hate groups and support groups for the same topics, which are obvi-
ously fundamentally different, but the authors show a large vocabu-
lary overlap between them. Their solution involves modelling the lan-
guage in defined communities (e.g. subreddits1 on reddit), rather
1 Online communities dedicated to a common purpose/interest on reddit
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than having analysts manually annotate documents as hateful or sup-
portive. However, the existence of such clearly-defined communities
in a given dataset is not guaranteed. For our main data source, twit-
ter, there are no analogously defined communities. Instead, the ef-
fectiveness of the methodology and the categorisations of the data
must be part of the bespoke analysis.
3.2 evaluation strategy
This section describes the overall strategy, and its motivation, used
for evaluating the techniques introduced in this thesis.
This thesis is concerned with improving researcher ability to en-
gage with and generate insight from text data, by using more explicit
feature discovery strategies to improve the process of discovering and
isolating classes in text data. It was desirable to select an evaluation
strategy which complemented how method52 is used and is useful.
method52’s strength is its collection of methodologies and tools,
and their adaptability and generalisability for different research and
data. It provides the general “job” interface, which allows the user
to construct pipelines of processes for defining classes, then isolat-
ing them, and repeating the process on subclasses. Section 4.1.5 de-
scribes the adaptable methodologies refined by Wibberley et al. (2014)
utilising method52’s classifiers and pipeline building framework to
structure classification tasks for solving different types of problem.
Classifier-based strategies are of most interest here since the aim of
Chapter 4 is to improve their capability to execute the explore-search
cycle.
method52 tries to encourage analysts’ engagement with the data.
The analyst must construct their processing pipeline in a graphical
interface which visualises the actual processing strategy. method52
follows what dualist started, and tries to combine the strengths of
both the machine and researcher. This is accomplished partly through
the active learning classifier component based on dualist, but also
with the adaptable pipeline structure, which the analyst can use to
customise a strategy of different types of filtering and annotation.
The aim of the method52 platform is not to have the most cutting-
edge accurate classifier algorithms; if they were evaluated on stand-
ard sentiment or topic classification tasks, they would be outmatched
by more complex state-of-the-art techniques. This approach is a pur-
poseful choice. method52 is designed to push the user toward read-
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ing and analysing the data themselves in a productive manner (e.g.
instead of reading millions of tweets), which is supported by techno-
logy, rather than trying to work with a black box that simply produces
a number. This contrasts with systems that simply strive to provide,
for example, the most accurate classification accuracy for a specific
classification problem and dataset, where the classification results
alone constitute the analysis. The surprisingly frequent phrase de-
tection system, for example, need not find all and only the most inter-
esting features of a dataset, it should simply provide a good enough
signal that it can characterise aspects of the data.
Furthermore, there are important practical concerns when building
this type of tool:
• Tools must exhibit timely executions using minimal resources
to encourage interactivity and collaborative use.
• Tools must have fairly intuitive explanations for their workings,
so that users without a background in computer science can
understand and explain at a high-level the processes that lead
them to their research conclusions.
• Tools must be modular and flexible enough to be built together
in different flows in order to be adaptable to new problems.
The issue, therefore, is not to evaluate how well the system per-
forms sentiment analysis, topic tracking, or corpus linguistics. The
task is to determine its capability to generate insight from datasets.
Evaluating such a capability is incredibly difficult. Every analyst
has their own purpose in mind, and follows their own line of in-
quiry. Therefore, the approach for evaluating method52 and any
new additions to the platform in the past has been through case
study and theoretical argument. method52 has been applied and
refined through use in many projects (Wibberley et al., 2014; Bartlett
et al., 2014; Miller et al., 2016; Krasodomski-Jones, 2016; Conway et al.,
2017). This is a qualitative approach to evaluation because it reasons
about the underlying problems of current user approaches and how
they can be alleviated by these techniques, using project outcomes,
logical argument, informal discussion with project leads rather than
seeking to statistically quantify performance of individual tools on
fixed tasks.
In evaluation of this type, a clear advantage is that we are imme-
diately confronted by whether a system can help produce insights,
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since it is applied directly to a scenario for which it is designed. We
can also tailor solutions to actual arising problems in projects. How-
ever, the drawback is that it is more difficult to obtain a conclusive
result. We do not have a measure that states exactly how much better
a tool performs, whose statistical significance we can ascertain. Fur-
thermore, embedded in a project with different specific goal, there
is often not the luxury of time and resource to perform the entire
project several times with completely different instantiations of the
technique being evaluated. Additionally, without the vast resources
required to undertake many case studies with many other collaborat-
ors, conclusions will necessarily be drawn from few data points.
With relation to keyword extraction for the purpose of adapting a
twitter query (the task primarily considered in Chapter 5), Wibber-
ley et al. (2013) discuss the idea of manually updating a twitter
query based on high Information Gain (IG) features2 according to a
trained relevancy classifier model. The authors suggest a method for
estimating the relevancy precision of any such feature: using a twit-
ter query that contains only the proposed feature, collect a sample of
tweets containing the feature, and use the proportion of those tweets
marked relevant by the classifier as the relevance precision for the
feature. This can then be compared to the relevance precision of the
original query terms.
The motivation for augmenting the API query is to increase recall
(discussed further in Chapter 5), to widen the scope of the data that
is considered relevant. Therefore, a key weakness of this evaluation
technique is that the quality of new query terms is assessed in terms
the previous narrower definition of relevance. Terms that obtain relev-
ant documents but whose vocabulary is markedly different to those
in the original relevant training data, will be unfairly penalised by
this measure. For this reason, the evaluation technique is potentially
useful for excluding very irrelevant terms (explored in Section 5.6),
but poor as an intrinsic measure of the performance of SFPD as part
of an adaptive querying method; if we were to evaluate SFPD by e.g.
the average relevancy precision across all proposed features, not only
would it be an underestimate (by a degree dependent on the task
and classifier training), but also it would ignore whatever utility or
insight that the user did gain from the newly queried data, or how
much more rapidly insight was gained. Without embedding the ex-
ploration in a project with a desired outcome, it is difficult to inter-
2 Features whose presence or absence in a document on average most reduce uncer-
tainty in the classification decisions.
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pret the measure usefully. Is 50% good or bad? It would likely be
task-dependent. Does the utility of SFPD even correlate with relevancy
precision? Studies would be needed to answer whether the measure
is even an appropriate proxy for utility to the user. So despite this
task being exactly the task in Chapter 5, the quantitative measure
suggested by Wibberley et al. (2013) is not suitable for the needs of
this thesis.
A similar argument holds for other instantiations of intrinsic meas-
ures of performance for our goal. The topic tracking task in Text Re-
trieval Conference (TREC)-2012 (Soboroff et al., 2012) and subsequent
years define topics to be followed in a fixed dataset. Are they the
kind of topics which when tracked produce useful insights? Are the
topics too focused or broad? Does producing a system that better
tracks these topics actually help a user generate insight in the general
case? These questions are difficult to answer by producing a score
according to some dataset, or set of human judgements. Instead, if
the technique is embedded in a project with separate aims, the tech-
nique’s usefulness can be tested in a realistic setting. Its usefulness
can be assessed in the context of user motivations and requirements.
As an example of case study analysis Rayson and Garside (2000)
show lists of keywords produced by their measure of keyness on
particular corpora, with particular applications in mind. The authors
argue how these terms can lead to different insights for the given ap-
plications. This shares the qualitative properties of method52’s case
study based evaluation. A similar approach is taken by Jordanous
and Keller (2016). Rayson (2008) purposely constructs a keyword dis-
covery technique that demands user intervention for the analysis of
terms, explicitly agreeing with the conclusions of other work that the
analyst should not be excluded from the analysis.
The software and methodologies in this thesis were not developed
to solve an existing task like topic tracking, which itself has a fixed no-
tion of what it means to follow a topic. Neither were they developed
to produce a final score, or collection of keywords that can be repor-
ted as the complete analysis, which itself could be evaluated intrinsic-
ally. Instead, they were developed to increase the potential for insight
gain in discovery and isolation of classes in text data. This thesis in-
vestigates problem of providing tools for exploratory purposes.
A practical, but significant problem in instead attempting a quant-
itative evaluation for tools designed for exploration, is the sheer num-
ber of options. Exploration begins with interactive play and experi-
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mentation; the user has many parameters and strategies at their dis-
posal, and as they experiment with them, they gain insight. But to
individually devise a quantitative study for the contribution of each
parameter and strategy to each type of insight at each stage of the
study (if such an experiment is even possible in each case) would be
impossible in the time devoted to this work. Instead, a case study
conducted in collaboration with the users makes it possible to follow
the steps of experimentation, and observe strategies used and where
tools were used successfully or problems were encountered and how
they were overcome.
Given the ambition to provide a framework that allows users to
explore and adapt to their data and problems, a substantial part of
the evaluation of these approaches should consider the analyst’s pos-
sible requirements. Instead of producing an evaluation of the form
“this approach is best”, which is often an impossible assertion in eval-
uation by case study, it is more desirable to make observations such
as “when the analyst requires A, B is a problem that arises. C is a
possible solution, but has the following drawbacks”. The latter type
of evaluation shows at a higher level how to reason around the prob-
lem space, rather than trying to fit a broad solution that works best
on average.
Given that the overarching aim for both Chapters 4 & 5 is to aug-
ment user ability to explore and engage with their data, and produce
a practical system that is tried and tested, this thesis adopts the eval-
uation by case study approach (except where it is appropriate to do
otherwise, as in the evaluation of adapting dependency parsing to
twitter language in Section 4.6.3).
The thesis contributions are not only the technology which is pro-
duced, but also the lessons from the behaviour of the technology un-
der different circumstances. Due to the use of theoretical argument or
user experience for evaluation, strategies are produced that can help
guide analysts’ use of the new method52-based tools. The intention
is also to take lessons from the thesis to augment documentation and
tutorials for method52 users.
Chapters 4 & 5 will introduce datasets and projects that involve
method52 and the trialling of the thesis approaches. While these
projects may be individual studies, the issues discussed are typical
problems for which method52 is designed. Each chapter will dis-
cuss problems that were encountered and how the approach was im-
proved. Equally important are discussions on how the techniques are
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adaptable to new tasks. Approaches will be evaluated by examining
the benefits that they produced, and the problems encountered in
their use.
Particular projects are referenced where appropriate, along with
accompanying public reports or papers where possible. Otherwise,
smaller studies were also carried out specifically for this thesis, which
will be fully described.
In order to help guide and contextualise the theoretical discussion
and smaller studies undertaken in this thesis, informal feedback was
sought from analysts using method52 via the project leads over-
seeing its use. The feedback was acquired by open-ended meetings
or calls lasting up to an hour with the project leads (from text ana-
lytics group or casm consulting llp). The following questions
were asked about a given new/changed method52 feature, encour-
aging open-ended answers:
1. Was the new feature used?
2. Why was it used or not used?
3. How was it used?
4. What problems (if any) arose using it?
5. What insights (if any) did the users gain while using it?
3.3 measure of surprisingness
This section describes the measure chosen for extracting key terms
from a corpus, and the rationale for this choice.
The purpose of method52 keyword analysis is as part of a wider
exploration. Much like the way classifiers are used to divide up and
examine text data, so are the keywords; they can be used to provide a
view on the data that improves the user’s capability within the active
learning process, and also used as a means for collecting additional
similar data. The keywords can be used, with sample contexts, to ex-
plain the properties of corpus. Therefore, there is less emphasis on
providing a measure that produces some kind of canonical keyword
list that flawlessly accounts for the eccentricities of the data (as might
be the goal of other keyword extraction research), and instead more
focus on an adaptable measure that gives the user intuitive options
to draw out insights from the data, since ultimately the analysis and
interpretation of the datasets is in the hands of the researcher. The
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keywords and phrases are evidence for classes that can be defined
over the data, and will be used to support techniques for improv-
ing the explore-search methodology in method52 in subsequent
chapters.
It is far more common to be using automated tools (including
method52) to analyse big data rather than a few documents, since
the analysis of a few documents can be achieved manually. So it was
at least necessary to choose a measure that does not overestimate the
surprisingness of common features, which excludes the c2 measure
(Kilgarriff, 2001). The Mann-Whitney test also seemed to overestimate
significance (Baron et al., 2009).
A common theme in the microblog topic tracking literature is the
use of temporal features when evaluating terms: the frequency of
terms are tracked over time to identify more bursty terms, ones that
may be more indicative of emerging topics (see Section 5.1). Temporal
features are, however, not used in our approach. While results with
them were shown to be mixed (Kim et al., 2012), the main reason for
not including them in our measure of surprisingness was flexibility;
it is not often that only emerging or “bursty” terms are of interest
if the goal to develop an understanding of a given dataset (e.g. its
themes, trends, etc.).
The relevance measure proposed by Sievert and Shirley (2014) is
designed to rank those terms that are most highly associated with a
target collection of documents that represent a topic (“topic” accord-
ing to LDA topic modelling). In method52, when data is collected it
is usually categorised by the terms found in the messages, or by clas-
sification decisions, or simply by the query terms that produced the
data. This shows clear parallels with summarising topics; the measure
could help discover relevant terms in whatever categories the analyst
has chosen to sort the data.
The relevance measure is an interpolation between the likelihood
P( f |t) of feature f in a target category t and its “lift”: the ratio of
the target likelihood to its marginal probability across all categories.
The measure is calculated as follows, where l is the interpolation
parameter, a number between 0 and 1:
Relevance( f ) = l · log (P( f |t)) + (1  l) · log
✓
P( f |t)
P( f )
◆
(3.1)
The measure can be generalised by estimating P( f ) from some-
thing other than just all categories together; instead, we could use a
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separate reference corpus or other categories individually for a direct
comparison. This makes the lift part of the measure essentially the MI
measure of importance/surprise (Church and Hanks, 1990).
Deciding how to estimate the prior probability of a feature is ba-
sically the process of establishing an expectation, as it defines what
the measure would consider surprising. This is discussed further in
Section 3.7.
An important goal of feature discovery in this work is flexibility.
The system should not be so constrained that it cannot be generalised
and applied to new analyses and data. The interpolation parameter
l permits a certain level of flexibility. The researcher can choose how
much importance is placed upon the likelihood within a category, or
the surprisingness in relation to the reference corpus. This level of
interactivity lends some adaptability to this measure, since it allows
the user to easily tailor the measure of surprise to problems where
either the likelihood or lift is more indicative of importance, or even
gain several different views on the same data.
The drawback is that the MI component is considered unsuitable
for very low frequency features (around a frequency of 5) (Kilgarriff,
2001). This issue can be avoided by filtering out terms below a certain
frequency cut-off. This solution is only not suitable in very small cor-
pora, where the key terms may actually only occur a few times. The
interpolation parameter l can be used to place more importance on
the more frequent surprising terms. Varying it can tailor the level of
importance to each new dataset.
Dunning (1993) introduced the Log-Likelihood ratio measure after
criticism of the c2 and MI methods’ issues with very common and
rare terms. The Log Likelihood method has been empirically shown
to be effective for finding terms, and to approximate reasonably well
human judgements of importance (Daille, 1995). And as shown in
Section 3.1, the measure has since been used successfully. However,
some research using this measure has found the need to filter out fea-
tures with very low frequency anyway (Jordanous and Keller, 2016).
However, unlike the relevance measure, there is no interactivity. In-
stead, it gives a single decision about the most surprising terms. This
is desirable if the end-goal is for the key terms to be the complete ana-
lysis, a list of terms that canonically define the corpus and that can
be directly compared to those in another corpus. But the aim here is
to provide a tool that aids the researcher’s engagement with and ana-
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lysis of the data, a tool which improves the active learning process
and enables streaming with an adaptive query.
Given their strengths, the relevance and LL measures were the most
considered candidate measures. The relevance measure was selected
for use in this thesis, in favour of its flexibility. However, any ap-
proach in this thesis that does not explicitly concern the interpolation
parameter l could be changed to feature a different measure if found
to be superior in the future.
The measure can be applied to any feature extracted from a cor-
pus. But unless otherwise stated in this thesis, it is being applied to
unigram features.
3.4 extending to phrases
It is not sufficient to simply rank the unigrams of a corpus. Alone, a
unigram may not represent the full story as to what makes it inter-
esting. It may sometimes be the case that only the additional context
of surrounding words present the full picture. Furthermore, query
terms for social media APIs can be more that just single words, so
given that the term surprisingness measure is also a core part of the
adaptive querying method in Chapter 5, it should be extended to
phrases for this reason also. This section details the method by which
surprisingly frequent words are extended to phrases.
It is difficult to gain accurate statistics over terms that consist of
more than a single word without access to corpora consisting of bil-
lions of words. Bigrams, trigrams, etc. will often seem far more sur-
prising than they should be when they do occur, since it’s likely that
they won’t have happened to occur in the comparison corpus, due
to their sparsity. This is especially true of a measure that may over-
estimate the surprisingness of rare terms. After having applied the
surprisingness measure, the analyst is presented with a list of words
sorted by their surprisingness. The same technique could be applied
to bigrams, or trigrams. But this greatly increases the terms and their
counts that have to be tracked, and the larger the n in n-gram, the
more likely the occurrence of a feature will seem surprising, simply
by virtue of ngram features being inherently sparse.
Instead of trying to find ngrams that are surprising according to
our measure, we can find phrases that explain the surprisingness of
unigrams: what phrases did surprising unigrams commonly occur
in, which seem to account for much of their usage? This approach
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was taken by Baroni and Bernardini (2004), who recursively searched
for valid n + 1grams from the original important unigrams, which
occur with sufficient frequency to be considered interesting. Valid
and interesting is defined as follows:
• A phrase cannot contain stopwords except common “connect-
ing phrases” that occur between surprising unigrams (e.g. “of
the”).
• A phrase must have a frequency above a certain threshold.
• A phrase cannot be part of a longer phrase with frequency
above k · f , where k is a constant between 0 and 1, and f is
the frequency of the current phrase.
• A phrase cannot contain a shorter multi-word term with fre-
quency above
1
k
· f .
This essentially means that for a valid phrase to be proposed as of
interest, its frequency must account for more than a specified fraction
of the occurrences of its shorter form. For example, if k = 0.5, then
a phrase must account for at least half of the occurrences of the next
smallest ngram.
This idea is implemented in this thesis with a few differences (more
detail in Section 3.4.3):
• A method for sorting the phrases generated for unigrams in
order to permit the user to select a fixed smaller number of
phrases per surprising word, and to ensure that those phrases
chosen are more likely to be useful. Phrases are compared by
identifying the largest common sub-ngram and sorting by the
frequency of occurrence of the divergent sub-n+ 1grams.
• It is difficult to know sensible “connector phrases” across all
possible datasets that method52 will encounter. Therefore, in-
stead of disallowing stopwords, the number of stopwords and
their position in a phrase only affects its sorting order. If two
phrases being compared share the same frequency, then the
phrase that contains fewer stopwords is sorted above the other.
If this value is also equal, then the phrase that has the most
stopwords at its beginning and end is sorted below.
• Instead of excluding sub-phrases of interesting phrases, their
sorting order is affected such that they will never appear above
their longer counterpart.
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Similarly to Baroni and Bernardini (2004), the phrase frequency
threshold and k threshold are exposed to users as parameters to be
altered to suit their data. Typically, various values are tried and one
or more may produce different interesting results. In this thesis, k val-
ues experimented with are usually all values between 0 and 1 in steps
of 0.1. The phrase threshold is set to 0.3 where unspecified, since this
generally produces satisfactory results in experimentation. Occasion-
ally 0.4 is used.
The remainder of this section details the implementation of these
differences and the overall phrase discovery process for SFPD, since its
use is fundamental to many techniques throughout the thesis. Also
note that while in Chapter 4 SFPD is used mostly in conjunction with
classifiers, and data that has been isolated based on the classifier’s
predicted classes, given its origin in explaining topics, it can easily be
applied to aid feature discovery in the output of topic modelling, or
clustering techniques.
Once surprising words are discovered, SFPD can be thought of con-
ceptually as a three stage process. For each surprising word to be ex-
panded to phrases:
1. Build a data structure to count the occurrences of phrases con-
taining the word (Section 3.4.1).
2. Prune the data structure according to any thresholds or filtering
criteria (Section 3.4.2).
3. Select the top N remaining phrases according to some sorting
measure (Section 3.4.3).
In practice, the pruning can occur during the build process so that
unnecessary ngrams are never explored and stored in memory. How-
ever, the three phases will be described separately in their respective
subsection below.
3.4.1 Counting Phrases
The data structure used for counting phrase occurrences was inspired
by the Trie (Fredkin, 1960). A Trie is a type of search tree, with current
applications such as prefix-based search of strings. It is an efficient
structure for lookup of prefixes, and storing elements with overlap-
ping prefixes.
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Figure 3.1 visualises a character-based Trie for representing strings
(as is most common). Instead of storing words like “tea” and “ten”
separately, the place in memory of their common prefix “te” is shared,
by breaking down each word into its constituent characters. There-
fore, the path from the root node to each other node represents a
word. The number at each node (omitted if zero) specifies how many
times the string represented by the path from the root was observed
in the data. For example, Figure 3.1 claims that “tea” occurred once
as a word, as did “team”, but “teal” occurred twice.
e
I (6)A (5)
T (2)
T
A
R (1)
T (1)
N (1)
O (1)E
A (1)
L (2)M (1)
N (1)
Figure 3.1: A character-based Trie representing the occurrences of the words:
ten, tea , team , teal , to, tan, tar , tart, a , at, i. The e
represents the empty string. The path from root to each node rep-
resents a string, and the number in brackets represents the num-
ber of occurrences of that path’s string in the data. This means
that the l node shows that teal occurred twice.
Figure 3.2 shows a word-based interpretation of the Trie data struc-
ture. Unlike character-based Tries, where nonterminal nodes do not
necessarily describe valid words, every node in word-based Tries will
describe a valid ngram, where “valid” signifies that it occurred in
the data. This is because if we observe the 4-gram “brown dog went
home”, this means we also observed the trigram “brown dog went”,
and so on.
The ngrams in Figure 3.2 are illustrative examples of contexts of
the word “dog”. The diagram reveals the problem of analysing the
contexts of “dog” with this basic word-based interpretation of the
Trie: the “dog” node is not shared for any ngram that does not start
with “dog”, making it difficult to perform frequency analysis of sim-
ilar ngrams with “dog” appearing in various locations other than the
start (hence why Tries are also referred to as prefix trees).
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e
brown
dog
ate
dog
atewent
swimminghome
Figure 3.2: A word-based Trie of the ngrams “dog went home”, “dog went
swimming”, “dog ate” and “brown dog ate”. The diagram re-
veals the problem of analysing the contexts of “dog” with a ba-
sic Trie: the “dog” node is not shared for any ngram that does
not start with “dog”, making it difficult to perform frequency
analysis of similar ngrams with “dog” in various locations.
The solution involves two factors. Firstly, we redefine an ngram by
positioning the original word (keeping with the “dog” example) at
the start, then following it with any terms from the original phrase
that preceded “dog”, and only then follow with the terms that oc-
curred after “dog”3. The preceding terms are placed in reverse order,
maintaining the property that the closest terms in the ngram to the
root (“dog”) are the closest children in the graph. Therefore, an ngram
centered on “dog” such as “a smelling dog toy” would be reordered
to “dog smelling a toy”. In order to encode the distinction between
a transformed ngram like this one and an ngram that naturally oc-
curred with this ordering, we must use typed edges between nodes.
The basic Trie structure consists only of “forward” (or “downward”)
edges, which encode the meaning that the parent node is followed
by the child in an ngram. But now “reverse” (or ”upward”) edges are
introduced, which denote that the parent node is preceded by the child
in the ngram.
The second factor of the solution must account for the fact that with
the introduction of reverse edges, the Trie no longer accounts for all
the sub-ngrams that we observe by virtue of observing a given ngram.
In order to solve this problem, we must add a pointer to the path of
forward edges for each step in the reverse path. Figure 3.3 illustrates
how such a tree is built (henceforth named context tree). In particular,
Figure 3.3d shows this replication of the forward path for each stage
in the applicable reverse path. The replication permits us to represent
the fact that observing “big brown dog ate” includes the observation
of “dog ate”, “brown dog ate”, and “big brown dog ate”. Figure 3.4
further extends the example.
3 This ordering is a convention; we could have placed the following terms before the
preceding ones.
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a. dog (1) b.
dog (2)
brown (1) c.
dog (3)
brown (2)
big (1) d.
dog (4)
ate (1)brown (3)
ate (1)big (2)
ate (1)
Figure 3.3: These diagrams show the construction of the context tree for
“dog” as each new context is discovered. Assume that the fol-
lowing contexts concerning “dog” are discovered in the order
given . a: dog. b: brown dog. c: big brown dog. d: big brown dog
ate. Note that the one occurrence with the added “ate” must be
attached to each relevant upward edge, because an occurrence of
“big brown dog ate” also implies an occurrence of “dog ate” and
“brown dog ate”.
e.
dog (5)
went (1)ate (1)brown (4)
went (1)ate (1)big (2)
ate (1) f.
dog (6)
went (2)
home (1)
ate (1)brown (5)
went (2)
home (1)
ate (1)big (2)
ate (1)
Figure 3.4: Adding the following contexts to the context tree in Figure 3.3d.
e: brown dog went. f: brown dog went home.
Figure 3.5 provides a tip for reading paths in the trees.
dog
brown
big
ate
!
dog
atebrown
big
Figure 3.5: In Figure 3.4f, the longest path (and therefore phrase) repres-
ented by the node “ate” is “big brown dog ate”. One way to
visualise this more easily is to identify the first downward edge,
then imagine the downward sub-tree to be an immediate child
of the root node (dog), placed on the right. The resulting graph
can now be read left-to-right (following the arrows) like a normal
phrase.
This concludes the description of the ngram-counting data struc-
ture.
3.4.2 Pruning Phrases
The next stage is to prune the trees in order to discard ngrams that
are likely to be uninteresting. It is possible to prune during the con-
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text tree creation stage by considering all ngrams of the same n before
moving onto n+ 1. This requires either maintaining a tokenised cor-
pus, or re-tokenising each context of the root word, but saves building
paths that would have been pruned earlier.
As with Baroni and Bernardini (2004), possible ngrams are pruned
according to whether their frequency as a proportion of their parent
n   1gram is above some threshold. This is essentially thresholding
over the conditional probability of the added word, given that we’ve
observed the n  1gram. If the probability is above some user-defined
minimum, then the ngram remains unpruned. This threshold will be
referred to as the phrase pruning threshold.
Additional methods of frequency-based pruning are considered in
order to solve sparsity problems in Section 3.6.
3.4.3 Ranking Phrases
The final stage of SFPD is to select the top N phrases. Therefore, some
measure of comparison is required for the nodes in the context tree.
Figure 3.6 shows a more filled-out version of our context tree toy ex-
ample. In order to illustrate the measure of phrase comparison simply,
assume that the nodes in Figure 3.6 are present after pruning has
already occurred. Once pruning is complete, all the phrases remain-
ing are the equivalent (aside from differences in pruning strategy) of
those that would be proposed by the system of Baroni and Bernardini
(2004) if starting with the same root words. However, the aim of this
work is to support analysis of corpora for the improvement of active
learning, and to present sensible terms for adaptive querying, not to
inundate the user with many phrases for every surprisingly frequent
word. Therefore, instead of presenting all possible phrases, only the
top N are presented (where N is a user-defined parameter).
The measure of comparison between possible ngrams must be valid
across all ngram sizes. Larger ngrams are naturally more sparse, so
a comparison based on raw frequency would be biased toward the
shorter ngrams. But the frequency of ngrams intuitively has some
bearing on how well it explains the surprisingness of the root word,
since the cause of the surprisingness is presumably some context that
seems to occur more often in this particular corpus, and the surround-
ing phrases represent this context.
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dog (9)
went (4)
hiking (1)swimming (1)home (1)
ate (2)
treats (1)
brown (8)
went (4)
hiking (1)swimming (1)home (1)
ate (2)
treats (1)
big (3)
ate (2)
treats (1)
Figure 3.6: A context tree made by adding the following contexts to Figure
3.4f: “brown dog went swimming”, “brown dog went hiking”,
and “big brown dog ate treats”.
Ngrams are made comparable here by considering their common
sub-ngram, and inspecting the frequency of the sub-ngrams from this
point that lead to the ngrams in question. For example, in Figure 3.6,
the green-highlighted “treats” node represents the ngram “big brown
dog ate treats” and the green-highlighted node “home” represents
“brown dog went home”. Their common ngram is “brown dog”; this
information is found by locating the nearest common ancestor node
of the two nodes: “brown”.
At the nearest common ancestor, the divergent paths that lead to
the descendent nodes “treats” and “home” are inspected. “Home”
arises from the “went (4)” branch, and “treats” from the “big (3)”
branch. These divergences will always be as comparable as we can get,
since they represent one extra word from their common sub-ngram,
so not only are we comparing same-size ngrams, but also ngrams
of similar contexts. It is assumed that, because the “went” branch
accounts for more occurrences of “brown dog” than the “big” branch
and therefore better “explains” the occurrences of “brown dog”, its
children inherit this property. Therefore, any child node of “went”
will always be sorted above those of “big”.
This implies, for example, that the green-highlighted “ate (2)” (des-
pite being the same size ngram and occurring more frequently) will
be sorted below “home”.
If the diverging branches share the same frequency, then the branch
that contains fewer stopwords is sorted above. If this value is also the
same, then the phrase that has the most stopwords at its beginning
and end is sorted below. Since Baroni and Bernardini (2004) excluded
phrases based on the presence of stopwords, the intuition is that in-
creased presence of stopwords reduces the likelihood that the phrases
will be important, but it was hypothesised that there could be circum-
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stances under which such phrases could be interesting. In the unlikely
event that the ngrams are still equal according to these measures, then
their ranking is arbitrary.
The notion of what constitutes a stopword from one domain to
another can vary, and we cannot know what type of word usage is
important to users ahead of time, so it is prudent to avoid completely
throwing away potentially interesting phrases based on a fixed no-
tion of non-relevant words. A client of casm consulting is cur-
rently interested in how industrial strategy is discussed online, and
is using SFPD to investigate. They highlighted some phrases as inter-
esting which began and/or ended with stopwords. In an informal
discussion about their use of SFPD, it was suggested that this small
additional context showed important information about the usage of
terms. The usage information was often what raised interest in the
term in the first place.
After initial experimentation with single large documents, and large
sets of tweets, this phrase expansion strategy seemed to produce
important phrases where possible. As very short documents, tweets
present a few issues that need to be addressed for even basic corpus
analysis. These are discussed in Section 3.5. Single large documents
especially require some additional complexities at the pruning stage
to avoid falsely detecting many terms as surprising. These complexit-
ies are discussed in Section 3.6.
Table 3.1 shows a selection of phrases from the top 50 that were gen-
erated from tweets collected on the day of the 2016 Brussels bombings
(more details in Chapter 4), all of which reveal possible avenues of ex-
ploration in the data that an analyst might follow. For example, below
they are categorised under classes of document which were found in
the data for which they seemed to be relevant.
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Condolences
condolences to the victims of the brussels
heartbreaking
thoughts and prayers are with the people of brussels
bourse square
pray for brussels
so sad to hear about brussels
solidarity with
Attack information and fallout
paris attacks suspect salah abdeslam
zaventem airport
explosions
maelbeek metro station
maalbeek metro station
key suspect in paris attacks captured in brussels raid
eurostar
jihadists
daesh
kalashnikov rifle
counterterrorism raid in brussels
airport several injured
salah abdeslam
unexploded suicide vest
eu foreign policy chief federica mogherini
tihange nuclear power plant
Related Topics
brexit
trump
nigel farage
Table 3.1: Selection of phrases from the top 50 generated by SFPD from tweets
collected on the day of the 2016 Brussels
3.5 tweet analysis
The challenges in applying a measure of surprise to terms in a corpus
of news articles are quite different to those in applying it to a corpus
of tweets. This section examines the specific issues with applying SFPD
to tweets.
In a collection of large text documents, a concern would be the pos-
sibility that a single document will use a new term enough that the
document becomes the sole reason that a term occurs surprisingly fre-
quently. This problem does not exist for collections of tweets. Tweets
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are limited to 140 characters4, therefore no single tweet can have so
many occurrences of a term that it would become a issue for any
sensible sized tweet corpus.
The shortness of text presents a different problem however. No
single tweet can be analysed in isolation, because so few words can
occur in within the character limit that their rate of occurrence will
often immediately seem surprising. If there are only 15 words in total
in the tweet, then occurring three times would give a term a 20%
rate of occurrence. If this rate is compared to its rate in a large ref-
erence corpus, such as a wikipedia article collection, a rate of 20%
will most definitely be surprising, since it is unlikely that there is a
single term that occurs in 20% of all wikipedia or any large refer-
ence corpus. In order to overcome this problem, the SFPD component
incorporated into method52 provides the user with three methods
of joining the contents of tweets, which can easily be used individu-
ally or combined:
• Combine tweets that appear within a fixed time window.
• Combine the last N tweets.
• Combine tweets according to some logical criteria, such as a
classification decision, or the presence of a key term.
If the corpus is constructed from too few documents, the overestim-
ation of surprisingness is still likely to occur. Depending on the mo-
tivations of the research, integrating over too many tweets could hide
important but temporally short-term features. Therefore, the method
of tweet integration should be chosen carefully.
Which method is appropriate is task-dependent. If the twitter
query concerns a topic that is trending on twitter, it is feasible to
set only a fixed time window over which to integrate the tweets, since
we can rely on the popularity of the topic to provide regular and large
collections of tweets. The more popular the topic, the shorter the time
window can be before the corpus acquired is too small.
When dealing with a non-trending topic, which perhaps only gen-
erates tweets in smaller chunks with much more irregularity, perform-
ing SFPD on a fixed time interval is not sensible; this would lead to
irregularly sized corpora, which may be incredibly small. An altern-
4 After work was completed for this thesis, and during final drafting, twitter raised
their character limit to 280 characters. This is still short enough that the following
arguments should still apply.
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ative is to wait to collect a fixed size corpus first, no matter how long
it takes.
If the results of SFPD are required in real-time in order to update
knowledge about the topic (e.g. in order to adapt the twitter query),
then an additional time-based batching criteria should be specified.
For example, wait until either 1000 tweets have been collected, or
30 minutes have passed before processing the batch. This is because
some data could be better than no data if we’re trying to follow topic
drift. This increases the risk of introducing noise, since we may be
using corpora of sizes smaller than desirable. This could necessitate
stricter thresholds on the SFPD criteria for including phrases in order
to counter-balance the additional noise.
Either instead of, or in addition to, the above, it is possible to com-
bine tweets based on some aspect of the tweet itself. For example,
Duan et al. (2012) group tweets together that share hashtags or urls.
Alternatively, tweets can be grouped by some inferred label, such as
the outcome of a relevancy classifier (see Section 3.8). Again, careful
attention should be paid to ensure that the resulting sets of tweets are
not too small.
Lastly, it is of course possible to abandon the real-time nature com-
pletely, where we collect a fixed set of tweets and combine all into a
single corpus. This is the approach used by the casm consulting
client investigating industrial strategy discourse.
3.6 single large document analysis
While the main focus of this work is social media analysis, and in
particular twitter, the core technique should be adaptable to differ-
ent scenarios. A very different scenario compared to tweet analysis is
the analysis of single large documents, instead of corpora construc-
ted from a multitude of documents. This section details a case study
in which SFPD was applied to single large documents, and describes
how issues were dealt with to adapt it.
The SFPD method was applied to funding bid documents (using a
large wikipedia sample as the reference corpus) in order to generate
search engine queries that would acquire related work from the web5.
Potential goals included:
5 Experimental work undertaken in collaboration with Jack Pay, research fellow in the
Text Analytics Group at the University of Sussex.
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• Ascertain whether the proposed research was too similar to ex-
isting work or had its own niche.
• Find related work that should be considered and studied when
undertaking the proposed research.
The individual surprising words that were produced were largely
sensible; they were words taken from the names of related fields, tech-
niques, or jargon. However, when SFPD attempted to expand them to
phrases, there seemed to be no setting of the phrase pruning threshold
that produced desirable results. Either it was too relaxed, and the sys-
tem would output long, overly inclusive phrases, or it was too strict,
and no phrases occurred frequently enough to warrant expansion
much beyond the original unigram.
When inspecting the over-long phrases, a source of the problem
became clear: with only a single, fairly large document, despite its
theme being more coherent so it need not be as large as the tweet
pseudo-documents, the frequencies of the surprising phrases were
fairly low. High enough that the surprising words were discovered,
but low enough that even a fairly low-count phrase could account
for most of the unigram’s occurrences, leading to over-generation of
long phrases. For example, if a word occurs five times in the docu-
ment, and a bigram including this word occurs twice, then this bi-
gram already accounts for 40% of all of the occurrences of the term.
twitter experiments (e.g. the industrial strategy work, or Brussels
study in Section 4.2) on the other hand show that 30% is a fairly con-
servative phrase pruning threshold.
The simplest response is to set a minimum frequency required of a
phrase in order for it to be a candidate; we could ignore all phrases
that had not occurred more than twice. But there is the worry with
this approach that any number chosen slightly too high would lead
to ignoring important phrases surrounding infrequent terms.
A slightly more permissive approach is to adapt the phrase pruning
threshold based on the number of unique phrases of a fixed size that
a term occurs in. A phrase that occurs four times, whose root word
occurs only eight times, is more interesting if there are four other
phrases each only occurring once which the root word occurs in. But
if there are only two possible phrases each occurring four times, then
neither phrase seems as special. A simple method for encoding this
dynamic threshold is shown below:
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td = max
✓
1
C
, tu
◆
(3.2)
Where tu is the user-defined phrase pruning threshold, and C is the
number of phrases being considered to extend the smaller phrase, i.e.
the total number of children of a given node in the context tree. This
formulation ensures that the threshold is higher when the number
of context tree children is smaller, and lower when there are more
choices for expanding a phrase. This property achieves the goal of
making it harder for a potential phrase expansion to be considered
sufficiently interesting when there are fewer alternative expansions
in the dataset. The max function ensures that the threshold is never
reduced below the user-defined threshold.
The drawback of this approach is that it does not account for abso-
lute frequency. Regardless of the number of occurrences of a phrase
represented by a node in the context tree, it is only the number of dif-
ferent sibling nodes that influence the threshold. However, if a phrase
occurred twice, and it has only two child nodes each occurring once,
then the threshold is 0.5. And the same is true if the phrase occurred
a thousand times if there are only two child nodes, each occurring
500 times. Intuitively, it seems as though one occurrence out of two,
is far less reliable an indicator that the phrase should be expanded.
This can be adjusted by having a number of tiered thresholds on
the absolute frequency of the phrase. In the equation below t1, t2, t3
are user defined positive integers, which represent the term frequency
at which a more conservative threshold will be chosen for the phrase
pruning threshold. Otherwise, the dynamic threshold described above
comes into effect.
td =
8>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>:
1 if F < t1
0.75 if t1  F < t2
0.5 if t2  F < t3
max
✓
1
C
, tu
◆
otherwise
(3.3)
Where F is the total number of occurrences of the phrase or term
that is under consideration for expansion. In other words, when a
child node in the context tree is being considered as an expansion, F
is the frequency of the parent node.
Experiments on the single large documents showed that terms were
less likely to have been expanded too far into phrases when these
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thresholds were set. This means we can relax (lower) the user-defined
minimum phrase pruning threshold tu; we no longer have to keep it
high to filter out the noisy features, since they are pruned using the
new dynamic threshold.
While the phrases produced with the new threshold were desir-
able according to human judgement, the study’s approach of query-
ing the search engine bing6 mostly turned up well-known academic
work with which researchers established in the field would already
have been acquainted. The results would probably be more useful to
new researchers looking to fill out their knowledge of a field. This is
likely due to the nature of a search engine, since a highly cited and
known paper is more likely to arise in search results than a less pop-
ular but related paper. And companies offering commercial products
are much more incentivised to ensure that their products appear in
search results, but they only constitute noise in this scenario.
3.7 establishing the expectation
Established earlier was the idea that in order to measure a notion
of surprise, we must first establish an expectation, we can then be sur-
prised when our expectation is contradicted. To find just how sur-
prisingly frequently a word occurs, we need to have established an
expected frequency for that word. How much more frequently the
word occurs than our expectation determines how surprised we are
at its frequency in a dataset. The expectation is defined by taking the
frequencies of words in a reference/background corpus.
Given that the notion of surprisingness is relative to the background
corpus, it follows that the selection of a background corpus is im-
portant. It is also problem-specific, because what the analyst wishes
the system to find surprising (and therefore important) is problem-
specific. This section explains some important basics for reference
corpus selection, but more detailed discussions are found in later sec-
tions (4.4.3 & 5.9) in the contexts of different techniques employing
SFPD.
As a default, the SFPD tool incorporated into method52 uses a
reference corpus drawn from English wikipedia7. This represents a
broad and general sample of the English language, enabling the SFPD
to determine whether, in a given target dataset, any features occur
6 http://www.bing.com
7 http://wikipedia.org
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proportionally more than in a general sample of English. However,
this reference corpus can be swapped out by any dataset, making the
notion of surprisingness a more specific comparison than just with
general English, or even with a different language entirely.
In method52 this is achieved simply by connecting another data-
source component to the SFPD component, and labelling its output
with a background data annotation as shown in Figure 3.7.
Figure 3.7: Pipeline screenshot showing annotation of the “background” la-
bel, so that the SFPD component knows to treat data from the
table reader on the right as background data (the reference
corpus).
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Figure 3.8: When the cog icon of a component is clicked, the component con-
figuration screen appears. The basic settings of the SFPD compon-
ent are shown here. More frequency filtering options are avail-
able if the advanced options button is pressed (cog+ icon). Note
the selection of twitter text for analysis and any documents
with the “general/background” annotation will be considered
background documents.
While the default wikipedia reference dataset can be sufficient
for finding interesting terms in a twitter dataset (see Section 4.2),
if a corpus is particularly full of chatty language, or anything that
is just an artefact of the documents being twitter text, the refer-
ence may need to be more specialised, because the surprising phrases
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produced become filled with colloquial and chat terms, which occur
surprisingly frequently when compared to wikipedia text.
If the goal is simply to decrease the level of surprisingness of twit-
ter language, the simplest solution is to use the twitter sample API
to generate a reference corpus. The sample API allows us to stream a
1% sample of all messages being tweeted, without having to specify
a query.
Beware that even a broad 1% sample can be biased enough to not
be useful as a reference corpus if not taken correctly. For example, if
there is a very popular trending topic on twitter on a given day,
and the sample is taken across only that day, then the reference cor-
pus language will be dominated by the terms that describe the trend-
ing topic. In turn, this will down-weight the surprisingness of those
terms found in any target corpus. This problem can be avoided by tak-
ing a sample of tweets over a longer time period, thus minimising the
effect of any particular trending topic. Section 4.4.3 discusses this type
of domain adaptation in the context of improving the active learning
process of classifier training.
SFPD can be adapted to other languages by simply changing the
expectation. If we were to maintain the English wikipedia as our
reference, then most words in an Arabic language corpus would seem
to occur surprisingly frequently, since our expectation is defined by
having seen predominantly English words. Instead, an Arabic corpus
can be uploaded to method52, or collected from social media, to
be used as the reference corpus, the definition of our expectation.
This method was applied using method52 by Conway et al. (2017).
Section 5.9 discusses this and other domain adaptation issues in the
context of adaptive streaming.
3.8 using existing method52 pipeline architecture
By incorporating SFPD into the existing method52 architecture, the
SFPD analysis can be used very creatively. Many of the options are
explored in the context of active learning in Chapter 4, and adapt-
ive streaming in Chapter 5. Therefore, below follows a high-level
summary of SFPD’s utility in the context of existing functionality of
method52.
Social media data can be tracked in real time. Wibberley et al. (2014)
show that it is often necessary to analyse sudden spikes in the volume
of tweets in isolation, since they are often reactions to real-world
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events and signify the introduction of different vocabulary or vocab-
ulary use. method52’s volume-over-time component generates an
interactive graph displaying the tweet volume over time (as shown in
Figure 3.9). Spikes in volume can be identified, and the data corres-
ponding to the spike can be extracted. The spike data can be made
to constitute the target data for SFPD, so that the phrase extraction is
more focused on the language in the high-volume data. The reference
corpus can be changed from wikipedia to all collected tweets in the
set, in order to focus the expectation on what about the spike data
is surprising compared to whatever background tweet collection is
being monitored.
Figure 3.9: User interface for volume over time analysis in method52. The
lower graph is a selection tool. It shows the volume-over-time
plot for all documents passed into the component, and the user
can select portions of it for closer inspection. The selected portion
above is a spike of particularly high volume compared to the rest
of the data. The user can extract all documents within a selected
portion by using the “Raw Data Table” button.
SFPD can also be used in conjunction with the user-trained classi-
fiers. Classifiers are used to split up and filter data. These splits can
be used as another method to focus the target data and find more
specific surprising phrases. For example, the target data can be set
as only those documents that are classified as relevant, or as a given
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topic or sentiment. The use of SFPD in coordination with method52
classifiers is fully explored in Section 4.4.
Documents can be filtered by the presence or absence of specific
phrases using the keyword annotator component. If the right phrases
can be identified, this can be a useful tool to increase precision or
recall for tasks where classifiers alone struggle to learn the necessary
distinctions.
SFPD-identified phrases have been successfully used to filter and
sort documents in projects. casm consulting investigated social
media use by, and concerning, the police as a contribution to the 2016
Police Effectiveness, Efficiency and Legitimacy (PEEL) programme’s
national overview report8. One of the tasks was to identify user criti-
cism/support of the police in various topic areas, such as racism, cor-
ruption, and communication strategy. When identifying tweets about
racism of the police, general keyword filtering using terms like “ra-
cism” and “racist” produced very noisy results; the tweets were fre-
quently not about the police or only discussing racism in the abstract.
Very specific terms like “racist police officer” produced suitable data,
but in very small quantities. It proved difficult to train a classifier to
make the distinction because of the sheer amount of noise.
Instead, SFPD was applied in two ways. Firstly, all collected data
was used as target data for SFPD. The resulting phrases were inspec-
ted for candidates to grow the list of high-precision specific terms, in
order to increase recall there. Next, the data was filtered keeping only
those documents using general terms like “racism” to produce the tar-
get data. The resulting phrases were inspected for terms that were in-
dicative of noisy/irrelevant data. Then any tweet that mentioned these
noisy terms can be filtered out before reaching the classifier. For ex-
ample, it was determined using SFPD that the racism of “tories” was
frequently discussed in the data, which was irrelevant for the pur-
poses of the project. With enough such examples, noisy data can be
filtered out using these discovered phrases. Therefore, it is possible
to retain the high-recall low-precision terms like “racism”, but main-
tain higher precision by then filtering out the specifically noisy terms.
The method52 job using the result of this process is shown in Figure
3.10.
method52 provides geolocation capability, which can be used to
isolate target data to tweets originating from a common location. And
tweets can easily be grouped by the presence of particular terms
8 https://www.justiceinspectorates.gov.uk/hmicfrs/publications/
peel-police-effectiveness-2016/
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in their text. Documents from social media especially can also be
grouped by the users that publish them.
Combinations of all of the above permit a flexible way to drill
deeper into the data, each time selecting surprising features accord-
ing to some expectation and target criteria, until the user has a good
understanding of the dataset.
Any of these methodologies can lead to the discovery of terms
which the analyst might wish to use as a query for collecting more
data. It is difficult, if not impossible, to predict all of the terms in use
on social media which are relevant to a study. Unfortunately, if this
process is entirely manual, the phrases will rarely be discovered in
time to affect the project’s data collection strategy. This motivates the
need for a semi-automatic adaptive querying process, which is the
purpose of Chapter 5.
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Figure 3.10: Screenshot of the pipeline which finds documents that are dis-
cussing police racism. Tweets mentioning police follow two
parallel processes. On the left, specific terms that frequently
seemed to be indicative of tweets discussing police racism are
used to identify documents that are then passed to the classifier.
On the right, general noisy terms are used to identify candidate
documents, but they are filtered first by the presence of terms
that were often indicative of irrelevant documents.
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3.9 sfpd comparison with chi-square and log-likelihood
ratio
This section shows how SFPD compares to two popular methods of
key term extraction: the c2 and the Log Likelihood (LL) ratio meas-
ures. These methods do not inherently involve methods of phrase
expansion; therefore, they compare more directly to the initial surpris-
ing word detection step (using the relevance measure of Sievert and
Shirley (2014)). So to aid comparability to the overall SFPD approach,
the same phrase expansion method is applied to words proposed by
the c2 and LL methods (the originally proposed unigram words will
also be shown).
The analysis of the Brussels bombings data resulted in a subset
of tweets characterised by being personal reactions or opinions con-
cerning the attacks. This subset was further divided by keywords to
produce subsets about Barack Obama (then president of the us), Don-
ald Trump and Islam, because these were discovered as major topics
which were very polarising of twitter users. The comparison in this
section utilises the set of tweets mentioning Donald Trump, which
after de-duplication contained 28,905 tweets. The reference corpus
was a 100K random sample of all the collected Brussels tweets.
Tables 3.2, 3.3, & 3.4 below show the top 30 words (and their top
phrase expansions) for the LL, c2, and SFPD methods respectively. The
SFPD table shows the results with the likelihood-lift parameter set to
0.5. All of the following values were tried and 0.5 seemed to provide
particularly interesting results: 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8,
0.9. Figure 3.11 shows a screenshot of what the user sees when they
inspect a database table containing the phrases output by the SFPD
component.
In each table for each measure, the SFPD phrase expansion has clear
utility in terms of contextualisation of what makes certain words in-
teresting. For example, both LL and SFPD discover “vote”, and the
phrase expansion tells us that it’s about voting for Donald Trump as
president. It explains why the generic term “mr” is suggested by LL
(and SFPD with likelihood-lifts 0.6, 0.7, & 0.8), and we find that “mr
trump” is a common way of referring to Donald Trump by his sup-
porters (and therefore a useful bigram for a feature labelling when
training an anti/pro Trump classifier). Other seemingly generic terms
like “blames” and “incites” receive contexts that clarify their mean-
ing. Names are often expanded to their full form or even context
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(e.g. Megyn to “Megyn Kelly”, or Shepard to “Shepard Smith slaps
down Donald Trump”). However, some such as “Newt” are missed
because “Newt Gingrich” is only used in full form four times in the
dataset. The more frequent and generic terms are less likely to be ex-
panded since they will have no clear top phrase in usage (e.g. “great”
or “yes”).
The c2 measure seems to produce many high-frequency overly gen-
eric terms, such as swear words, text speak (e.g. “b”), and interjec-
tions, which are very unlikely in most circumstances to be useful
in an analysis of the tweet content. The phrase expansion method
also cannot produce useful top phrases for these terms since they are
used in such many, varied ways. SFPD is more likely to produce these
kinds of terms as the likelihood-lift parameter is closer to 1, since
this assigns more weight to just the likelihood of a word in the target
data. Although, for this dataset, for each of the top 30’s of SFPD with
likelihood-lifts ranging from 0 to 0.9, the swear words and “yeah”
variants still did not occur. In fact, the only overlapping words with
the top 30 c2 across these ten trials were: “president”, “think”, and
“said”. However, there were similar variants in similar contexts for
some words, e.g. “blames” present in one and “blaming” present in
the other. The main interesting term proposed by c2 in the top 30 that
wasn’t proposed by SFPD (or LL) was “build a wall”, which refers to
discussion of Donald Trump’s proposed border wall.
Due to c2 favouring overly generic terms, its top 30 missed many
interesting terms that the other two measures discovered. LL and SFPD
can have much more overlap. For example, with likelihood-lift set to
0.7, SFPD discovers all but eight of the terms discovered by LL’s top
30. These missing eight are: “talking”, “january”, “leader”, “look”,
“nato”, “ago”, “u”, and “wrong”". Two of which are particularly in-
teresting: “january” hints at discussion surrounding whether Donald
Trump predicted the Brussels attacks earlier in January, and “nato”
points to discussion about his suggestion to disband nato. “Wrong”
is frequently used when arguing whether Trump is wrong about
something, but is becoming quite generic, as are the other terms.
SFPD is more likely to produce overly generic terms as the lift-
likelihood is increased. For example, when maximising overlap with
LL at 0.7 we see “said”, “think”, “like”, “stop”, “want” and “saying”,
which seem to reflect no specific theme in the data. But by setting the
value lower at 0.5 as shown in Table 3.4, we can produce a good num-
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ber of more specific, interesting terms that LL does not find, which
index into interesting discussion. For example:
incites hatred & violence & banning all discussion about Trump’s at-
titude toward Muslims inciting hatred.
advisors calls to pay more attention to expert advisors.
a fear monger criticism of Trump
airtime Trump’s critics suggest that he is given too much airtime for
his sentiments
prescient some of his supporters believe Trump to have been presci-
ent regarding the attacks
doing the tango users show support for Trump while criticising Pres-
ident Barack Obama for being pictured dancing the Tango soon
after the Brussels attacks
djt “Donald J Trump” a way of referring to Donald Trump that was
actually missed when originally dividing the dataset by keyword.
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Figure 3.11: This is the screen that users see when the click on the output
table of an SFPD job. Any further annotations the user makes on
the phrases would appear as additional columns.
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word phrase expansion
trump trump
donald donald trump
vote vote trump
cruz cruz
right right
like like
need we need
america america
president president
trumps trumps
blaming blaming trump for brussels
mr mr trump
ted ted cruz
blame to blame
hell hell hole
said said
stop stop
want want to
usa usa
saying saying
leader leader
look look at
think think
nato nato
muslims muslims
u u
january in january
ago months ago
wrong wrong
talking talking about
Table 3.2: Top 30 words proposed by the log-likelihood ratio method from a
dataset of personal reactions to the Brussels bombings, concerning
Donald Trump. The reference dataset is a sample of all tweets col-
lected containing the word “brussels”. Words are expanded using
the phrase expansion method described in Section 3.4.
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word phrase expansion
f***ing f***ing
gonna gonna
having having
b b
crazy crazy
yeah yeah
thanks thanks
country our country
wall build a wall
f*** f***
think think
dangerous dangerous
blames blames trump for brussels
happen happen
needs needs to
start start
ask ask
worst brought out the worst in cruz and trump
yes yes
damn damn
instead instead of
worse worse
comment comment on
great great
said said
happens what happens when you
president president
responds responds to brussels attack by insulting the ’city’ of
things things
beginning just the beginning
Table 3.3: Top 30 words proposed by the c2 method from a dataset of
personal reactions to the Brussels bombings, concerning Donald
Trump. The reference dataset is a sample of all tweets collected
containing the word “brussels”. Words are expanded using the
phrase expansion method described in Section 3.4. Asterisks not
present in original tweets.
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word phrases
trump trump
tango doing the tango
hilary hilary
donald donald trump
incites incites hatred&violence&banning all
trumps trumps
romney romney
capitalize capitalize on
airtime airtime
apology an apology
shep shep smith
shepard shepard smith slaps down donald trump from brussels : no
vote vote trump
trump2016 trump2016
features features donald trump trashing brussels
maria maria
djt djt
spew to spew
newt newt
cruz cruz
megyn megyn kelly
prescient prescient
advisors advisors
stump stump
monger a fear monger
dishonest dishonest
slaps smith slaps down donald
right right
electing electing
brussels brussels
Table 3.4: Top 30 words proposed by the SFPD method (likelihood-lift: 0.5)
from a dataset of personal reactions to the Brussels bombings,
concerning Donald Trump. The reference dataset is a sample of
all tweets collected containing the word “brussels”. Words are ex-
panded using the phrase expansion method described in Section
3.4.
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3.10 corpus homogeneity
The homogeneity of a corpus is the property of how consistent its
vocabulary is. The more sections of a corpus that present very differ-
ent statistics over their vocabulary when compared to the corpus as a
whole, the more heterogeneous the corpus is.
Kilgarriff and Rose (1998) argue that the homogeneity of a corpus is
an important property to be known when comparing the similarity of
corpora, because it would be unclear how to interpret any differences
when comparing to a heterogeneous corpus. SFPD entails the compar-
ison of the target and reference corpora, so this section discusses the
relevance of corpus homogeneity.
The issue is most salient when comparing corpora of similar size
for their differences. If they are similar in size, then large heterogen-
eous sections could exaggerate differences, or make it seem like there
are similarities that do not truly apply to the rest of the corpus. When
comparing to a large normative reference corpus, we expect the cor-
pus to be a broad sample, heterogeneous by its very nature, expecting
that the target corpus only differs in its parts that diverge from the
norm.
For our use of SFPD, however, we are less interested in finding a
direct measure of similarity between corpora, and less interested in
finding some set of terms that completely and accurately describes
all and only what makes a corpus interesting. The focus is instead
on aiding user exploration. The user is expected to interact with and
explore the data, using the discovered features as a guide for how to
define the semantics of classes of documents, or understand a class of
documents generated by the machine. Therefore, there is no current
focus on providing this feature for the user. However, it is possible
to achieve the method described by Kilgarriff and Rose (1998) using
existing features of method52 and a spreadsheet program. The ne-
cessary steps are outlined below:
1. Divide the corpus into slices. method52 has a batching com-
ponent which can split documents into several of the same size.
2. Create two separate corpora by randomly allocating the slices
into two documents. There is a method52 component which
annotates a random number, which can be used as a basis for
filtering documents.
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3. Compare the resulting corpora by comparing the most frequent
terms of each constructed corpus to each other. These features
can be extracted using the SFPD component with likelihood-lift
l = 1 (features are then ranked solely by their likelihood). The
comparison could be done by inspection, or like Kilgarriff and
Rose (1998), use a measure such as the Spearman’s rank correla-
tion coefficient or c2 to quantify the difference between the top
features of each corpus. method52 can export the features and
their counts as a csv file for any program designed to import
csv and calculate these statistics.
4. Investigate multiple random allocations of the document slices.
From these tests, if a quantitative measure it used, an average
and standard deviation can be derived. The more overlap dis-
covered in these comparisons, the more homogeneous the cor-
pus.
3.11 chapter summary
This chapter proposed a new method for key phrase extraction: Sur-
prisingly Frequent Phrase Detection (SFPD). SFPD was introduced to
tackle the research question: how can features be identified which provide
useful bases for characterising classes of text? Furthermore, it serves as a
fundamental technique for later chapters.
• Previous keyword extraction work was examined.
• The evaluation strategy for the techniques introduced in this
thesis was discussed. With some exceptions that will be made
clear, evaluation will primarily be driven by theoretical argu-
ment and presenting actual exemplar output, which will be
supported by informal/anecdotal discussion with project leads
about the experiences of method52 analysts.
• SFPD uses a measure of keyword relevance which includes a
term for keyword likelihood and lift, and through adjustment
of the liklihood-lift ratio parameter l, either can be emphasised.
• SFPD includes a method for expanding keywords to multi-
word phrases. The frequencies of ngrams containing proposed
keywords are analysed to find phrases that most explain the
occurrence of the keywords.
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• The first hurdle with applying this method to tweets is the
shortness of documents. Instead, tweets are analysed together
as large corpora. Methods for batching tweets together were de-
scribed.
• When analysing single large documents, low frequency phrases
can be key phrases. Dynamic phrase pruning thresholding was
introduced as a method to consider both absolute frequency
and the number of choices for keyword expansion when finding
key phrases.
• When determining the surprisingness of a word, there must be
some expectation of how often the word should have occurred.
This expectation is defined using a reference corpus. A reference
corpus can be creatively chosen to emphasise different types of
word, instead of a fixed user-defined threshold.
• An overview of the benefits for embedding SFPD in the existing
method52 platform is given, which demonstrates the variety
of strategies that could include SFPD analysis.
• SFPD was compared to two popular methods of keyword extrac-
tion: c2 and Log Likelihood (LL) ratio.
• Corpus homogeneity arose as an important issue in corpus
comparison studies. A method for determining homogeneity is
given, but is argued to be less important for this work.
4
FEATURE D I SCOVERY WITH ACT IVE LEARNING
Chapter 2 showed that the discovery and isolation of classes of doc-
ument are important aspects of the engagement that analysts under-
take when using method52. This thesis considers the research ques-
tion: how can feature discovery be used to support the characterisation of
semantically coherent classes of text? This is a bottom-up approach to-
ward supporting this type of engagement, which focuses on the use
of word and phrase features, which is why the previous chapter fo-
cused first on establishing a method of phrase discovery, which can be
drawn upon when needed (in this chapter, Section 4.4). This chapter
now deals with the next sub-part of the research question, which was
shown in the introduction and is the core of the overarching question:
How can feature discovery support the identification, defin-
ition, and characterisaton of classes of text?
As previously suggested, bespoke classifiers are a core part of the
explore-search methodology of discovering and isolating classes. Their
very purpose is to divide the data into user-defined classes, and there-
fore worth focusing on. The method52 classifier component was ori-
ginally an extension of dualist. Settles (2011) built dualist to take
explicit feedback from the user regarding the indicativeness of indi-
vidual features for a given class, and demonstrated the approach to
be effective. Therefore, it even shares aspects of the bottom-up feature-
driven approach.
As an environment for training bespoke classifiers, method52’s
classifier component primarily tackles the “search” methodology of
the explore-search cycle: the process of isolating a given class of data.
The user trains the classifier to label documents with a class whose
semantics the user knows, and is attempting to train the classifier
to model. The process of presenting documents and features to the
user through active learning does contribute to the exploration step
though by exposing the user to the data and its features, much as
would be expected in an inspect step (it could even be thought of as
a nested explore-search cycle, as mentioned previously).
Firstly, due to its importance in this research, the current active
learning classifier training process in method52 (originally based
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on dualist (Settles, 2011)) is described in detail in Section 4.1 for
context. Then Sections 4.2 & 4.3 discuss datasets that will serve as the
primary motivators for the techniques described in this chapter.
For this chapter’s contribution, Sections 4.4, 4.5, 4.6, & 4.7 analyse
weaknesses of the method52 approach and how feature discovery
methods can better support characterisation of classes of text.
In practice, the existing feature discovery mechanisms for analysis
by classifier present a number of problems. In summary:
1. High Information Gain (IG) features are presented to the user ac-
cording to the current classifier model. Since the current model
is usually still undergoing improvement, these features are not
always useful choices. Furthermore, classification in method52
is an exploration: the user does not know that a certain classifica-
tion scheme is possible to learn on a dataset until they have tried
it. Therefore, feature discovery which is entirely dependent on a
possibly flawed classification model is not a complete/best solu-
tion. This exploratory process of training a classifier, determin-
ing that it is flawed and then discarding it can be extremely
time-consuming.
2. It can be difficult to interpret the meaning of isolated words,
so it can be a struggle to label any as indicative of a particular
classification. And worse, user interpretation of features may
not reflect reality, so their labelling leads to worse performance.
Suggested features may also not encode enough context to dis-
tinguish them from uses that are indicative of other categories,
so even if interpreted correctly, the user may be unable to label
it for a given category without harming performance on other
categories.
3. The method for incorporating the knowledge generated from
user-labelled features is very simple. A fixed number of “hallu-
cinated” counts is added as evidence for a feature appearing in
documents under the selected classification. This simplicity can
be inappropriate, since features are rarely equally indicative of
a classification. This especially leads to probabilistic problems
when adding evidence for rarely occurring terms.
Feature discovery strategies are therefore approached from three
broad perspectives throughout the remainder of the chapter:
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Feature exploration Provide various views on possibly important fea-
tures, especially views which force the user to confront their
assumptions and examine how their classifier is splitting the
data. Also provide views on the data that speed the process of
classifier building by finding enough information to reduce the
number of failed classifiers (Section 4.4).
Feature extraction Improve the actual form of features that are ex-
tracted for classification and their display to the user (Sections
4.5 & 4.6).
Feature incorporation Improve the way that hand-annotated features
are incorporated into the classifier model (Section 4.7).
The “feature exploration” strategies are most aligned with the “ex-
plore” methodology, and the feature extraction and incorporation dis-
cussions are mostly aligned with the “search” methodology, since
their aim is to improve the active learning system’s ability to isolate
classes.
4.1 classification in method52
The active learning environment of method52’s classifier compon-
ent is the main subject of improvement in this chapter. Therefore, for
context purposes, this section describes in detail method52’s cur-
rent classifier training framework (Wibberley et al., 2013, 2014) and
its dualist foundations (Settles, 2011; Settles and Zhu, 2012).
4.1.1 Analysis by Classifier
Building a pipeline of method52 classifiers to perform some be-
spoke analysis is an iterative process. The high-level procedure is de-
picted in Figure 4.1, and is explained in this section with references
to the numbered steps in the flowchart.
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Collect data
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configure feature 
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1
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3
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9
Figure 4.1: The iterative process of defining classification tasks, training clas-
sifiers which produce new views on the data, and repeating on
the newly generated subsets of documents.
Given that some text data has been collected 1 , method52
provides the user with a random sample of documents from the data-
set 2 . The user should familiarise themselves with the data by read-
ing the documents in the sample. From this reading, the user must
decide on some initial idea for the classification labels that the clas-
sifier will attempt to assign over the documents 3 . This process of
random sampling is a small step in the direction of supporting more
of the exploration methodology, since before requiring the user to de-
cide on their classes of interest, they are prompted to inspect the data
for classes which the data may best support.
Once classification labels are decided, the user must begin annota-
tion of the random sample with these labels, since these documents
will serve as an evaluation set for the classifier 4 . When the evalu-
ation set is labelled, classifier training can begin.
The user must decide any feature extraction steps 5 . The fea-
tures that method52 allows the user to extract are word-based uni-
grams, bigrams, and trigrams. Other feature extraction options in-
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clude whether to normalise urls or numbers, whether to lowercase
features, and whether to remove stopwords.
Once the feature extraction steps are defined, the user can attempt
to train a classifier to learn the distinction that was defined in step 3 .
The classifier training procedure 6 is fully explained separately in
Section 4.1.2. If the training successfully produces a well-performing
classifier (according to the evaluation set), then the classifier can be
applied to all of the data 7 , in order to produce subsets defined
by the classification labels 8 , on which the process can be iterated
again (back to 2 ). So the user returns to exploring the new subset,
and searching for more subclasses.
If the classifier training failed to produce a classifier that performs
up to expectation 9 , then the classifier may need to be discarded,
and the user required to find a better split of the data. A worse altern-
ative is that previous classifiers may also need to be discarded and
the document subset definitions they imposed, if the current line of
inquiry is not producing interesting splits of the data.
There are two main ways that the user may decide that a classi-
fier is not performing sufficiently well. The first method is check-
ing whether the classifier’s performance metrics are above a desired
threshold. After 4 , the user has annotated an evaluation set, and
during training the system will report the current classifier’s perform-
ance on that dataset (see Figure 4.3). Of course, before sufficient data
has been annotated, the performance will certainly be too low, so
the user must first continue to annotate data until performance is no
longer increasing. For this reason, it is important to continually report
the classifier’s performance.
The second method for checking performance is to apply the cur-
rent classifier model to some new data sample, and manually check
the correctness of these documents. The user can achieve this by press-
ing the “sample” button next to any category, then a sample of new
data will be extracted and all of the ones that classifiers determines to
belong in the given category will be displayed to the user in a tab just
like the “Training” tab. The user can then annotate these documents
to determine the precision of that category. Then these new annota-
tions can also be submitted as training data by pressing the “submit”
button.
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Figure 4.2: Screenshot of the “Sample” tab in the classifier component. In
this tab, one or more users build a gold standard evaluation set,
which the classifier will be tested on during training. The table
at the top tracks how many documents have been labelled in
each category, and an inter-annotator agreement score if multiple
users are collaborating.
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Figure 4.3: Screenshot of the “Training” tab in the classifier component.
Once the user has labelled some separate evaluation data (see
Figure 4.2) they can proceed to this “Training” tab, and label doc-
uments and features (below off-screen), which the classifier will
actually use in its training. The table at the top of the tab tracks
the classifier’s performance on each of the categories using re-
call, precision, f-score and accuracy. There is a “sample” button
next to each category, which allows the user to see a sample of
new documents that the current classifier determines belongs to
a given category.
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Figure 4.4: During training, this interface is presented below the documents
to be labelled. Features are suggested to the user which seem to
be correlated with a given classification. The user can label these
features as indicative of a classification (or input new ones at the
top); these are highlighted grey.
4.1.2 Classifier Training Procedure
As in dualist (Settles, 2011), training proceeds in an active learning
loop, in which the system repeatedly prompts the user for informa-
tion that would help improve the current model, then re-trains with
the new information and prompts the user again. Figure 4.5 flow-
charts the individual steps of the loop.
The method52 classifier training system presents the user with
two labelling activities (numbers refer to Figure 4.5):
1. Label individual features with the classification of which the fea-
ture is indicative 12 . Features are presented to the user ranked
by IG, i.e those features whose presence/absence most reduces
classification uncertainty are ranked highest 8 . Features are
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also correlated (for user convenience) with the classification with
which it most occurs.
2. Label documents with the correct classification 13 . Documents
are presented to the user which have the highest label entropy,
i.e. the documents about whose classification the current model
is most uncertain 9 .
more than n 
documents 
labelled?
5
Present most 
common 
features
6
Present 
random 
documents
7
Present high 
IG features
8
Present most 
uncertain 
documents
9
train on only 
hallucinated counts 
for labelled features
1
classify 
unlabelled 
documents
2
train on labelled 
and probabilistically 
labelled documents
3
test on evaluation set 
and report results
4
Label feature 
as indicative 
of class
12
Label 
document
13
Submit labels
11
select action
10
YesNo
Adjust prior 
multipliers
14
Sample 
category
15
System User
Figure 4.5: The classifier training procedure. Actions by the classifier system
are presented on the left, and actions by the user on the right,
which forms the active learning loop.
Precise details of the classifier model, and the IG and uncertainty
calculations are covered in Sections 4.1.3 & 4.1.4 respectively.
Before the classifier has enough information from the user (by de-
fault, 10 labelled documents), it will instead present the most com-
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mon features, and a random sample of documents to the user ( 6
& 7 ), because estimations of classification uncertainty would be ex-
tremely inaccurate with so little data.
A Naïve Bayes Classifier (NBC) uses counts of the occurrences of fea-
tures in documents labelled with classifications, to learn how the fre-
quencies of features correlate with the document classifications. The
NBC model details are explained in Section 4.1.3.
When the user labels a feature as indicative of a classification, the
classifier essentially “hallucinates” having seen that feature a times
(by default a = 50) in documents labelled with that classification
(these counts are also referred to as “pseudo-counts”). The user need
not only label features that the system proposes; they can input their
own.
The system then uses the labelled documents and features, together
with the unlabelled data in an Expectation-Maximisation (EM) step,
in order to train an NBC ( 1 - 3 ). In these steps, a classifier is first
trained with only the hallucinated feature counts and is used to as-
sign classification probabilities to all unlabelled documents. Then the
final classifier is trained on the hand-labelled documents and the prob-
abilistically labelled data. The counts in the probabilistically labelled
data are down-weighted to 10%, in order to place more importance
on the user-annotated data.
This training happens whenever the user submits new labels 11 .
The classifier’s performance on the evaluation data is then revealed
4 .
The following summarises those aspects of method52’s classifier
training system, which are not present in the dualist framework.
These features were already present in some form in method52 be-
fore the work this thesis. I built the backend code for the classifier,
feature extraction, and evaluation process prior to the thesis, the other
features and frontend were built by other members of the text ana-
lytics group. Details of changes made to the classifier and feature
extraction process specifically for this thesis are given in the relevant
sections.
Custom feature extraction In order to better adapt to different tasks,
the user has the ability to customise the feature extraction pro-
cess. Tokenisation can be performed by regular expression or
by the tokeniser in the tweetnlp package (Gimpel et al., 2011;
Owoputi et al., 2012), which is specifically designed for twit-
ter language. The user can choose to normalise or filter out
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stopwords, punctuation, numbers, and urls. The user can elect
to extract one or more of unigrams, bigrams, and trigrams as
features, and whether to lower-case all features.
Re-scaling class-conditional probabilities When building classifiers
with method52, the user is usually in the situation where
there is a large unlabelled set of data, and a small collection
of hand-annotated training data. The small size of the labelled
set means that the P( f eature|classi f ication) estimates are very
sparse and noisy.
Lucas and Downey (2013) introduced a method called
Multinomial Naïve Bayes with Feature Marginals (MNB-FM)
for alleviating this problem. The technique involves rescaling
the class-conditional probabilities P( f eature|classi f ication) us-
ing the more robust marginal probability statistics P( f eature)
derived from the unlabelled data.
This method is included as an option in the method52 classi-
fier framework.
Classification sampling When training a classifier, it is extremely be-
neficial to know the errors the classifier is making, so that the
user can focus on providing additional training data that helps
it overcome these errors. If the evaluation set was used for this
purpose, a classifier would be produced that over-fits the test
data with very poor generalisation capability.
Instead, method52 provides a procedure for acquiring a ran-
dom sample from the unlabelled set that has been classified
with a specified classification by the current model. With this
functionality, the user can see mistakes made without looking
again at the evaluation set. In doing so, the user also acquires
another estimate of the precision of the classifier for the given
classification (the proportion of documents that the model be-
lieves should be classified c that actually should be labelled c).
Prior multipliers The user may wish to maximise recall of a given
classification in order to be sure to never miss relevant docu-
ments, at the expense of introducing more false positives. Al-
ternatively, the user may wish to maximise the precision in or-
der to be more certain of the classification, at the expense of
increased false negatives.
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These requirements can be realised using method52’s “prior
multipliers” feature, which allows the user to bias the classi-
fier towards predicting particular classifications more or less
frequently by multiplying the class priors by a specified factor.
This feature can often be used to alleviate performance prob-
lems as a result of an unbalanced training set (a dataset that is
biased towards one or more classifications).
Evaluation When using method52 classifiers for research (e.g.
when using classifiers to generate aggregate statistics over data-
sets) it would be difficult to justify the validity of the results in
some cases without discussing the classifiers’ performance. For
this reason, method52 allows users to set up an evaluation set
of documents. After the user submits any new annotations, the
classifier is re-evaluated using this data, and the results supply
the user with the following information:
Classification recall For each classification c, the proportion of
documents that should have been classified c that actually
were assigned c by the classifier.
Classification precision For each classification c, the proportion
of documents that the classifier labelled c which actually
should have been assigned c.
Classification f-score For each classification, the harmonic
mean of its precision and recall.
Accuracy The overall accuracy of the classifier: the proportion
of all documents that were correctly classified.
Collaborative annotation method52 provides the facility for mul-
tiple annotators to collaborate on training the same classifier
and building the same evaluation set. This greatly speeds the
process of producing well-performing classifiers. Additionally,
inter-annotator agreement measures are calculated and presen-
ted to the user.
4.1.3 Classifier Model
This section describes the Naïve Bayes Classifier (NBC) model that the
method52 user trains. The following equations are adapted from
those given by Settles (2011), as the basic NBC model in method52
is the same as that in dualist.
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The NBC assigns the classification to a document with the greatest
conditional probability of classification given the document P(c|d).
Equation 4.1 is the standard Multinomial Naïve Bayes (MNB) formula.
The conditional probability of classification c given a document d is
equal to the product of the conditional probabilities1 of feature given
class for every feature f 2 d, and the prior probability of classifica-
tion c, all divided by Z(d), a normalisation constant summing over
all classifications. Duplicate features contribute equally ( f (d) is the
frequency of f in d).
P(c|d) = P(c) ·’ f2d P( f |c)
f (d)
Z(d)
(4.1)
Equation 4.2 describes the method for estimating the probability of
a feature given a classification P( f |c) (a value required by Equation
4.1). The probability is essentially the fraction of times that f occurs
in documents labelled c in our training set D.
P( f |c) = S( f , c) +Âd2D P(c|d) · f (d)
Z( f )
(4.2)
For hand-labelled documents P(c|d) 2 {0, 1}, but for the probab-
ilistically labelled documents (during EM) P(c|d) is estimated by the
initial MNB model. Estimates derived from unlabelled data are also
weighted by a factor of 0.1 in order to avoid overwhelming the train-
ing signal from the labelled data. Z( f ) is shorthand for a normalisa-
tion constant summing over all features in the vocabulary.
S( f , c) is a smoothing term or prior, which is typically a uniform
prior such as the Laplacian (a value of 1 for all features), but like du-
alist, we adopt a Dirichlet prior; the prior for f under c is increased
by a (typically a = 50) when the user labels f as indicative of c, as
shown in Equation 4.3.
S( f , c) =
8><>:1+ a if f is labelled with c1 otherwise (4.3)
In practice, logarithms are used to prevent underflow.
1 The Naïve Bayes independence assumption is that P(d|c) = ’ f2d P( f |c) f (d)
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4.1.4 Active Learning Queries
During the active learning process, the classification systemwill query
the user with documents and features that should be labelled. The
method with which features and documents are queried is the same
as dualist, and is explained below.
Features are presented to the user ranked according to highest In-
formation Gain (IG); these are the features whose presence/absence
most reduce classification uncertainty on average, according to the
current model. Both the labelled and unlabelled (probabilistically la-
belled by the current model) are used to compute the IG.
This is essentially:
IG( f ) = H(C)  H(C| f )
Which states that the information gain of a feature is equal to the
classification entropy (uncertainty) reduced by the classification en-
tropy conditioned on the presence of the given feature. I.e. how much
is the classification uncertainty reduced when the presence/absence
of the feature is known.
This is calculated as shown in Equation 4.4:
IG( f ) = Â
I f2{ f ,¬ f }
Â
c2C
P(I f , c) · log
P(I f , c)
P(I f ) · P(c) (4.4)
I f represents either the presence of the feature ( f ) or its absence
(¬ f ), and C is the set of all classifications in a classification task.
Once features have been ranked according to IG, they are organised
into columns representing the classifications with which they seem to
most correlate. This is achieved by placing the feature into the classi-
fication with which it occurs most often, as well as any classification
with which it occurs at least 75% as often.
Unlabelled documents are presented to the user for labelling ranked
according to posterior class entropy, according to the current model.
Equation 4.5 demonstrates how this is calculated. This value is greater
the more uncertain the classifier is about the document, since entropy
is greater the more uniform the probabilities it is summing over.
H(C|d) =  Â
c2C
P(c|d) · log P(c|d) (4.5)
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4.1.5 Methodologies for Applying Classifiers to Twitter Corpora
Previous sections have described the process of determining defin-
itions for classification tasks, and how classifiers are trained for a
given classification task, but this is only part of the battle, a single it-
eration of the explore-search cycle. For large datasets, often multiple
classifiers are required, which work from each other’s output.
method52 has been applied to many twitter corpora, and dur-
ing this time a number of methodologies have consistently proven
to be effective strategies for analysis; Wibberley et al. (2014) identify
three such strategies:
Twitcident Attitudes on twitter tend mostly to be expressed in re-
sponse to some event in the world. These bursts of reactions are
termed “Twitcidents” and tend to last hours to days. The prin-
ciple of “Twitcident” analysis states that each event needs to be
studied separately in order to be correctly interpreted. The ex-
ample given byWibberley et al. (2014) was a speech given by the
UK Prime Minister expressing a sceptical view of the European
Union (EU), which elicited many enthusiastic responses. These
messages therefore express a negative sentiment toward the EU.
This demonstrates that the positive tone of those tweets needs
to be separately analysed in the context of the speech event.
Exploratory / Patterns of Use It is rarely the case that imposing
a pre-conceived classification architecture on a new dataset
produces reliable results. It is a purposeful choice to make
method52 a framework that allows rapid training of classi-
fiers, so that the user can attempt a classification and ascertain
quickly whether the patterns in the data support it. These pat-
terns correspond to the notion of “class” in this thesis, classes
which are explored and isolated in the explore-search cycle.
Russian Doll At each stage of analysis, the data is usually domin-
ated by one pattern of usage, overshadowing less prominent
patterns. Once a classifier is trained to pull away the documents
representing the dominant pattern, new patterns are revealed in
the remaining data. This process can generate a chain of classi-
fiers revealing various patterns of usage.
Each individual stage of classifier learning and pattern analysis is
made very rapid by method52, but as the corpus size increases and
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we identify many patterns across many topics, the load on user time
increases. The number of classifiers being chained increases and each
link in the chain requires the same exploratory labour.
Section 4.2 illustrates the process of applying the above method-
ologies to a large dataset; it demonstrates that the methodologies,
while powerful, can still result in much user effort, which could be
reduced by improved feature discovery strategies. Section 4.3 intro-
duces a second dataset, which together with Section 4.2 motivates
the remainder of the chapter, which introduces new methodologies to
further exploit feature discovery for class exploration and isolation.
4.2 dataset : brussels bombings
This section describes the collection and analysis of a twitter data-
set undertaken specifically for this thesis, in order to demonstrate
the iterative process of exploring a dataset, defining classes, isolating
those classes, and beginning the process anew for the isolated sub-
set. It shows how important to this process bespoke classifier training
is. It demonstrates how this iterative procedure leads to engagement
with the data.
At the same time, this kind of bespoke analysis takes thought and
time, and while method52 makes it possible, there are still improve-
ments to be made to decrease the time and effort that is necessitated
by the current methodologies, and increase the effectiveness of the
approach. This section focuses on exposing those areas in need of im-
provement which primarily motivates the “feature exploration” ap-
proaches introduced at this chapter’s start.
Given that twitter is a very reactionary, event-driven medium
(the “Twitcident” principle (Wibberley et al., 2014)), the largest data-
sets focused on coherent issues are often those in response to some
important real-world event. At the time of this experiment, an obvi-
ous such event was the 2016 Brussels bombings. 8.4 million tweets
were obtained containing the word “Brussels” using the twitter
API from shortly after the last bomb detonation on the 22nd March,
2016 until the evening of the same day, with the aim to investigate
the nature of twitter discussion of the bombings. The collection is
first filtered such that all those tweets whose language is not detected
as English by twitter are removed.
Once a large dataset of documents has been collected, it is difficult
to know where to begin with the analysis. The user can often only
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guess at the types of conversations that are present in a collection of
millions of documents. It is unlikely to be useful to train a classifier
expecting it to find a classification that occurs once in ten thousand, or
to apply an existing classifier for classes such as positive/negative lan-
guage, if we do not understand the context of the positivity/negativ-
ity. Instead, the data must be explored. Random samples of the Brus-
sels dataset were manually read to discover discussion types. Once
potential classes of interesting tweets have been discovered, classifiers
can be trained to attempt to pick out these groupings of tweets. And
by pulling out these classifications, reducing the noise in the set, we
can begin to analyse the Brussels conversation. This is the “Patterns
of use” principle (Wibberley et al., 2014). And it is also the “inspect”
and “define” sub-steps of the “explore” half of the explore-search
cycle.
Despite the fast classifier training process that method52 offers,
this analysis can be extremely time-consuming, it needs to be re-
peated every time a new subset of the data is extracted, as we slowly
drill down through the noise to the different discussions present in
the data (each iteration of the cycle). Furthermore, at each stage of
training, it is likely that when the analyst encounters the actual text,
the assumptions about which classifications can be made must be
discarded or drastically altered.
In the first layer of the analysis, it became clear that although there
were some tweets not discussing the bombings, the majority of tweets
were either discussing the attack or expressing sympathy for its vic-
tims. The tweets discussing the attack were very diverse, and could
obviously be sub-divided into distinct categories.
The seemingly logical first step is to attempt a classification task
that encompasses all of the categories that can be seem in the data
for the first classifier, because the categories are observable already,
and only one classifier would be needed to split them. This could be
a four/five-way classification that includes “sympathy/condolences”,
“irrelevant/other”, and two or three categories for the sub-categories
of “attack-related”. Wibberley et al. (2014) suggest though that this
scenario is usually more amenable to the “Russian Doll” strategy, in
which we attempt to pull away one or two patterns of use at a time
with separate classifiers. It is otherwise often unreasonable to expect
the fairly simple NBC algorithm to distinguish between many classi-
fications, especially when there is a substantial vocabulary overlap
between documents of several classifications, as in the sub-categories
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of attack-related documents (Section 4.4.5 describes the vocabulary
overlap problem and considers a technique for addressing it). The
first classifier was therefore trained to distinguish three categories:
Condolence Offering sympathy for the victims and their families.
Attack Related to the attacks in any way except if offering condol-
ences or sympathy.
Other Content is unrelated to the Brussels bombings.
attack conseq.
personal
English tweets 
containing 
“brussels”
Trump 
reactions
Obama 
reactions
Islam 
reactions
Classifier 1
attack 
sympathy
other
Classifier 2
consequence
update
other
Classifier 3
personal 
news
other
Contains
donald 
trump
Contains
barack 
obama
potus
Contains
islam 
religion
muslim
Classifier 4
critical
supportive
Classifier 5
critical
supportive
Classifier 6
critical
supportive
yes yes yes
Figure 4.6: Shows how three datasets “Trump reactions”, “Obama reac-
tions”, and “Islam reactions” were created. Each resulting data-
set consists of personal reactions to the Brussels bombings on the
topics of Donald Trump, President Obama, and Islam. The per-
sonal reactions are categorised into either critical or supportive
of Trump, Obama, and Islam respectively.
When building a classifier in method52, the user must first build
a gold standard set of labelled documents, which will be used to
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evaluate the classifier, not to train it. This is done in the “Sample” tab
as shown in Figure 4.2. Then when labelling training documents in
the “Training” tab, the user has access to the information shown in
the screen in 4.7, allowing them to determine precision, recall, f-score,
and accuracy of their classifier as it is trained. In the Brussels study,
the classifiers were trained until it seemed no improvements could be
made to the f-scores of at least the categories that were being passed
to the next component of the method52 job.
Figure 4.7: Screenshot of the method52 classifier evaluation screen, which
appears above the training documents being labelled. The up-
per portion of the table shows the number of documents classi-
fied correctly or incorrectly for each classification, and the lower
portion gives details of precision, recall, f-score, accuracy. From
here, the user can also click the sample button to take a random
sample of documents which the classifier determines belongs to
the selected classification.
At this stage, having noticed that the “attack” tweets seemed to
be quite diverse in their content and that, conversely, “condolence”
tweets seemed to follow a very predictable pattern, it was determined
that “attack” tweets were the most interesting category to pursue.
Therefore, the analysis continued solely with those tweets.
The process of random sampling and reading began again to de-
termine how to further divide the “attack” tweets. The most time-
consuming issue is identification of categories that do not exist with
enough frequency to be amenable to classification, since this fact is
rarely known in advance of training. Many classifiers were attempted
and subsequently discarded, wasting annotation effort. In particular,
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some tweets were personal reactions to the bombings, people’s opin-
ions on blame and how society should react. These tweets seemed
to be the most interesting, but random sampling of the current data-
set did not produce enough positive examples to annotate testing and
training data. However, a potential goal became determining whether
enough layers of tweets can be filtered in order to expose more of
these personal reactions tweets.
At this point, the dominant type of tweet seeming to form a coher-
ent category was news and updates on the attacks themselves. The
successful classifier (accuracy exceeding 65%, which is typically low,
but used due to time constraints) in this step defined classifications
as follows:
Update Specifically bearing news regarding the bombings, e. g. casu-
alties, suspects, etc.
Consequence Related to the attack, but not an update on the bomb-
ings, e. g. transport closures as a result of the bombings, sup-
port/helplines, advise, commentary.
Other For the persistent presence of irrelevant data.
The most interesting and varied tweets were within the “con-
sequence” category; “update” tweets were popular, but essentially
repeated facts about the investigation surrounding the bombings (in-
formation like this comes from failed attempts at different types of
update classifiers). Therefore, only the “consequence” tweets were
input to the next iteration, a category which included any personal
reaction tweets that were encountered in training.
The newly generated subset of data still contained a wide vari-
ety of discussion. But one category was beginning to be more well-
defined: an “informational” or “news” category, wherein the tweets
were mostly characterised by the sharing of facts or information.
Tweets not in this category were of much more interest, since they
resembled most often the personal reactions that were beginning to
surface in the dataset.
Therefore, the next classifier performed the following split:
News Brussels-related but purely informational, objective, or news.
Personal All other Brussels-related including personal reactions to
the bombings, whether that be opinion, advice, or commentary.
Other Again maintained for persistent irrelevant data.
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The need for an “other” category and the problems that it brings
are commonly encountered in this type of analysis. When a classi-
fication problem has an “other” class for completely irrelevant doc-
uments, this is the “none of the above” problem. Given that it is es-
sentially the “not what we want” category, selecting features to label
for this category is problematic: here are always infinite possibilities
for the things the analyst does not want. It can be difficult to determ-
ine which features should be labelled as indicative of the “none of
the above” category. Section 4.4.4 provides a strategy for improving
results in this scenario.
The “other” category is a useful designation for tweets which do
not easily conform to the main categories. But this is often an added
complexity that the classifier would better be without, and can some-
times be a sign that the categories require different definitions. Up to
this point, the analysis has already taken many days (see Table 4.4).
The classifiers were chained together as shown in Figures 4.6 &
4.8 in order to produce a dataset of personal reactions to the Brussels
bombings. The exploration then began again: are there different types
of personal reactions? Are there distinct topics aside from the bomb-
ings themselves that are discussed in the reactions? Indeed, exper-
ience with hand-labelling some personal reaction tweets, and more
random sampling of the personal reactions revealed that there were
many tweets about Barack Obama (US president at the time), Donald
Trump, and Islam/Muslims. The data was split into these categories
using the presence of keywords describing these topics:
• Tweets containing “obama”, “barack” or “potus” are part of the
“Obama reactions” dataset.
• Tweets containing “donald”, or “trump” are part of the “Trump
reactions” dataset.
• Tweets containing “islam”, “muslim”, or “religion” are part of
the “Islam reactions” dataset.
Given the above rules, a single tweet can be part of multiple data-
sets if it contains the appropriate words. Tweets that contain none of
the above words are discarded. In method52 this is accomplished
with a keyword annotator as shown in Figure 4.8.
This produced three data strands (summarised in Table 4.1), each
containing personal reactions to the Brussels bombings in relation to
one of three common topics. Each of the three datasets were then
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subject to their own iteration of the analysis, which resulted in the
determination that it was possible to split each dataset into two cat-
egories: whether the author is critical or supportive of the featured
topic (e.g. Islam).
Dataset Documents Description
Islam
reactions
255,000 Personal reactions to the Brussels
bombings concerning
Islam/Muslims
Obama
reactions
56,000 Personal reactions to the Brussels
bombings concerning the President
of US, Barack Obama
Trump
reactions
144,000 Personal reactions to the Brussels
bombings concerning Donald
Trump
Table 4.1: Personal reactions dataset summary.
This analysis clearly models the explore-search cycle: data is presen-
ted to the analyst, classes are identified such as news and incident
updates, and classifiers are trained to isolate them so that they can be
stripped away to reveal further interesting classes like the personal
reactions in subsequent iterations of the search/explore cycle.
At this stage, each personal reaction topic can be analysed in isola-
tion. The same tweet could be either critical or supportive depending
on whether we’re interested in Donald Trump or Barack Obama as
our topic. Therefore, attempting to apply a general purpose sentiment
classifier to the complete dataset would only be useful if the analyst
was looking for positive or negative language in general, instead of
where that sentiment is directed.
In order to expect good performance from a classifier, one must
have a solid idea of the definition of each classification. The more
inconsistency in the labelling, the worse a classifier will perform, be-
cause the model will learn flawed statistics about how often features
should occur in each category. The following discussion describes the
set of rules that were necessary to consistently annotate each of the
personal reaction datasets as either supportive or critical of their tar-
get topic, in order to demonstrate how important this concept is. This
in turn demonstrates the importance of the explore step, and bespoke
encoding and isolation of classes.
Each of these rules lend support for their conclusion. Often, the
classification is made even clearer by several of the rules being applic-
able.
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Figure 4.8: This is a screenshot of the instantiation of Figure 4.6 in a
method52 job.
Direct If the user makes a direct criticism of the topic, then the docu-
ment is critical, and likewise, if the comment directly says some-
thing supportive about the topic, then the document is support-
ive.
Sharing If the user is sharing supportive/critical material (e.g. retweet-
ing, or link sharing) without further comment, then assume the
user agrees with the sentiment of the material and label sup-
portive/critical respectively. Otherwise, use other rules to judge
the tweet based on the user’s further comment in the context
of what they are sharing. If the user is sharing nothing but
an emotive supportive/critical hashtag, then assume the user
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agrees with the sentiment of the hashtag and label support-
ive/critical respectively.
Self-support If the user is actually the subject of the dataset topic, e.g.
A Muslim in the Islam reactions dataset, and they are defending
themselves, then these are documents supportive of the topic.
Self-exclusion When the user’s comment identifies the supporters of
the topic as a separate group or entity, the comment is critical,
because it implies the author is not themselves part of the sup-
porters. E.g. users that make negative comments about Donald
Trump supporters, are generally excluding themselves from the
group of Trump supporters.
Concessions If a document makes small supportive concessions, but
is ultimately critical, then the document should be labelled crit-
ical, and vice versa with supportive.
Opposition If there is a natural opponent to the dataset topic (e.g.
other candidates for presidency), then criticism of the opponent
is labelled as supportive for the target, except where the criti-
cism is clearly directed at both opponent and target, or when
the comment is clearly outside the scope of the opposition.
Agreement The supportive/critical status of a comment can depend
on whether the comment is supportive/critical of others who
are being supportive/critical.
The last rule “agreement” introduces a very necessary point for in-
terpretation of tweets by the annotator. Not only must we apply the
other rules to find out whether a given sentence is critical or support-
ive in nature, but in order to determine whether the message as a
whole is critical or supportive of the current topic, we must follow
the targets of the individual critical/supportive sentences. This so we
remain consistent in our annotation effort.
Table 4.2 defines simple agreement rules, and Table 4.3 demon-
strates the rules being applied to actual twitter examples. Below,
the examples are explained along with why the conclusions drawn
by the application of the rules are justified.
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Rule Meaning
S Person supportive of Islam
¬S Person critical of Islam
Supp(x) = x Person who is being supportive of x holds the same
supportive/critical status as x
Crit(x) = ¬x Person who is being critical of x holds the opposite
supportive/critical status of x
Table 4.2: How the critical/supportive status of a comment can depend on
whether the comment is critical/supportive of others being sup-
portive/critical, using the Islam reactions dataset as an example.
Example Target Rule Application
1 @username YOU are a hate preacher.
#Islamophobia is hate preaching.
#Bruxelles #brussels
Islam/Muslims Crit(¬S)
= S
2 The #Brussels tag is loaded with morons
crying about racism & Islamophobia
Islam/Muslims Crit(Crit(¬S))
= Crit(S)
= ¬S
3 @username American stands with
Brussels and against hatred and only
those blinded by fear support Trump
Donald Trump Crit(S)
= ¬S
4 Cruz tryna blame Trump for the Brussels
attack lmao. Anyone who supports Cruz
is a brainwashed monkey puppet.
#TheWorldIsBurning
Donald Trump 1. Crit(Supp(¬S))
= Crit(¬S)
= S
2. Crit(¬S)
= S
Table 4.3: Example usage of the rules defined in Table 4.2. Usernames have
been anonymised.
Example 1 The author is critical of someone who is being critical of
Islam; the author accuses him/her of Islamophobia. The rule
is justified in identifying the author as supportive, since being
concerned with calling out hatespeech against a group is itself
being supportive of that group.
Example 2 The author is critical of users on the Brussels hashtag
who are criticising those speaking negatively (critically) of Is-
lam. Therefore, the author is critical of supporters of Islam, and
thus is critical of Islam. This conclusion is justified because the
author is being critical of Islam by implying that potentially Is-
lamophobic comments are in fact justified.
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Example 3 The author criticises the supporters of Donald Trump by
suggesting that they are only supporters because they are blinded
by fear. Being critical of their support shows disagreement for
that support, which implies that the author is critical of Trump,
as the rule suggests.
Example 4 The last example has two lines of argument, both of which
agree the author is a Trump supporter.
1. Ted Cruz is critical of Trump, and by identifying that Cruz
is trying to blame Trump, the author is being critical of
Cruz’s criticism of Trump, thus the author is being sup-
portive of Trump.
2. The author is critical of those supporting Ted Cruz, who
is being critical of Trump. This implies the author is a sup-
porter of Trump.
The complexity of these rules, and the layers of filtering done to
produce these datasets in the first place exposes the potential prob-
lems with just applying an out-of-the-box pre-baked positive/negat-
ive classifier to the 8 million tweets. In other words, it highlights the
importance of discovering and defining the class definitions in order
to produce an informative study.
The process of arriving at the critical/supportive classifications of
the topic-based datasets took weeks of effort, but this bespoke ana-
lysis is crucial to actually understanding the data. Only now that the
data is broken down to smaller categories of meaning, can the re-
searcher read samples from the categories productively, to build a
coherent picture of why people were critical/supportive of Donald
Trump in the wake of the Brussels attacks, or whether people came
out in support or criticism of Islam, and what the nature of that sup-
port/criticism was.
Section 4.4 uses the Surprisingly Frequent Phrase Detection (SFPD)
technique from Chapter 3 to speed analysis and engagement with
data during classifier training, and provide support for a more ef-
fective exploration than simple random sampling, or other means
of a grouping documents which still involve reading many of them.
The sections that follow afterwards detail how to utilise features dis-
covered in the dataset during classifier training to help isolate the
classes of interest.
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Classifier Days Building
Attack / Sympathy / Other 2
Update / Consequence / Other 5
News / Personal / Other 2
Trump: Critical / Supportive 4
Obama: Critical / Supportive 3
Islam: Critical / Supportive 3
Table 4.4: This table shows time taken in working days to complete each
classifier model. The second classifier was particularly time-
consuming because many classifiers were abandoned while trying
to determine a viable split of the data, and where the analysis was
ultimately heading (i.e. personal reactions). The Critical/Support-
ive of Trump classifier took longer than the other similar classifi-
ers since it was the first criticism classifier, and much of the work
to codify what criticism meant in this dataset was accomplished
here.
4.3 dataset : father’s day
The dataset discussed in this section will primarily serve as the case
study for the problems addressed by the “feature extraction” and
“feature incorporation” approaches outlined in the introduction. User
difficulties with understanding and labelling individual features are
highlighted in subsequent sections using data from this dataset as
examples, but these difficulties represent issues that arise in general
using the method52 classifier approach.
In a study by Wibberley et al. (2014), the goal was to inspect tweets
mentioning Father’s day, in order to find users to whom it would be
appropriate to send Father’s Day marketing messages.
The Father’s day dataset required the same strategies used in the
Brussels example. The initial expectation was that there would be
three types of tweet:
• The target subset: users asking for gift ideas.
• Marketing messages.
• General Father’s day discussion.
In the initial analysis, the tweets were completely dominated by
marketing tweets; two layers of classifiers were needed to learn classes
of marketing tweet and filter away this data. During exploration of
the resulting data and attempts to create a classifier for identify-
ing the target tweets, an unexpected category of tweets emerged,
to whose authors the sending of Father’s Day marketing messages
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would be wholly inappropriate. This category was named “sad/dis-
tressed”. The following is a summary of the final categories for the
data with examples:
Sad / Distressed The author of this tweet is not a suitable candidate
to receive a marketing tweet about Father’s Day, due to their
negative views on the subject. E.g. Every year fathers day rolls
around & its such a joke. Thanks for being there you f***ing piece of
sh*t a**hole “father” #f***you2
Suitable / Target The author of this tweet is a suitable candidate
to receive a marketing tweet about Father’s Day. E.g. I should
probably get something for my dad for Father’s Day considering he
does everything for me
Marketing the author of this tweet is marketing some product or ser-
vice. E.g. Not sure what to get Dad for Father’s Day? We make cus-
tom baskets! Whether he likes single malts or fine cigars,... httplink
Without applying this layered analysis through iterations of the
class explore-search cycle, this category may not have been discovered,
which could be much to the detriment of the marketing campaign.
As discovered in the Brussels attacks analysis, more could be done
to bring information to the user’s attention faster and more effectively.
Strategies for achieving this follow in Section 4.4.
Training well-performing classifiers is a difficult problem, especially
without deep knowledge about the capabilities of the classifier al-
gorithms, which many social scientists and humanities scholars do
not have. Section 4.4.5 attempts to remedy this situation in particular,
by introducing an SFPD classifier training methodology that allows
direct engagement with the underlying properties of the data that
help and hinder classifier performance.
Classifier training is also complicated by the ambiguous nature of
language, and the assumptions about it that users bring to the table.
A particularly ambiguous word in the Father’s Day dataset was love.
Our initial assumption may be that it would be used in suitable tweets
mentioning love of one’s father. The reality is quite different, since it
is used in different manners across both suitable and marketing mes-
sages. Furthermore, the simple surface feature labelling is weak at
then providing a facility to label a feature that would distinguish
between these different uses of love in a generalisable way. Sections
2 Asterisks not present in the original tweet.
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4.5 & 4.6 attempt to alleviate this problem by involving the user dir-
ectly with the model features, and adding more options for the fea-
ture extraction process.
4.4 exploration using surprisingly frequent features
It took weeks to form the pipeline of analysis for the Brussels dataset
(see Table 4.4), because it involved repetition of the process of ran-
domly sampling data, reading many tweets, hypothesising possible
classifications and training classifiers to test those theories. Then each
time a classification worked, it produced a new sub-dataset needing
similar analysis. Any sufficiently large dataset presents similar chal-
lenges. The aim of this section is to provide better strategies using fea-
ture discovery for data exploration, with the goal of defining classes
of documents in the data.
While in this chapter SFPD is used mostly in conjunction with clas-
sifiers, and data that has been isolated based on the classifier’s pre-
dicted classes, given its origin in explaining topics, it can easily be
applied to aid feature discovery in the output of topic modelling, or
clustering techniques.
Table 4.5 shows the result of applying Surprisingly Frequent Phrase
Detection from Chapter 3 to the raw Brussels dataset before any clas-
sifiers have been applied. The reference corpus was the default large
wikipedia corpus. The phrases shown are a selection from the top
50. The phrases turn out to reveal the main categories of the first
classifier in the pipeline (they are organised below into the categories
that they are indicative of). This knowledge would have greatly sped
analysis because it tells us which classifications to try first, and gives
us features that we might label as indicative of the classifications.
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Condolences
condolences to the victims of the brussels
heartbreaking
thoughts and prayers are with the people of brussels
bourse square
pray for brussels
so sad to hear about brussels
solidarity with
Attack information and fallout (Update & Consequence)
paris attacks suspect salah abdeslam
zaventem airport
explosions
maelbeek metro station
maalbeek metro station
key suspect in paris attacks captured in brussels raid
eurostar
jihadists
daesh
kalashnikov rifle
counterterrorism raid in brussels
airport several injured
salah abdeslam
unexploded suicide vest
eu foreign policy chief federica mogherini
tihange nuclear power plant
Related Topics
brexit
trump
nigel farage
Table 4.5: Selection of SFPD phrases from the top 50 generated from the full
raw Brussels dataset. The top two sections correspond with classi-
fications that were applied to the data, and the last hints at other
potential topics in the data.
Note that many of the phrases, especially in the “attack inform-
ation and fallout” list would be excellent choices to form a query
to twitter to get more information on each of the events hinted
at by the terms. It is too late to get a real-time stream of such data
without paying a large sum to a tweet archiving service. This problem
will frequently arise because it is difficult to predict relevant phrases
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without analysing the data first. A project begins by collecting data
using some initial terms (perhaps even before project start dates), and
once the project gains momentum, and there is enough data for ana-
lysis, researchers find terms that would have produced more relevant
data had they been included in the query terms. And by this point, in
order to complete the analysis, effort will have already been invested
in training many bespoke classifiers. Therefore, it becomes imprac-
tical to restart collection with new terms. Chapter 5 is concerned with
producing a strategy to solve this problem by automatically adapting
the twitter query, to avoid missing this data.
Also interesting to note, is that we typically use the kinds of phrases
shown in Table 4.5 to discuss the classification definitions, or as evid-
ence for the existence of the classifications in the data. But without
some kind of feature discovery, the analyst must hunt these features
down in documents manually, or rely on those proposed in active
learning.
On twitter, news headlines are often repeatedly shared with
slight alterations. These shares can skew frequency statistics by bi-
asing towards phrases in these headlines. This is avoided by filtering
tweets using a near-duplicate detection algorithm. This is covered in
more detail in Section 5.5. Experiments with SFPD in this section are
all undertaken after the target and reference corpora are stripped of
near-duplicate documents.
Once a classifier is applied to the data, extracting a subset of docu-
ments, the SFPD can be reapplied to the resulting data to continue the
process again, gleaning more specific information and hints for clas-
sification once other patterns of use have been stripped away. This
strategy of application of SFPD will be referred below as “SFPD for
Corpus Insights”. The following subsections discuss this and other
strategies for incorporating SFPD into the classification analysis loop.
4.4.1 SFPD for Corpus Insights
This section describes the simplest use case of SFPD to aid classifica-
tion and corpus exploration.
Previously, without SFPD, in order to search for classes in the data,
to define a classification problem, the method52 user could read
random samples of the dataset, attempt to train a classifier on their
hypothesis, and then discard it and begin again if the data did not
support the classification task. Here, the user is at the mercy of chance,
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the chance that the random sampling draws enough documents to
represent themes that are not only of interest, but that occur com-
monly enough in the data to be amenable to a classifier. The positive
is that very common themes in the data are more likely to occur in a
uniformly random sample. Otherwise the analyst could also resort to
method52’s k-means clustering component and attempt to interpret
the clusters of documents; SFPD is compared to clustering in Section
4.4.1.1.
Instead of relying on random sampling, SFPD can be applied. Us-
ing the corpus of interest as a target set, and some large reference
corpus, the phrases returned can hint at the kinds of classifications
that it could be possible to apply. Table 4.5 demonstrated this effect.
The phrases in the table would have directed the analyst sooner to
the categories that were otherwise discovered only through random
sampling and experimentation over a long period of time.
A keyword extraction approach like SFPD is appropriate here, be-
cause determining the top most interesting features is a rapid method
of gaining an overview of a corpus. It complements the random doc-
ument sampling approach, because it gives it potential focus. Once a
feature has been found, the user may already have an idea about po-
tential classification problems. But if not, they can constrain a random
sampling session to only those documents containing the feature of
interest using method52 (job shown in Figure 4.9).
By varying SFPD’s l (likelihood-lift ratio) parameter, we can favour
high-frequency terms (l closer to 1 than 0), in order to determine cat-
egories that must be identified in earlier classification steps. Consider
the condolences category. “Condolences” was a category of tweets that
dominated the data, so it was necessary to strip it away before we
could analyse the nuances of the “attack” category in subsequent clas-
sifiers. Therefore, by introducing a bias toward frequent surprising
terms, we find terms from categories that will more likely need ana-
lysis first. This retains the ability to discover common themes first,
which was an advantage of the approach relying solely on random
sampling.
By favouring more the lift of terms (l closer to 0), we can find
surprisingly frequent terms that aren’t necessarily very frequently oc-
curring. Performing this analysis early may give an idea as to where
the overall analysis could go after stripping away the more frequent
categories. For example, the “related topics” list reveals that the Brus-
sels analysis in Section 4.2 may have missed discussions on Brexit
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Figure 4.9: Screenshot of job pipeline which filters a dataset for only those
that contain a specific term. A random sample is drawn from the
filtered documents and exported to a csv file.
and Nigel Farage in light of the Brussels attacks. Knowing this early
allows for the planning of the overall pipeline/processing strategy,
including which classes of document should be stripped away, and
which terms should be considered for labelling in certain classifiers.
The size of the dataset under consideration may also affect choice
of the l value. With a small target dataset, consider biasing toward
the lift (l closer to 0), since in a small dataset, there is less differ-
ence between the frequencies of features, and those that occur with
enough frequency to be surprising compared to the reference are usu-
ally interesting overall in the small dataset. But when the target set
is large, consider biasing more toward the likelihood (l closer to 1),
since in a large dataset there are many more chances that each word
does not occur in the reference set, raising the chances that terms in
general will occur surprisingly often. Therefore, focus on those fea-
tures which occur more frequently, as they may be more likely to
be interesting, or at least constitute a class that can be identified for
either analysis or filtering out.
A client of casm consulting is currently interested how indus-
trial strategy is discussed online. They employed the corpus insights
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approach, wherein the target set was a large selection of tweets collec-
ted on the query “industrial strategy”. They experimented with dif-
ferent values for l when trying to identify phrases of interest. They
found utility in first using SFPD with l = 0 to find rare words and
acronyms, since while these phrases were generally very noisy, they
were occasionally useful information that would be missed when bi-
asing toward more frequent terms. Unsurprisingly they rarely found
use for the other extreme l = 1, which ignores the reference corpus
completely.
This section has described strategies for finding insights in a corpus
using SFPD, which can aid classification tasks generally by facilitating
the discovery of interesting classes of documents. But using SFPD on
a classification task in progress has not yet been explored. Section
4.4.2 continues with SFPD strategy for exploring documents under a
specific classification during a classification task.
4.4.1.1 Clustering Comparison
This section compares SFPD to the k-means clustering method. A ran-
dom sample of 500,000 tweets were taken from the Brussels data,
then near-duplicate and non-English tweets were filtered out, leav-
ing 202,467. These tweets were then clustered using k-means with
10 clusters. From each resulting cluster, 50 tweets were randomly
sampled and manually inspected for an overall theme. Table 4.6 lists
the discovered themes by cluster, and Table 4.7 shows selected ex-
ample tweets for each theme.
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Cluster # Tweets Theme
1 113759 –
2 14706 –
3 13992 Arresting/Capturing suspects
4 13238 Explosions
5 17917 Thoughts and prayers
6 3383 Moment of silence
7 9725 Safety
8 13216 –
9 2392 Islam
10 13377 Latest information
Table 4.6: 50 random documents were sampled from each cluster and manu-
ally inspected to find common themes among them. Clusters 1, 2,
& 8 did not seem to have any coherent theme, possibly because
we are forcing k-means to work with ten clusters when it does not
naturally find ten distinct ones. The large cluster could be indic-
ative that there are many much smaller clusters if were were to
repeat the process on this subset.
After performing clustering, we must still interpret how the data
has been divided into clusters, which entails reading many docu-
ments anyway. Therefore, it may not save the time that identifying
themes by key phases could. The methods can be complementary be-
cause SFPD could be used on each cluster separately to gain different
views on the data, and aid in the interpretation of the clusters (as the
original word relevance measure was used to interpret the output of
topic modelling (Sievert and Shirley, 2014)).
Both K-means and SFPD discover the highly frequent themes of
condolences and updates about the attacks. But some of the larger
clusters would seem to need more processing in order to be divided
into more coherent topics/themes. And clustering methods must
group together whole documents, but when discovering topics at the
phrase-level, we can quickly arrive at specifics, e.g. “unexploded sui-
cide vest” or “tihange nuclear power plant” from Table 4.5.
A key difference in how clustering compares to SFPD is the fact that
the clustering algorithm only has access to the target data, the data
that needs to be categorised. SFPD has the potential advantage that a
reference corpus can be selected in such a way as to tailor what SFPD
should determine as surprising (and therefore of interest).
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Cluster 3: Arresting/capturing suspects
This man was arrested in the UK for "inciting racial hatred" due to a single tweet. No 1st amendment I guess. httplink
Abdeslam was shot in police raid in the district of Molenbeek at 4:30pm httplink
BREAKING: Paris attacks #ISIS fugitive Salah Abdeslam has been captured in #Brussels in a police operation. httplink
BRUSSELS (Reuters) - Belgian police arrested seven people in overnight raids in their investigation into Islamic State suicide bombing...
#BrusselsAttacks: Third Brussels suspect arrested, also wanted for Paris attacks: Reports >>httplink
Cluster 4: Explosions
Explosions at Airport and Subway Station Bring Brussels to a Halt: The attacks, which killed at least 13, put ... httplink
2 Explosions Rip Through Brussels Airport; Deaths & Injuries Reported Two explosions ripped through the Brussels a... httplink
Live blog: After Brussels airport blasts, explosion at metro station
3rd explosion heard in Brussels, this time at a Metro station.. Entire metro system shut down in Brussels
RT_com: BREAKING: Several people injured in #BrusselsAirport departure hall following 2 explosions - Belgian media httplink
Cluster 5: Thoughts and prayers
Praying for the world. #Brussels #PrayersForBrussels #prayforpeace httplink
Shocking news from #Brussels today. Our thoughts and prayers are with our team members and partners in Belgium.
We’re sad to hear about the attacks in #Brussels. httplink
Sending thoughts and prayers to #Brussels for those killed, for those injured, their families and all affected by today’s attack.
I have all the people & families of those affected in Brussels in my heart today. Pray for Belgium. #PrayForBelgium #PrayForPeace
Cluster 6: Moment of silence
Where was the moment of silence for the many dead in #Gaza #Brussels RIP #Gaza RIP httplink
RT tomwfootball: Minute’s silence in memory of Brussels victims ahead of Wales v Northern Ireland. Belgium played ... httplink
Don’t give victims of tragedy a "moment of silence". Theres already too much silence. Don’t give them silence, give them voices. #Brussels
Moment of silence at the United Center to honor those who died in the Brussels attacks. httplink
Very nice, but was there a moment of silence for Ankara or Istanbul? #JustCurious httplink
Cluster 7: Safety
hope everyone in brussels is safe
To my friend Luloann who flew into Brussels, Belgium last night. Praying you have a fun, safe trip and safe return home to Denmark!
I’m sad. And suddenly I don’t feel safe anymore. #Brussels
stay safe httplink
Thinking of everyone involved, please be careful & stay safe !! #Brussels
Cluster 9: Islam
Brussels: The BBC hasn’t used the word Muslim for a whole day but mentions Islamophobia at regular intervals.
As usual, not sure what’s more depressing/predictable: bigots blaming Islam or conspiracy theorists shouting ’false flag’. Ugh. #brussels
America is not #Brussels - US Muslims are "better assimilated" Our welcome is our strength, Freedom our best defense httplink
All those saying #StopIslam should know in reality true Islam is the cure to violence. True Muslims want peace #Brussels #MuslimsForPeace
HUGE difference between TRUMP & Lyin’ Ted: Trump called for a halt to Muslim refugees b/f Brussels was hit–Cruz copied Trump AFTER Terror.
Cluster 10: Latest information
BELGIUM LATEST: - 28 killed after explosions at Brussels airport, ... httplink
RT ShannonBream: Leading SpecialReport FoxNews - GregPalkot LIVE from Brussels with breaking details on the latest terror raids
The Latest: Kasich says he’s ’sickened’ by Brussels attacks httplink #UE4 #STEAM #GIVEAWAY #unity3d #gamedev #indiedev
Follow our Live Blog for latest updates as Brussels airport blast drama unfolds. httplink
Latest photos from Brussels shootout show victim being carried out on stretcher httplink httplink
Table 4.7: Examples of cluster themes.
4.4.2 SFPD for Classification Insights
This section considers the utility of SFPD used in conjunction with the
outputs of classifiers.
During classifier active learning, the main goal is to find those fea-
tures and documents which were they to be labelled, they’d improve
the classifier’s ability to learn the distinction between classifications,
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and therefore its ability to isolate the classes of interest. Whenever the
user submits a new feature or document labels, the user is presented
with the model’s current performance on the test data, which is a
good guide for whether the classifier is better able to predict the test
data. However, this is not the primary goal of the analyst; the ana-
lyst is testing a hypothesis about the data: does the text fit the class
definitions?
Performance on the test data is certainly an indicator. A classifier
that has excellent performance on the evaluation data is likely man-
aging to draw the required distinction in the data. And a classifier
that despite all efforts fails to achieve satisfactory performance on
the evaluation data is potentially attempting a classification that the
data does not support. However, this is less clear than with the well-
performing classifer, since the classifier may be performing badly be-
cause the analyst has poor knowledge of the data, and/or has pro-
duced training labels that are ineffective. It is also even possible that
the NBC is too simple a technique to capture the class definitions.
Furthermore, the evaluation data is usually small, 100-300 docu-
ments. Analysts generally do not have the time to create evaluation
sets of thousands of tweets, and then create training data as well.
Additionally, it is the exploration of the dataset that is the focus of
this thesis, the process that absorbs most of the analyst’s time. It is
the analyst’s last task to annotate a sufficiently large evaluation set
to provide a convincing account of the accuracy of their study’s con-
clusions. The analyst ideally should have an indicator of the success
of their strategy long before having to annotate 300+ documents per
classifier. So we should expect that users label a very small amount of
data (e.g. 100) before proceeding to training for each classifier, in or-
der to scaffold a viable strategy. The evaluation set then represents a
very limited view on the corpus. And therefore, the indicator of how
well the text supports a given classification definition is weakened.
Random sampling, together with the SFPD corpus insight approach
in Section 4.4.1, as shown, helps to indicate what types of classific-
ation a corpus might support before classifier training has begun,
which alleviates this problem. However, it is also possible to approach
the issue from the other side: given a classifier already in progress,
what distinction is it finding in the text? The answer may seem obvi-
ous: if the classifier is performing well, then it is the distinction we
defined it to make. But as discussed, the very small evaluation set can
be a weak indicator. Therefore, a well-performing classifier may not
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be doing what is intended, and an ill-performing classifier may be
making a distinction that the training data supports, but the testing
does not. And as mentioned above, even with a very good evaluation
set, if the classifier is ill-performing, this is not a reliable indicator
that the data does not support the intended class definitions.
method52 already provides functionality that can help. The user
can randomly sample from a given classification. That is, the model
is trained on the provided data, and applied to the unlabelled data,
then a uniformly random sample is drawn from those documents
which the classifier has labelled with the category of interest. These
documents provide a view on the actual distinction that the classifier
is making on unseen data, again engaging the user with more data.
In the same way that SFPD supported random sampling across the
entire corpus for corpus insights, it can be applied to a particular
classification for class-specific insights here (recall Figure 4.9).
In order to assess whether a word occurs surprisingly frequently,
there must be a notion of expected frequency. The expected frequency
is defined by a reference corpus, which therefore influences which
words will be considered surprising. If the wikipedia reference cor-
pus is used here, it would be like selecting a classification for down-
stream analysis and taking the SFPD corpus insights approach, which
is helpful for the reasons stated in the previous section. But different
insights can be obtained by changing the reference corpus. The target
data for SFPD remains the documents that the current model classi-
fies with a specified category, but the reference corpus is built from
all documents classified with not the target category. This alters the
notion of surprisingness such that those features which occur surpris-
ingly often in the target category compared to the other categories are
the most surprising. This exposes features that are emerging as typ-
ical of a particular categorisation, that occur less frequently in other
classifications.
Table 4.8 below shows a selection from the top 50 phrases generated
using this method on the Brussels attack “consequence” category as
the target, and the attack “update” category as the reference corpus:
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Target “consequence”, Reference “update”
donald trump
ted cruz
racism
hateful
the scariest thing about brussels is our reaction to it3
mosques
bigotry
racial hatred
islamophobic
flow in4
lyin ted
is a liar
temporary ban on muslims
of radicalism in belgium
Table 4.8: Selection from top 50 phrases from output of SFPD on the “con-
sequence” data with “update” as the reference.
At this point, the stream had not been divided into the three topics
(Obama, Trump, & Islam), and yet these terms show not only the top-
ics arising, but that criticism will play a key role in the consequences
dataset in subsequent analysis. Therefore, before the downstream ana-
lysis has begun, the significance of Trump and Islam tweets is known.
This technique is suggesting to annotate those features as indicative
of “consequence” if we wish to get the most data possible on these
issues. Even if the inclusion of such features does not necessarily im-
prove performance on the small test set, this knowledge allows the
analyst to ensure higher recall of relevant details for the downstream
analysis.
This insight is all gained without the help of the evaluation set,
and provides additional evidence that the classifier is making a useful
distinction.
As is true for all feature discovery methods in this thesis, the fea-
tures proposed are intended to be complementary to the high-IG fea-
tures already proposed in the classifier interface. The features already
proposed are very much tied to the current classifier model’s under-
3 This was a prevalent theme. Initial reactions were very anti-Islam, including a hastag
“stopislam”. This prompted a massive backlash of users criticising such discussions
as Islamophobia.
4 The authors using this phrase tend to be making a point about Muslims entering
their country in numbers larger than they deem desirable.
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standing of the data. For example SFPD shows early on during the
“Consequence” versus “Update” classifier that “Donald Trump” is a
prominent feature, but since that bigram has too little bearing on the
consequence/update distinction, it does not arise as a high-IG feature.
Yet if we’d like to ensure Donald Trump tweets get classified as “Con-
sequence” for further analysis, it would even be useful to label that
feature even if it had no bearing on performance on the current gold
standard.
“Barack Obama” did not appear in the top 50 (l = 0.4) which is not
especially surprising, since this key term produced the smallest data-
set of the three Brussels topics, and the Obama supportive/critical
classifier performed the worst.
If we were to use the default wikipedia data as the reference
corpus, then from the above list only “trump” appears. The terms
are instead less focused on those which are specific to the chosen
classification, since each classification will typically share a certain
amount with others, since they are drawn from the same dataset. It
is impossible that the vocabulary of different classifications will be
completely separable in any non-artificial dataset.
This method can also reveal phrases that should not be occurring
under the given classification. This could be for one of two reasons:
1. The phrase is actually indicative of documents that should be in one
of the other categories. This is especially common in the early
stages of training, since the training data has not yet produced
a well-performing classifier. This is useful information, how-
ever, because it gives the user a phrase to mark as indicative of
that other category, since in order for the phrase to be surpris-
ingly frequent, the classifier must be making similar mistakes
repeatedly over that phrase.
2. The phrase is indicative of documents that should have been filtered out
already by classifiers earlier in the analysis. This is indicative of er-
rors made by previous classifiers. It also suggests that the error
occurs more often in the selected classification, and could sug-
gest either the need to include another “other” category, or to
go back and attempt to improve performance of the erroneous
classifier using this new feature knowledge. The user may be
more likely to find such phrases when using a more general
reference corpus, since the previous classifier’s mistakes could
be spread more uniformly across the current classes. Either way,
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this helps to fail-fast; the analyst will know early on that the pre-
ceding pipeline components are failing in a key area, and must
address the problem before committing all effort to completing
the current classifier.
This is very different knowledge compared to the high-IG feature
discovery, which will focus on those terms which reduce classifier
uncertainty most across the current classifications, instead of features
which happen to occur surprisingly often in data under a given classi-
fication. This is another reason for the approaches being complement-
ary.
But most critically important for the goal of better enabling re-
searchers to better explore and isolate classes of data, this strategy
provides another simple, but useful view on the data, since it provides
more information on how the data fits their class definitions at a
strategic point in the analysis. It also provides further opportunity
to engage with the data using more than just small samples of in-
dividual documents, collected in whatever manner. Section 4.5 intro-
duces functionality which allows the user to inspect a random sample
of contexts of actual features used by the classifier, directly in the clas-
sifier interface. Therefore, upon the discovery of interesting terms, the
user can rapidly direct random sampling efforts to specific areas of
the data defined by the features that occur in them.
The approach begins to report less useful results when the corpora
representing each category are much smaller; see Section 4.4.5 for
more discussion of this problem.
4.4.3 Domain Adaptation
Section 3.7 discussed the general strategy of “establishing the ex-
pectation” for SFPD: the reference corpus is changed to alter which
words in a target set seem most surprising. And Section 4.4.2 de-
scribed a strategy that selects target and reference data according to
specific classification definitions in order to discover features that are
classification-specific. Altering the reference corpus is essentially a
form of domain adaptation. The reference corpus defines our expect-
ation of word frequencies, and therefore influences how surprising
words are in a given target dataset. Therefore, the reference corpus
can be tailored with prior knowledge of the target domain to down-
weight terms that are known to be irrelevant. This section expands
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on Section 3.7 and demonstrates the importance of the strategy for
classifier training.
The simplest example concerns different languages. If the refer-
ence corpus is English, then most words in Arabic target data would
seem to occur surprisingly frequently, since the expectation is defined
over English words. These overestimates of surprise would obviously
hinder analysis by including many frequent Arabic words that would
not be surprising to the analyst expecting Arabic words. This reveals
how important selection of the reference corpus is in general. Re-
gardless of how good the measure of surprise or process of phrase
extraction is, if the statistics upon which the expectation is based are
inappropriate for the domain, then the technique can be useless.
The SFPD tool is built with the ability to incorporate custom ref-
erence corpora. Therefore, a reference corpus can be selected which
defines an expectation which diminishes the surprisingness of terms
which the analyst knows (from domain knowledge) are uninteresting
in their study. Therefore, in order to down-weight commonly occur-
ring Arabic words that should not be surprising, an Arabic reference
corpus should be used. This strategy was adopted by (Conway et al.,
2017) and Italian collaborators of casm consulting.
A different example that method52 is built for is twitter chat
language. When analysing the content of twitter discussions we
are rarely interested in interjections and informal variants of words.
However, these terms can occur in tweets much more frequently than
one would expect in wikipedia. Therefore, using a wikipedia ref-
erence corpus can raise the surprisingness of the chatty terms. To
alleviate this problem, a twitter-based reference corpus should be
chosen. A simple strategy for producing a more twitter-aware ref-
erence corpus is to use twitter’s sample API to generate a reference
corpus. Streaming from the sample API acquires a 1% sample of all
tweets in real-time. Therefore, it constitutes a broad sample of twit-
ter language.
The difficulty with this strategy is avoiding too much bias in the
sample. A sample collected over a single day, will doubtless be domin-
ated by the day’s trending topics. If the reference corpus is predomin-
antly documents discussing the trending topics, the expectation gen-
erated for the surprisingness measure is not suitable as a general
model of twitter language. Instead, given that the expectation is
informed by the trending topics, SFPD would be directed to consider
surprising any phrases that are less represented in trending tweets,
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which could be quite narrow representations of overall twitter lan-
guage. This implies that phrases (simply by virtue of not being part
of the more popular trending topics) will have their surprisingness
exaggerated. The influence of trending topics can be minimised by
taking a sample over a longer time period, since over a period of
months there will have been many trending topics accompanied by
an accumulating stock of more general documents.
In other contexts, restricting the reference and target corpora to par-
ticular time periods is actually desirable. In the weeks leading up to
the 2017 UK general election, starting from when the election was an-
nounced, method52 users at demos5 collected tweets from twit-
ter users who were identified as supporting a UK political party
(using the user profile description and their tweets). The analysts
wished to explore discussion at the beginning and end of the elec-
tion period. SFPD was applied (l = 0.4) to lead the analysts to the
important classes of discussion. The users were especially interested
in how the discussion changed from the beginning of the election
campaign compared to the end.
It was possible to emphasise this content by using a two part exper-
iment: in the first part, the target set was constructed from the first
week of tweets (from the election announcement), and the reference
corpus was constructed from the remaining data. In the second part,
the target set was created from the last week of the data, and the ref-
erence was constructed from the remaining data. These experiments
were also split by political party, considering in the target data only
those tweets from users aligned with a single political party. This
method permits the separate analysis of content by party. The phrase
list generated in the first part emphasises those phrases that occurred
surprisingly often in the initial phase of the election period compared
to the rest of the period. And conversely, in the second part, the list
emphasises those phrases that occurred surprisingly frequently at the
end of the period.
The analysts found that while the lists were fairly noisy, they man-
aged to find at least 120 phrases of interest per party per time period.
They used the phrases to index back into the data to analyse discus-
sions surrounding the key phrases. Observations were made such as
there being a focus by Conservative supporters on terrorism at the
start of the period and Brexit at the end.
5 https://www.demos.co.uk/research-area/centre-for-analysis-of-social-media/
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This type of strategy is appropriate anywhere that differences in
phrase usage over time is of interest.
4.4.4 Irrelevance Filtering
SFPD analysis can also help to identify noise that may need to be
filtered out by a classifier or simply keyword detection. Surprisingly
frequent terms that aren’t relevant to the topic of interest may be in-
dicators of classes of documents that can easily be set apart by their
common vocabulary, helping to reduce the need for the “other” cat-
egory in our classifier-based analysis. Section 3.8 covered the use of
SFPD to identify phrases whose presence can be used to filter away ir-
relevant documents, and shows how the approach can aid classifiers
in a method52 pipeline.
The strategy can be directly incorporated into the classifier train-
ing procedure, in any classification task where there is an “irrelevant”
or “other” category. This scenario is introduced in the Brussels data-
set analysis (Section 4.2) as the “none of the above” problem, where
because there are limitless possibilities for features indicative of irrel-
evant documents, it is very difficult for the analyst to know which
features to label to help the classifier learn this category.
This is a serious problem, because feature labels are what the active
learning process requires in order to utilise unlabelled documents
(see Section 4.1.2). Therefore, having no features labelled under the
irrelevant class would lead to a large bias in training data, which
would diminish performance of the model.
Using either the corpus insights (Section 4.4.1) or classification in-
sights (Section 4.4.2) SFPD method with either irrelevant documents as
the target data or all documents being classified, the user can inspect
the generated phrase lists for clusters of terms that indicate topics
that are not relevant to their analysis.
This is useful when portions of the irrelevant data form at least
loose topics, i.e. the irrelevant documents exhibit some amount of
vocabulary overlap. If the irrelevant documents do not share enough
vocabulary, then their phrases will not be noticed as surprising, and
they cannot be filtered merely on the presence of set of phrases.
Application of this method is simple for static datasets (or short-
term collections). But if it is used in the context of an ongoing collec-
tion of documents, the classifier may need additional training in order
be useful for future unseen data. This is because the longer a real-time
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stream of documents is collected, the more new topics (and therefore
new vocabulary) will arise. Therefore, labelled features focusing on
irrelevant topics that were present in the original data will be less
effective at identifying new irrelevant data. The method would not
be appropriate at all if we were constructing method52 pipelines
that would repeatedly apply to different generalised problems, but
recall that what is being considered here are largely bespoke studies,
where the aim is to best explore a given dataset. A fixed domain/data-
set will contain finite amounts of irrelevant data, which may fall into
irrelevant categories of data which can be filtered away.
Section 4.5 introduces new functionality to the classifier user inter-
face: a tool that permits users to take a random sample of the original
context documents of a specified feature. Analysts are encouraged to
utilise the tool here for potential irrelevant phrases, since seemingly
obvious terms could in actuality be false friends. Below is a example
from the Brussels dataset found after examining the original contexts
of the SFPD-proposed irrelevant term “brussels sprouts”:
I have been more correct than anyone on terrorism. Terror-
ism in Brussels sprouts without a ban on Muslims.
The ambiguity between the city and the vegetable was frequently
exploited in wordplay forming actual criticism of the topics of in-
terest, showing that even seemingly totally irrelevant terms could be
misleadingly relevant.
4.4.5 Vocabulary Overlap
The NBC performs classification by recording the frequency with
which features occur in documents with each classification. Assume
for this argument that there is an equal number documents in each
category of training data, since the classifier will also take this bal-
ance into account. In the extreme hypothetical scenario that exactly
the same features occur in documents of each classification in the
training data, the classifier would then have no decision power; any
document at classification time would appear to be equally indicat-
ive of each classification. In the opposite case, where the vocabulary
of features for each category is mutually exclusive, the classifier has
most discriminative power. Therefore, when inventing classification
tasks and expecting the NBCs to take to them well, not only must the
user determine that there is enough data to support this, but also that
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the training data that they create produces classification vocabularies
that are separable enough to provide the classifier with sufficient de-
cision power.
This issue is typically not well understood by those who are not
familiar with the algorithm, a problem that is likely made worse
by lack of explicit importance of surface features. method52 users
should not be expected to understand the detailed mechanics of the
algorithm. But a good grasp of this issue enables much more effective
classifier training. The challenge is to give a practical understanding
of how to manage this problem to analysts, and how to use it as an
opportunity to aid data exploration.
The section will use the Brussels data subset defined by personal re-
actions concerning Donald Trump, since the supportive/critical clas-
sifier for this topic performed best of the three. Therefore, we should
expect a fair amount of discriminative features.
One approach is to directly compare how discriminative each fea-
ture is in the classifier’s vocabulary, by ranking features according to
the ratio between their most and least likely probabilities conditioned
on the classes. Therefore, if a feature is most likely in classification c1
and least in c4, then its ranking score would be:
score( f eature) =
P( f eature|c4)
P( f eature|c1)
Probabilities should either be smoothed to avoid zeros, or classific-
ations for which the probability is zero could be excluded.
For unigrams, this approach is equivalent to ranking the combined
results of applying SFPD (without phrase expansion) to all pairs of
classifications where in each pair one is the target and the other the
reference; l = 0 so that only the ratio between target and background
likelihoods is in effect.
While this simple approach technically produces the features that
are most discriminative for a given pair of classifications, it does not
always produce practically informative features, because it is overly
biased toward infrequent features. A feature that occurs 5 times in
total, and just happens to occur in 4 supportive documents and only
1 critical, will seem incredibly discriminative; the more infrequent
a feature the more likely it is that our sample does not adequately
represent the feature’s true distribution over the categories, and that
classification errors could easily lead to misrepresentation with so few
examples. It is the same problem that affects SFPD relying solely on lift
(l = 0), which is unsurprising given their equivalence. Furthermore,
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practically speaking, if a feature is very infrequent, then its degree of
overlap over the classifications is less important, since it will not be
frequently encountered when analysing documents.
For example, the most discriminative unigram according to this
score in the Trump personal reactions data was “suggest”; it occurred
only 20 times in total. And manual inspection revealed that the clas-
sifier failed to label 7 of them as supportive. This problem would
be exacerbated with the use of more sparsely occurring bigrams and
trigrams, which suggests using SFPD’s phrase expansion method.
In order to put less emphasis on low frequency features, the l in-
terpolation can be re-introduced, an approach which is equivalent
to the “SFPD for classification insights” approach (Section 4.4.2) for
two-class problems. The reason the approaches are not equivalent
for problems with more than two categories, is that this approach
makes all pairwise comparisons between classifications, whereas Sec-
tion 4.4.2 suggests splitting the data one-versus-the-rest; the target set
is the classification of interest, and the reference is constructed from
all other classifications.
After applying this approach with various higher values of l (0.3,
0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7), some useful discriminative features arose in the top
25 frequently, mostly supportive terms:
vote trump (supportive) users urging people to vote for Donald
Trump in the next election.
back in january (supportive) users recall that Donald Trump gave
warnings about Brussels
elite (supportive) users supportive of Donald Trump make derogat-
ory comments about “The Elite”
Despite the increased l, very infrequent features are still featured
heavily. This could be due to the fact that once near-duplicate tweets
are removed, the dataset is reduced to 30791 documents. Once split
between supportive and critical, the remaining documents constitute
very small reference corpora for the other classification. The small
reference corpora could define expectations that are easily surprised.
The classification insights approach is also vulnerable to this problem
as the classifier filters produce smaller subsets of the data.
While with sufficient data this approach could be useful for vocab-
ulary comparison (Section 4.4.2 demonstrated how the output de-
scribes the vocabulary of a given classification), the small dataset pro-
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duces disappointingly few interesting discriminative features for a
classifier that performs fairly well.
There is an alternative approach, which shares similarity with both
corpus and classification insight approaches. As before, the docu-
ments in each classification each constitute separate target sets. But
the reference corpus is kept the same: the entire Brussels dataset be-
fore any filtering. This produces a phrase list for each classification,
where the reference corpus is much larger and more stable, but still
with enough information to discount many features that are simply
frequent across all classifications. There may be datasets where a
wikipedia reference corpus may be sufficient, but the sample from
which the classification documents were drawn will be more similar.
The phrases in the lists are now no longer necessarily just the dis-
criminative phrases, because they are not directly compared across
classifications. Instead, phrases are more likely to be discriminative
if they do not appear on more than one of the per-classification lists. The
phrases below were produced using this method (selected from the
top 25, l = 0.3):
Critical of Donald Trump
a hell hole Donald Trump referred to Brussels as a hell-hole, which
provoked much criticism, but also much support (see below).
a hellhole
trumpster Often used as a derogatory term for supporters of Donald
Trump.
nato Trump made comments about nato that were heavily criti-
cised.
campaign Trump’s critics worried that the terrorist attack would bol-
ster his campaign.
incites hatred violence banning all muslims Many accused Trump of
inciting hatred against Muslims.
Supportive of Donald Trump
vote trump
warned about brussels back in january Trumpmade a warning about
Brussels that his supporters felt important.
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mr trump The honorific is most often included by Donald Trump’s
supporters.
trump predicted
leader Often used when suggesting that Trump is the type of leader
the US needs.
mocked him for it Used when criticising Trump’s critics for mocking
him.
cruz Ted Cruz was often criticised in support of Trump.
president Similar to usage of “leader”
trump2016
donald trump brussels it’s like living in a hell hole
is the only candidate who
a hellhole A term shared heavily between supportive and critical tweets.
References to Brussels as a “hellhole” were shared among both crit-
ical and supportive tweets. Donald Trump had first used the descrip-
tion, and it was taken up by both supporters in encouragement, and
others in criticism. Below follows a typical example of each:
• Trump was mocked for calling #Brussels a hellhole, he was
right.
• Wtf you know bout Brussels Donald Trump, we’ll see which
place will turn into a hellhole or a disaster once you get elec-
ted...
With this approach, when phrases occur surprisingly often in more
than one category list, it is likely that those phrases represent vocab-
ulary overlap across the categories, since they occur surprisingly fre-
quently in several categories. Otherwise, if a phrase occurs in only a
single category list, then it could be a phrase that is particularly indic-
ative of that single category. Therefore, this strategy provides a useful
alternative for determining vocabulary overlap, especially when the
classification corpora are smaller.
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4.4.6 Using Discovered Phrases in the Feature Model
All Section 4.4 SFPD techniques generate insight about the dataset and
its categorisation. But they can also be used to influence the actual
classifier model.
For unigrams, bigrams, and trigrams, this is trivial; the user can
use the feature labelling interface by inputting the relevant ngram.
The feature would receive pseudo-counts, and the NBC would treat it
as that much more indicative of the labelled class. This is possible be-
cause the feature extraction process extracts unigrams, bigrams, and
trigrams during training and classification. However, if the user were
to label a 4-gram, since the feature extraction process would never
produce 4-grams, the classifier would never be able to use the inform-
ation. It is impractical to extract all 4+ ngrams just to accommodate
the small list of phrases that the user labels.
Instead, there is an alternative method for longer phrases. When
the user specifies a phrase longer than the currently extracted ngrams,
it is added to a list of custom-size ngrams for the system to look for.
When the specified sequence occurs in the data, it is extracted also as
a complete ngram with the custom size. These rules are fulfilled by
applying an efficient, well-established multi-pattern string matching
algorithm (Aho and Corasick, 1975). Using the algorithm, given a
list of phrases to search for, we can efficiently determine where each
phrase occurs in documents, so we can treat them as single tokens
and model them just as any other feature in the classifier model.
Unfortunately, in practice, it is rarely necessary to enter phrases of
more than three tokens in size. Frequently, when the analyst would
need a 4-gram, an inner trigram is distinctive enough to not require
the full 4-gram. If the trigram is sufficiently distinctive, it is unneces-
sary to risk the loss of generalisability with the added sparsity of the
4-gram feature.
4.5 original feature contexts
This section turns back now to the existing high-IG feature querying
and labelling aspect of the NBC active learning system, and improving
it in order to better isolate classes of data using this feature discovery
mechanism.
Wibberley et al. (2014) find that an NBC can often reach a good level
of performance on tasks such as determining relevancy, topic, and
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subjectivity with a suitable amount of training data, using unigrams
and bigrams as features.
However, there are classification tasks that require a greater level
of care in terms of the labelling of features and documents, such as
sentiment directed at a particular target, as in the critical/supportive
task in the Brussels dataset (Section 4.2).
In general, a classifier’s performance is often enhanced with the
inclusion of prior knowledge, and when there are only a few training
documents (as is often the case in the active learning scenario) prior
knowledge can greatly boost performance (Melville et al., 2008, 2009;
Settles, 2011). This was one of the original motivations for including
the feature labelling functionality in dualist, because it allows for
the rapid development of classifiers. This highlights the importance
of including prior knowledge.
Prior knowledge need not be immediately applicable to the train-
ing data, it is possible to add to the classifier’s ability to generalise
by including it. Even though, as stated previously, we’re most con-
cerned with bespoke analysis, so generalising to completely different
domains is not necessarily required, recall that in this scenario the
evaluation set is often small and potentially unreliable, or subject to
change throughout the early to mid stages of analysis. So general-
ising beyond the current evaluation set is still useful. Furthermore, it
is useful to be minimally bespoke, to make the analysis only as bespoke
as it must be to acquire the necessary insights, so that, for example,
the study might be more easily adapted to a different domain, with
minimal additional work to adapt.
Despite the usefulness of feature labelling, we found that for many
tasks annotators did not make much use of the feature labelling facil-
ity. Two main categories of problem were determined:
Annotator awareness It is difficult to determine whether a feature is
indicative of any particular classification because alone it does
not contain enough information about the ways it is used in
the dataset. And worse, the annotator’s idea of how a feature is
used is often at odds with how it is actually used in the dataset.
So labelling the feature would damage the model’s perform-
ance.
Conditional indicativeness A feature can be indicative of multiple
categories, depending on how that feature happens to be used.
Therefore, it must go unlabelled, or labelled as always indicative
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of all of the concerned categories (this may be a better alternat-
ive if there are other additional categories to distinguish from).
Returning to the Father’s Day dataset introduced in Section 4.3, a
unigram feature that may be proposed to the user is the word love.
Our intuition might be that love probably occurs mostly in tweets
where the author is expressing love toward their father, and is there-
fore an appropriate target for marketing. However, sampling some of
the original contexts, the user can see the following:
1. Fathers Day is Coming Up, lord knows I love my Dad.. I Gotta
Get Something Special..
2. Trust us...Your Dad would love a bottle of American Revolution
Vodka! #fathersday #vodka #giftidea
3. Father’s Day is coming fast! Get dad some Doux South pickles!
Seriously, dads LOVE pickles! (Almost as much as they love
their kids)
4. Does Dad love golf? Here’s a nicely themed Father’s Day gift.
http://t.co/eZGMcxXgeG #Delivery
From this sample, marketing tweets seem to dominate usage of
love, contrary to the initial intuition. This is a scenario that fre-
quently occurs. In the Brussels dataset, the hashtag “#stopislam”
would seem to be obviously critical of Islam. However, a large sample
of its original contexts reveal that it is used more frequently in tweets
expressing abhorrence for the hashtag. This demonstrates that a facil-
ity for viewing the contexts in which a feature occurs is vital.
Functionality was added which allows the user to inspect a ran-
dom sample of the original contexts of any feature in order to raise
annotator awareness of this issue. Furthermore, the original context
documents can be labelled for training as well. This is particularly
useful when the candidate feature is not revealed to have the indicat-
ive power that the user was hoping for. Instead, the user labels some
of the original context documents in order to encode in the model
some ability to deal with the contexts in which it usually occurs.
The original contexts of love also reveal a problem of conditional
indicativeness; the feature love seems to be able to be indicative of
both “suitable” and “marketing” depending on its context. At least
in this case, the classifier has a chance at using love to distinguish
between “sad” and the other two categories if the user labels it as
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both indicative of “marketing” and “suitable”. The situation would
be worse still if love was found to be indicative of “sad” tweets
also, because the user would be unable to do any labelling. But more
context-rich features may enable us to distinguish between the uses
of love. This problem is addressed in Section 4.6.
As one of the earliest new features introduced to method52, the
original contexts display has been in regular use since August 2014.
Users report two major improvements in their interaction with feature
labelling:
• Features that they previously would have labelled were in-
stead left unlabelled upon discovering that the original contexts
presented usage that they had not expected. Therefore, without
the display of original contexts, they would have labelled fea-
tures that would have likely been a detriment to performance.
• The list of high-IG features presented by the system usually con-
tains many features that they could not imagine being indicative
of either classification until the original contexts were inspected.
Many useful features were discovered simply by inspecting the
original contexts of each feature in the list.
The drawback with this new method is that it increases the time
it takes for users to decide whether to annotate features. This means
that there is potential to increase the time it takes to complete classi-
fier training. The intuition, however, is that the above improvements
lead to a viable, well-performing classifier sooner than one would
otherwise expect without it, because it is the feature labelling that is
responsible for leveraging the unlabelled documents, and for rapid
classifier building (labelling features is faster than labelling whole
documents). Furthermore, since uninformed features are more likely
to negatively impact performance, the user with more awarenesss is
less likely to be required to backtrack and re-examine their annotation
decisions, or discard training labels and begin again. The problem of
conditional indicativeness, however, remains. Section 4.6 examines an
example case and introduces a methodology to tackle the issue.
4.6 encoding context with syntactic ngrams
Section 4.5 introduced the problem of conditional indicativeness, where
the same feature can be indicative of multiple different classifications.
The section also introduced the problem of annotator awareness, in
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which the user’s understanding or interpretation of a feature’s in-
dicativeness is flawed. While Section 4.5 sought to raise annotator
awareness by the inclusion of a service which reveals a sample of the
original contexts of a feature to the analyst, it mostly left the problem
of conditional indicativeness untouched. This section reasons why in-
corporating a feature extraction method for the classifier based on
dependency parsing trees may alleviate the problem.
love in the Father’s Day dataset was shown through four example
sentences to be used in two different manners:
1. In “suitable” tweets, where love is used to express positive
sentiment toward the author’s father.
2. In “marketing” tweets, where the author describes some promo-
tional product that they are suggesting fathers will love.
If we were to also extract bigram features, then the last two
context sentences (3 & 4) would happen to produce the features
love_pickles and love_golf, which are more likely to indicate
marketing tweets. But if there are any words in between (as in “...love
a bottle...”), the bigrams fail to produce the desired features. We’d
have to resort to trigrams to connect “love” to “dad” in the first sen-
tence (love_my_dad), which introduces needless feature sparsity,
as the feature love_dad would be sufficient. Any time that the
word “love” is applied to “dad”, a feature love_dad would be
ideal, regardless of any words like “my” sitting between them. We’d
also have to resort to trigrams for love_a_bottle, which has the
same problems, and does not generalise to sentences with different
or more determiners/modifiers between the two words (e. g. “...love
this bottle...”, “...love a nice bottle...”).
A technique that would produce these features is the extraction of
syntactic bigrams using dependency relations. In order to create a nor-
mal bigram, two tokens are joined which are adjacent to one another
in terms of their order of occurrence within the utterance. However,
in order to create a syntactic bigram, specifically a syntactic bigram
constructed from a dependency relation, two tokens are joined which
are directly connected via a dependency relation.
Given the dependency tree in Figure 4.10, the following are all
the possible syntactic bigrams: dads_adore, absolutely_adore,
adore_pickles, our_pickles. This produces bigrams that are
more likely to represent meaningful pairings, since one element
of the bigram will have been syntactically dependent on the other.
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Two standard bigrams do not make it into the syntactic bigram set:
dads_absolutely and adore_our, which isolated would seem
ambiguous to the annotator. This shows that these features can also
alleviate the annotator awareness problem from Section 4.5, by con-
structing features that are more interpretable.
The dependency trees of the four example Father’s Day tweets from
Section 4.5 would produce the syntactic bigrams listed below, which
are useful, generalisable features, that allow disambiguation between
the “marketing” and “suitable” uses of the word love.
1. love_dad
2. love_bottle
3. love_pickles
4. love_golf
Dads absolutely adore our pickles .
nsubj
advmod
dobj
punct
poss
root
Figure 4.10: Dependency tree of the sentence: Dads absolutely adore our
pickles. The dependency scheme is the Stanford dependencies,
which is introduced, along with the reason for its use in this
thesis, in Section 4.6.2.
Section 4.6.1 explores related work in using dependency features
to improve performance in classification tasks, in order to inform the
strategy adopted (described in Section 4.6.2) for utilising dependency
features to alleviate the conditional indicativeness problem. Section
4.6.3 describes efforts to adapt dependency parsing techniques to the
chatty language of twitter. Section 4.6.4 considers the technique’s
impact on the method52 classifier framework.
4.6.1 Related Work: Dependency Features for Classification
Having established above that dependency analysis would seem to
provide useful information about the contexts of features, this sec-
tion first discusses previous approaches adopted for incorporating
dependency features into the feature model of a classifier, in order to
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establish a sensible method for their inclusion in the classifier train-
ing. The focus is on subjectivity and sentiment classification, since
these are fundamental use cases, and very well studied.
There is much research attempting to incorporate syntactic features
into sentiment analysis (and other types of opinion mining) classifiers,
mostly in the domains of film and product reviews (Agarwal et al.,
2015; Joshi and Penstein-Rosé, 2009; Matsumoto et al., 2005; Dave
et al., 2003; Wilson et al., 2004). However, there is less work that tries
to utilise such features for the classification of tweets, with the excep-
tion of Jiang et al. (2011), who extracted particular relations between
words (such as the relation between a transitive verb and its direct
object) in the tasks of identifying subjectivity and, subsequently, the
polarity of sentiment of tweets with respect to a particular query. Im-
proved performance was obtained on both tasks (though more so on
the first). Tweets are significantly different from reviews, such that
even parsing them can be an issue, and therefore techniques which
performed well or poorly elsewhere may produce very different res-
ults in the twitter domain.
Classification is studied at different levels of utterance. Some re-
search focuses on identifying categories for entire documents (Gamon,
2004; Dave et al., 2003; Ng et al., 2006), some make classifications at
the sentence level (Hu and Liu, 2004; Arora et al., 2010; Joshi and
Penstein-Rosé, 2009), and others on a per phrase basis (Wilson et al.,
2004, 2005). While technically in this scenario we are always produ-
cing a single label for the entire tweet document, our tasks are most
similar to sentence-level classification. Tweets are not like movie or
product reviews, because they do not consist of very many sentences,
they are typically only a single sentence. This is due to their 140 char-
acter limit.6
method52 uses the semi-supervised NBC described in Section 4.1.
Three machine learning classifiers are commonly used in this area: the
NBC, Maximum Entropy classifier and Support Vector Machine (SVM).
In the movie review domain with these three classifiers, Pang et al.
(2002) performed sentiment analysis, experimenting with unigrams,
bigrams, adjectives only, other part-of-speech information, and sen-
tence position information. The authors found that the unigram only
model using the SVM performed best, and the NBC worst, but only by
a small margin. However, many papers have since adopted the SVM
approach, usually with a linear kernel function (Jiang et al., 2011;
6 Again, when this work was carried out, the 140 limit was in place. The new 240 limit,
still permits only fairly short documents however.
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Joshi and Penstein-Rosé, 2009; Gamon, 2004), though there are ap-
proaches that make use of tree kernels (Agarwal et al., 2011; Wu et al.,
2009).
Interestingly, Xia and Zong (2010) reasoned and showed experi-
mental evidence that NBCs could be better able to handle syntactic
features than SVMs, since the NBC’s independence assumption holds
better with word relation features. They achieved even better perform-
ance with an ensemble model, in which an SVM handled unigram
features and the NBC handled word relation features which were ex-
tracted from the dependency parse of the sentence. Go et al. (2009)
showed that all three classifiers are capable of high accuracies when
classifying sentiment of tweets.
Incorporating sensible syntactic features is not a simple task. Dave
et al. (2003) extracted syntactic relations between adjectives and nouns
as features, but did not manage to improve performance on sentiment
analysis of product reviews. Ng et al. (2006) extended the approach
of Dave et al. (2003) by including subject-verb and verb-object rela-
tion features; they managed to improve the performance of unigram
classifiers, but note that they can achieve the same performance us-
ing unigrams, bigrams, and trigrams together. While in general this
is a good case for abandoning the approach in favour of the sim-
pler ngrams, this thesis is not only concerned with classifier perform-
ance; if the resulting dependency features improve the ability of the
method52 users to incorporate prior knowledge, either through be-
ing more understandable, or useful in the conditional indicativeness
problem, then dataset exploration would be improved.
There is a general trend that those dependency extraction ap-
proaches which have been more successful tended not to have hand-
picked specific relations (like subject-verb, or those between nouns
and adjectives), but instead considered the entire set of relations and
allowed the learner to generalise (Joshi and Penstein-Rosé, 2009). Be-
low follows examples of work which managed to successfully apply
dependency features without discriminating on the dependency la-
bel.
Gamon (2004) used phrase structure and dependency relation in-
formation as features in predicting customer satisfaction on very noisy
customer feedback documents. A significant improvement over just
using surface features (unigrams, bigrams and trigrams) was found.
Matsumoto et al. (2005) extracted frequently occurring dependency
sub-trees as features, obtaining better performance than just using
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unigrams, bigrams, and commonly occurring subsequences of tokens
when classifying movie reviews as positive or negative.
Wilson et al. (2004) extracted certain features regardless of the de-
pendency relation type, such as “leaf nodes” (words which have no
dependants), features made up of a tree node and its children, and the
standard binary dependency relations between words. They managed
to find improvements on the task of predicting the opinion strength
of phrases.
Joshi and Penstein-Rosé (2009) themselves found a small perform-
ance improvement on the task of identifying whether a sentence in
a product review expresses an opinion, by deriving features from
the standard binary dependency relations between words, again not
hand-selecting any particular relation type. Xia and Zong (2010) with
a similar method improved performance on sentiment analysis of
movie and product reviews. Paramesha and Ravishankar (2015) im-
prove upon bag-of-words sentence-level sentiment analysis (again on
product reviews) by including dependency features.
Satapathy and Karnick (2011) were slightly more selective, in that
they selected only those dependency relations in which an adjective
or verb were present, but they still managed to find an improvement
upon using unigrams and bigrams on the task of sentiment analysis
of movie reviews.
Sentiment analysis methods often utilise word lists of sentiment
bearing words. Dependency relations can show how the sentiment
is propagated through a sentence, showing whether a term’s senti-
ment is negated, augmented, diminished, or inverted (Di Caro and
Grella, 2013; Paramesha and Ravishankar, 2015). This approach is,
however, too specific for our scenario, since classification into posit-
ive or negative categories is only one of the many classification prob-
lems method52 could be applied to. And in these problems, it is
rarely possible to find, or even construct a word list describing how
indicative each individual word is of each category.
Buddhitha and Inkpen (2015) develop a system to solve a task sim-
ilar to what method52 users are often attempting: given a topic and
twitter messages, determine the sentiment toward the given topic
in the supplied messages. They argue that in order to determine senti-
ment toward a given topic, instead of just overall sentiment, we need
to know how words depend on each other and therefore where their
meaning applies. They extract features from tokens that are related to
the topic words via dependencies. This task was defined in the work-
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shop SemEval 2015, in task 10 subtask C. Other researchers identified
the same reasoning and also made use of dependency features (Town-
send et al., 2015).
Bigrams and trigrams are much more sparse features than uni-
grams, as are most types of syntactic features discussed in this thesis.
Therefore, an aspect of research attempting to incorporate syntactic
features is the procedure for dealing with feature sparsity.
One tactic is to generalise (“wildcard” or “back-off”) parts of the
features themselves. In a relation such as amod(fun, movie)7, one of
the words could be “backed-off” to its part-of-speech, e.g. amod(fun,
noun)(Joshi and Penstein-Rosé, 2009; Xia and Zong, 2010), or even
both words could be wildcarded (Gamon, 2004; Wilson et al., 2004).
Also, the type of dependency relation could be omitted (Nastase et al.,
2007). Depending on the task, other back-off options may also be sens-
ible, such as replacing certain sentiment-bearing words with “posit-
ive” or “negative”, or identifying words which intensify, diminish, or
negate the meaning of other words (Balahur, 2013). Furthermore, la-
bels for how strongly or weakly subjective a term is can be useful
(Wilson et al., 2005).
Another approach is to prune the extracted features via some type
of feature selection procedure. After features are extracted, only the
top N features according to some notion of predictiveness are re-
tained. A few popular measures are c2 (Joshi and Penstein-Rosé,
2009), mutual information (Xia and Zong, 2010), information gain
(Nastase et al., 2007; Xia and Zong, 2010), and log-likelihood ratio
(Gamon, 2004; Ng et al., 2006; Satapathy and Karnick, 2011).
It is also possible to have the feature pruning process be part of
the actual feature extraction process. Matsumoto et al. (2005) extract
dependency sub-trees as features for sentiment analysis. They do not
pre-specify sub-trees of interest, neither do they generate all sub-trees
and then use a measure of predictivity to rank them. Instead, they use
an algorithm to efficiently extract only frequently occurring sub-trees.
Given that method52 leverages large amounts of unlabelled data
as part of the learning process, a certain amount of data sparsity is
combated there. However, the automatically classified data is less re-
liable than the human-annotated data, which means that additional
procedures may still need to be employed.
7 “amod” means “adjectival modification”, and so amod(fun, movie) is a relation spe-
cifying that “fun” is being used to modify “movie”.
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4.6.2 Approach
This section details the approach adopted to incorporate depend-
ency analysis into method52’s classifier model and training envir-
onment.
The previous work discussed above in Section 4.6.1 shows that an
approach which does not heavily discriminate on the types of depend-
ency relations may be more likely to succeed. Therefore, a general
syntactic ngram extraction approach is taken, which does not try to
extract specific relations, instead allowing all relation types.
Previous work also suggests that feature sparsity is a concern.
Sparseness of features was reduced by not including the depend-
ency relation types in the extracted features, so that there is only
one feature love_dad, rather than all possible relation type variants
love_dad(nsubj), love_dad(dobj), etc. Typed dependencies are
also more difficult for the analysts to interpret, given that the social
scientists and humanities scholars are generally inexperienced with
dependency relations and their meaning.
Given that users are usually incorporating large collections of un-
labelled data into the classifier model, this also provides more assur-
ance that enough occurrences of features will be encountered.
With such a user-facing feature extraction process, where the user
can see the features that are extracted, applying a feature selection
measure and filtering low-ranking features may present a confusing
scenario to the user, where features they expect to be able to use are
not being extracted. Therefore, no feature selection method is cur-
rently applied to further reduce sparsity.
It may be the case that the NBC will perform better simply for using
syntactic ngrams instead of the usual proximity-based ngrams. Xia
and Zong (2010) reason and show experimentally that NBCs may cope
better with word relation features, because they violate the Naïve
Bayes (NB) independence assumption to a lesser degree than uni-
grams. However, unigrams are still kept in the feature model since
without them performance drops significantly.
A dependency relation scheme was chosen which emphasises the
dependencies between content words over function words: Stanford
dependencies8. This is because analysts tend to be most interested in
the content of documents and the meaning it signifies. This means
that for most use cases of method52 classifiers, the user is inter-
8 https://nlp.stanford.edu/software/dependencies_manual.pdf
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ested in content words. In the Father’s Day data, the existence of a
relation between “father” and “is” is uninteresting, but the extraction
of father_absent from “father is absent” is important. Figure 4.11
demonstrates this with the copula relation, where “father” is directly
connected to “absent” despite being related through the copula.
Their father was always completely absent .
poss
nsubj
cop
advmod
advmod
root
punct
Figure 4.11: Dependency tree showing how Stanford dependencies attach
the copula dependency. Note that “father” and “absent” are
directly connected, instead of both being siblings with “was” as
the head.
Furthermore, prepositional relations are collapsed to emphasise the
content words to which the prepositions relate. Figure 4.12 shows a
prepositional phrase in a dependency tree. Without collapsing, given
that “gift” is not directly connected to “father”, a syntactic bigram
would not pair the two, and gift_for is not that useful. Instead,
when a preposition is encountered, the ngram extraction is allowed
to recurse an additional time, so that gift_for_father is extracted.
If syntactic trigrams were extracted then need_gift_for_father
would also now be extracted.
It should also be noted that when ngrams are generated from the
dependency tree, it is the original sentence order that determines the
order of the tokens in the ngram. This is a purposeful choice, made
to decrease the chance of the user misunderstanding the meaning of
the ngram, which would exacerbate the annotator awareness problem.
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I need a gift for my father .
nsubj det
dobj
prep poss
pobj
punct
root
Figure 4.12: Dependency tree showing prepositional relationship. Without
collapsing prepositional relations, “gift” would only appear in
a_gift and gift_for. But if prepositional relations are col-
lapsed, then gift_for_father will be extracted; trigrams
would also produce need_gift_for_father.
4.6.3 Adapting Dependency Parsing to Twitter
In order to utilise dependency parsing in the active learning model
and feature discovery, where the most prominent type of data is col-
lected from twitter, the effectiveness of dependency parsing on
tweets must be a consideration.
When creating a dependency parser for English language text, the
usual source of training data is the Wall Street Journal (WSJ) section of
Penn Treebank (PTB). When a parser trained on such data is applied to
twitter language, it encounters words and sentence structure that
are often very different from the training examples, which hinders
parser performance.
Most dependency parsers rely heavily on Part of Speech (PoS) in-
formation about each word in order to make parsing decisions. And
in order to match the style of the PoS tags and text in the PTB, the
PoS taggers are usually trained on similar text. Therefore, before the
parser even has a chance to encounter difficulties, it is often relying on
poorly assigned PoS information for its decision-making, because the
PoS tagger itself had poor knowledge of the language used in tweets.
In an ideal scenario, a large corpus of tweets would be marked up
with both the correct PoS tags and dependency relations, so that the
parser can be trained on in-domain data and therefore know how to
deal with the language. However, marking up full dependency trees
in addition to PoS tags for sufficient sentences, by several annotators
in order to obtain high-annotator agreement would take thousands
of man-hours.
In order to get the most out of the parser-produced features in
classifier training, Sections 4.6.3.1 & 4.6.3.2 provide techniques which
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improved the performance of an arc-eager transition-based depend-
ency parser (Nivre, 2003) on twitter data. The parser was chosen
for its computationally efficient processing time of q(n) (where n is
the number of tokens in a sentence), since it must be able to process
large streams of real-time data. Additionally, transition-based parsers
tend to be more effective at short range dependencies, due to their
ability to deal with rich feature representations (Kübler et al., 2009,
p.88). Given the shortness of tweets, this is ideal. An evaluation of
these techniques follows in Section 4.6.3.3.
4.6.3.1 Twitter-specific PoS tagging
The tweetnlp package (Gimpel et al., 2011; Owoputi et al., 2012)
contains a PoS tagger specifically designed for twitter language; it
can provide a more accurate PoS analysis of tweets than a system not
trained on tweets.
Given that the dependency parser relies very heavily on PoS fea-
tures, having the parser use the tweetnlp PoS tagger is ideal. How-
ever, in order to adapt to twitter, Gimpel et al. (2011) devised a new
PoS set, distinct from the PTB one. This presents a problem, because if
the parser is trained on PTB tags, and at parse time is provided with
tweetnlp tags, these will mean nothing to the model.
Some tags are simply hierarchically related to PTB tags. For ex-
ample, all types of PTB adjectives map to the single tag a. Every tag
in PTB has an equivalent in tweetnlp, many mapping to the same
tag. Some definitions of tags are expanded; the authors chose to treat
turns of phrase like “smh” (“shaking my head”) as interjections for
example. However, some tweetnlp tags do not have direct equi-
valents in the PTB. The tag l stands for a “nominal+verbal” such as
“book’ll”. This arises from the philosophy that, since users on twit-
ter aren’t writing highly edited, well-structured documents, they are
likely to also simply write “bookll”, and that as such cases increase
in complexity it makes less sense to attempt to split these terms.
Unfortunately, in order to utilise these PoS tags for parsing here,
they need to be present at both the training and parsing stages. So
a conversion tool was created that both adapts the PTB at train time
to use the tweetnlp equivalents, and during parse time adapts the
tweetnlp output to be closer to the PTB system, which involves
splitting tokens tagged with any of s , z , y, l , m to more closely
match how tokens appear in the PTB:
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• l (nominal + verbal), m (proper noun + verbal), and y (existen-
tial “there” & predeterminers + verbal) are split by examining
the ending of the word for known verbal endings (like “ve”,
“ll”, etc.) and examining the start for pronouns. Special cases
are made for terms such as “imma” which can translate to “I’m
a...” or “I’m gonna / going to” depending on the PoS that follow.
• s (nominal + possessive) and z (proper noun + possessive) are
split by attempting to find an “s” (whether preceded by an apo-
strophe or not).
The converter also needed to be aware of common misspellings.
The converter maintains a mapping from the pre-converted tokens
to the converted, so that after parsing the tokens can be collapsed
back to their original forms if desired.
A few years after creation of this tool, tweetnlp now includes
a twitter dependency parser trained on a small sample of hand-
annotated tweets (Kong et al., 2014), which could perform the tasks
required of this adapted parser, but it is a graph-based parser, and
does not provide dependency types other than multi-word expres-
sions and coordination, which are required for preposition collapsing
and future work on filtering and selection of dependencies by type.
Furthermore, given that we’re using a transition-based model that
can make great use of previous parsing decisions as features for mak-
ing decisions later in the sentence, typed dependencies provide more
informative features for this purpose.
4.6.3.2 Stripping non-syntactic elements
Tweets contain many tokens that are not part of a traditional sen-
tence’s syntactic structure:
URLs employed by users to link to other tweets, or external sites.
These links can appear anywhere in the text, and do not affect
sentence structure.
Emoticons symbols, or characters which together signify a symbol
are used to add mood to a tweet, but they are not part of the
syntax of a sentence. For example “:-D” represents a laughing
expression or one with a large smile. There are some exceptions.
For example, heart symbols can be used instead of the word
“love”: “I ~ Esperanto”. In this case, the symbol is being used
as a verb, therefore it is part of the sentence’s syntax.
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Retweets Before twitter changed its API, when a user would
retweet9 someone’s post, twitter would insert its own spe-
cial syntax to demonstrate that the tweet is a retweet. These
characters bore no meaning in the sentence’s syntax.
Hashtags primarily used to mark the topic of a tweet, e.g. “still
shocked bout Amelia. #xfactor”. Here X Factor is marked as the
topic so this message can be grouped with other X Factor
messages, but the hashtag is not part of the sentence. How-
ever, sometimes the topic is marked succinctly, by making the
hashtag part of the sentence: “Does anyone else think that Amelia
that was on the #XFactor looked like Charlotte Church?” In this case,
the “#XFactor” is obviously being used as a noun, and thus is
part of the sentence’s syntax.
Given that the goal for the dependency parser in this thesis is to
enable the extraction of features that encode information about how
words related to each other, these non-syntactic features that do not
relate structurally to other words are not needed. Furthermore, they
are noise that hinders the performance of the parser, because they
will not have been present during training on the WSJ.
To avoid this problem, non-syntactic tokens are stripped out of
sentences before text is input to the parser (including retweet char-
acters, for backwards compatibility to older datasets). The PoS tag-
ger in Section 4.6.3.1 is itself capable of identifying emoticons, urls,
and hashtags. Additionally, it attempts to distinguish between the
syntactic/non-syntactic use of hashtags and emoticons by tagging
them just like any other word if they are used syntactically, or with
a tag set aside for non-syntactic usages. Therefore, the output of the
tagger is used to strip non-syntactic tokens.
When using syntactic bigrams & trigrams, we still continue to use
unigrams in the classifier’s feature model; these features contain a lot
of information. In this way, we do not lose the ability to use tokens
such as emoticons during classification, which for example are good
indicators of sentiment (Hogenboom et al., 2013).
9 To “retweet” is to re-publish someone else’s tweet with optional additional text,
maintaining a reference to the original tweet.
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4.6.3.3 Evaluation
In order to gain an indicator as to whether the above enhancements
to the dependency parsing strategy improve twitter parsing cap-
ability an evaluation was conducted.
It is prohibitively difficult and time-consuming to create a large set
of full hand-annotated dependency trees. Instead, the precision and
recall were evaluated for a subset of commonly used dependency
relations (see Table 4.9) over a collection of 254 sentences randomly
selected from tweets collected on the hashtag #xfactor during the
2011 airing of the eighth series of The X Factor.
The TV singing contest is incredibly popular (it was a trending
hashtag) so it provided a large sample of data, but data that, due to
the influence of the topic, tended to contain some useful discussion,
which perhaps a random sample of all tweets might not provide.
Dependency Description
nn noun compound modifier
advmod adverb modifier
det determiner
prep prepositional modifier
amod adjectival modifier
neg negation modifier
prt phrasal verb particle
tmod temporal modifier
poss possession modifier
Table 4.9: The dependency relations used when evaluating the dependency
parser on tweets.
Table 4.10 shows that on average much precision is gained by in-
cluding the the techniques from Sections 4.6.3.1 & 4.6.3.2, at the ex-
pense of very little recall, leading to overall gains in f-score. Perform-
ance is first shown without either of the improvements (the ptb tags
method), followed by performance having stripped non-syntactic ele-
ments (stripped & ptb tags), followed by performance of the
full system using the twitter-trained tagger and stripping non-
syntactic elements (stripped & tweetnlp tags).
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Parser Precision Recall F1 Score
ptb tags 55.9 71 62.6
stripped & ptb tags 63.6 71.9 67.5
stripped & tweetnlp tags 68.4 70 69.2
Table 4.10: Average precision and recall across the relations in Table 4.9. Tag-
ging using PTB tags was performed using the Stanford PoS Tagger
(Toutanova et al., 2003).
With this increased precision (and f-score), higher quality syntactic
ngrams will be proposed to the user during active learning than
would otherwise be possible. More specifically, with the baseline pre-
cision of 55.9% the rate of identifying false dependency relations
(i.e. false discovery rate) is 44.1%. This means that, for the baseline,
we would have expected to see syntactic ngrams proposed based
on incorrect dependencies 44.1% of the time. However, for the pro-
posed method, this is 31.6% of the time, a reduction of 12.5 per-
centage points. This means that 28.3% of the times that the baseline
method would produce ngrams based on faulty relations, the pro-
posed method would not. This still leaves room for future improve-
ment, since 31.6% of the time, proposed ngrams will still be based on
incorrect relations. However, we would generally expect noticeable
errors to happen far less frequently than this, since the dependency
type is not revealed to the user; the proposed ngram only suggests
that there exists some type of relation between the words, so the parser
need only be correct about the existence of some dependency, not ne-
cessarily which dependency.
4.6.4 Impact on classifier training process
The user is now able to elect to extract syntactic bigrams and trigrams
instead of normal proximity bigrams and trigrams in the classifier
training interface. This section details the how these changes impact
the classifier training process.
The main drawback of syntactic ngram features is the time it takes
to extract them during startup of the classifier component. With an
unlabelled dataset of around 100,000 tweets, the latency before the
user can begin training as the system extracts features from all the
data was previously a couple of seconds. However, when 100,000 doc-
uments require PoS-tagging and dependency parsing, the process is
slowed. The delay can be nearly two minutes.
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The delay is prevented from slowing every submission of labels,
by ensuring that the feature extraction is only ever done once. The
system then maintains a feature-extracted version of each document,
to avoid having to re-process.
In addition to the delay caused by parsing text, the parser takes
approximately 15-20 seconds to start up, as it deserialises its large
model. This delay is avoided for the user by running the dependency
parser as an always-on parser service, which the classifier component
contacts over http. The parser service can parse sentences in parallel.
By running a single parser service, instead of loading a parser for
every classification job, the system saves greatly on memory, since
the parser model is over a gigabyte in size.
It is unfortunately impossible to avoid some slowdown, since the
extraction of these features is a more complex process than simply
extracting proximity-based ngrams. This does cost the user some pa-
tience, which could lead to less ready take up of the feature.
Visually the syntactic ngrams tend to be more understandable than
proximity ngrams. The syntactic ngrams are more likely to present
combinations of words that function together, and make sense when
read in isolation. Presenting more understandable features should
lead to more use of the feature labelling interface, which would lead
to more utilisation of the unlabelled data, and more rapid classifier
creation.
The screenshots in Figure 4.13 compare proximity and syntactic
features proposed by method52 for the “News” classification of the
“News/Personal” classifier in the Brussels study (the classifier which
tries to distinguish between breaking news and personal opinion).
The classifier was first built using proximity ngrams, then in order to
get comparison syntactic ngrams the same training data was used to
train a classifier using syntactic ngrams (including unigrams in both
cases).
Annotations on Figure 4.13 show some of the obvious differences
between the two lists. Ngrams marked yellow contain a url, which
(like emoticons and twitter markup) are not syntactically related
to words in the sentence. If the analyst determines that these non-
syntactic elements are not modifying words in useful ways (i.e. they’re
only useful as unigrams), then the syntactic ngrams will be more use-
ful.
Ngrams marked orange as those which have dangling prepositions
on either side of the ngram. These are not permitted in the syntactic
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ngrams. E.g. instead of splitting training evidence across “to paris”
and “linked to”, only the full ngram “linked to paris” is permitted
in the syntactic ngrams. This should reduce noise in the model’s fea-
ture space, and leaves room for more interpretable ngrams. This re-
duces the number of features with overlapping indicativeness, which
should reduce the extent to which the feature space violates the inde-
pendence assumption made by the Naïve Bayes classifier (a potential
advantage of dependency relation approaches as raised by Xia and
Zong (2010)).
The ngram “shots fired” appears much higher in the syntactic ngram
list. This is because the syntactic method can find this functional rela-
tionship despite tokens appearing between (which proximity ngrams
will miss). The following are tweets from the unlabelled data:
• #Brussels Update: Reports shots fired, ’arabic shouted’ before
two explosions at #zaventemairport - injuries.
• DEVELOPING: The Belgian prosecutor’s office says shots have
been fired during an anti-terror raid in Brussels httplink
• Belga news agency: ’1 person dead’ ’shots were fired’ and
’shouts in Arabic shortly before the explosions’ #brussels ht-
tplink
Under the Stanford dependencies scheme used by method52’s
parser, there is a direct dependency between “shots” and “fired” in
all three of those phrases: “shots fired”, “shots have been fired”, and
“shots were fired”. So the syntactic ngram approach is able to resolve
similar meanings to the same unit for the training process, and there-
fore allow these high-IG features to climb higher in the list if their
frequency of usage justifies it.
Figure 4.14 shows a screenshot of proposed syntactic ngrams from
a classifier that was instead built from ground up using syntactic
ngrams as features (instead of the previous classifier which used the
same labelled data as the proximity ngram classifier). The classifier
is attempting to distinguish tweets which are either supportive or
critical of Donald Trump in the Brussels data. The ngrams presented
are those proposed for the supportive classification, and they demon-
strate some more useful properties.
Some syntactic ngrams represent token ranges that are not pos-
sible for proximity bi/trigrams. For example, the ngram “message-
support” arises in tweets like the following:
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• Message from #Brussels. I Support @realDonaldTrump!
• Message from leader in Brussels, support Donald Trump ht-
tplink
Terms like “message” and “support” are heads of their independ-
ent clauses and are therefore joined when representing tweets as a
single parse tree. Conjunction also permits longer range ngrams sim-
ilar to these. Early in the training process, one of the proposed ngrams
was “wake-vote”, which arose because of many tweet variations of
“wake up [...] and vote for Trump”. Under the dependency scheme,
the heads of phrases that “and” joins are directly dependent. It would
be impossible for the classifier to reason over these features with the
proximity ngrams, and they would obviously never be proposed to
the user.
The proposed syntactic ngram “need leader” is an example of how
this method can help to alleviate the conditional indicativeness prob-
lem. The token “leader” is used frequently in both supportive and
critical tweets, so it is not sufficiently discriminative for labelling. For
example:
• So @realDonaldTrump, this attack is #Brussels fault? Let’s
blame the victim and divide the world? How could you ever
be a leader?!
• And sadly 9 of their missionaries were killed in Brussels attack.
Real leader is @realDonaldTrump wipe out ISIS httplink
There are, however, very many tweet variants like the following
which contain “need” and “leader” that are supportive of Donald
Trump:
• Need world leader who will stand up to face of terror,not hide
behind it!Elect @realDonaldTrump and end this madness #Brus-
sels #Trump2016
• Seeing the death and destruction that happened in #Brussels is
sickening. Enough is enough, we need a tough leader. #WeN-
eedTrump #RETWEET
• IN WAY OVER HIS HEAD. GIVE UP CRUZ. YOUR A BOY WE
NEED A MAN.YOUR A FOLLOWER WE NEED A LEADER.
#OnlyTrump httplink
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• #Brussels #Belgium Remember this #AZPrimary when you go
to the polls. We need a STRONG LEADER more than ever now,
#Trump is that man!#MAGA
Proximity bigrams would not find “need leader” in any of these.
Proximity trigrams would only find “need world leader” and “need
a leader”, which are therefore separate features. However, in all ex-
amples, “need” and “leader” are directly connected with a depend-
ency relation, so the syntactic bigram is found frequently and is pro-
posed by the system.
Finally, the list in 4.14 shows another example of terms covering
logical variants so that we can be more targeted with the pseudo-
counts we assign: “Vote trump” covers “vote trump”, “vote donald
trump”, “vote for trump”, and “vote for donald trump” which all
appear in the data and can only be counted as the same feature with
the syntactic ngram approach.
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(a) Proximity ngrams (b) Syntactic ngrams
Figure 4.13: Annotated screenshot comparison of ngrams proposed by
“News/Personal” classifiers in the Brussels analysis for the
“News” category, where one classifier uses proximity ngrams
(a) and the other uses syntactic ngrams (b). Yellow ngrams do
not appear in (b), because URLs are never syntactically related
to words, and orange do not because they have dangling pre-
positions. “shots-fired” appears far higher in (b), because all
phrases “shots fired”, “shots were fired” and “shots have been
fired” appearing in the dataset now resolve to the same syn-
tactic bigram.
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Figure 4.14: Example list of syntactic ngrams generated by the classifier
which distinguishes between tweets that are critical or support-
ive of Donald Trump.
Notice that often the ngrams produced would also have been pro-
duced by the proximity-based ngram extraction. While it would be
gratifying to generate features that are fundamentally different and
superior, the safest approach is to subsume what already works, and
attempt incremental improvements. Therefore, it is sensible to aim
for the dependency extraction process to produce most of the ngrams
which would have been extracted by the proximity-based approach
anyway, but to avoid extracting those few ngrams composed of words
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that are not closely syntactically related to one another. The promixity-
based approach would blindly join such words.
Whether the syntactic ngrams actually improve performance over
proximity-based for the same feature and document labels is likely
to be highly task-dependent. Furthermore, such a test would be a
poor evaluation, because different documents and features would be
queried to the user in active learning under the different feature ex-
traction schemes. Therefore, fixing the labelled document and feature
lists would introduce bias toward one technique.
Therefore, it is difficult to get a straight answer in terms of raw clas-
sifier performance. It is expected that the syntactic ngrams are less
necessary in simple topic relevancy classification problems; the prox-
imity ngrams tended to be sufficient to achieve good performance
in the early Brussels classifiers for example. However, when the clas-
sification problem may be best solved with some knowledge of how
words apply to each other, or even just more complex class definitions,
syntactic features may be more appropriate, such as for the support-
ive/critical problem in the Brussels project. When training classifiers
for this problem, the target of the sentiment was important, since the
supportive/critical language being directed at one target or another
affects the categorisation of the entire document.
4.7 weighting prior knowledge
method52 (like dualist) already provides the facility for the user
to label an individual feature (usually unigram/bigram) with the clas-
sification that it is indicative of. The classifier then pretends to have
seen an extra a = 50 occurrences of that feature in documents with
that classification.
The system then uses that information to leverage the unlabelled
data to learn more about that classification. However, when labelling
a feature as indicative of a particular class under the model described
above, even if the feature is very indicative of that class, provided that
the feature barely occurs in the data, the classifier performance will
often deteriorate. Given that this problem can occur with features that
barely exist in the data, what is the effect on more common features?
There is a theoretical
This is a problem with what was described earlier as “feature incor-
poration”: a feature has been extracted, it has been discovered, and
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the analyst has labelled it, so now this knowledge must be incorpor-
ated into the classifier model.
Assigning the a = 50 pseudo-counts can be thought of as attribut-
ing a portion of the probability mass to that feature under that class.
Given that at any time, probabilities must sum to 1: when introducing
a new outcome or adding evidence to an existing outcome, probab-
ility mass must be reassigned. Figure 4.15 demonstrates this concept
with a simple example.
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Figure 4.15: Simple example of re-allocating probability mass. Each colour
is an outcome, and each circle is evidence of the outcome. On
the left, with six pieces of evidence in total, and two purple out-
comes, the probability of purple is 13
 
= 26
 
. When two counts of
evidence of purple are added (the hollow circles shown on the
right), the other outcomes must become less likely. E. g. green
becomes 18 instead of
1
6 .
When an NBC is classifying a new document D (a collection of
features f1... fn 2 V), the predicted classification is the one with the
highest probability given the document. For each classification label
c 2 C, the probability given the document P(c|D) is proportional to
the product of the prior probability of the classification P(c) and the
probability of the document given the classification P(D|c):
P(c|D) µ P(c) · P(D|c)
Where P(D|c) is assumed (the NB independence assumption) to be
equal to:
’
f2D
P( f |c)
The following statement holds true:
Â
f2V
P( f |c) = 1
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This states that, for a particular classification c, the sum of feature
probabilities given the classification for all features in the vocabulary
is equal to 1. This must hold true for P( f |c) to be a probability.
Imagine that for some user-labelled f , we add pseudo-count evid-
ence in favour of c so that we increase P( f |c). In order to maintain
the sum-to-one equality above, all probabilities P( f |c) for f 2 V must
have just been reduced. Therefore, upon re-classifying the data, a
probability P( f |c) that was once greater than P( f |c), may no longer
be greater, which may be enough to change the classification of the
document containing f . Therefore, if many pseudo-counts have been
assigned to a feature which barely occurs, enough probability mass
could be diverted to undo what has been learnt about other features
in exchange for no decision power over the feature to which pseudo-
counts were added (according to the current evaluation data). The
only possible benefit could be potential generalisation capability if
the feature is likely to be useful in other datasets.
The problem is that we do not know what amount of pseudo-
counts is appropriate for a given feature. Generalisation capability
on unseen data is useful, but ideally it should be possible to add
generalisability without sacrificing much performance on the current
evaluation set. Sections 4.7.1 & 4.7.2 introduce methods for obtaining
more informed pseudo-counts.
4.7.1 Frequency-based Weighting
One way of alleviating the pseudo-count problem is to take inspira-
tion from how the NBC itself weights its probabilities: by frequency of
occurrence. The more often something occurs, the more likely it is.
Assume that the sets of unlabelled U and labelled L documents are
representative samples of our target domain. This is an assumption
that dualist and method52 already make, because the entire mo-
tivation behind this type of system is that it allows the rapid learning
of a bespoke classifier for a particular problem and domain. There-
fore, a sensible sample of data in the target domain would have been
collected and annotated in order to create the classifier.
Let countU( f ) be the number of occurrences of f in U. Given a fea-
ture f labelled by the user as indicative of class c, we assume that
there is a high correlation between the occurrence of f and docu-
ments labelled c (method52 currently assumes the correlation is
equivalent to a fixed value of 50 for each labelled feature). Therefore,
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if humans were to annotate all documents in U, we would expect that
the actual count of f in documents labelled c, countU( f , c), would be
close to, and at most equal to countU( f ), since most, if not all, docu-
ments in U containing f would have been labelled c due to this high
correlation.
We could imagine that we acquired our prior knowledge from hav-
ing annotated a comparable sample to U, and so use countU( f ) as a
sensible proxy for how often we’d expect f to be indicative of c in
general.
Given that probability mass is taken from other features under the
same classification when a feature is assigned pseudo-counts after
labelling, it would be easy to lose decision power over other fea-
tures if most of the probability mass is given to a new feature be-
cause we devoted too large a number of pseudo-counts to it. Given
that the unlabelled data can often consist of hundreds of thousands
of documents, countU( f ) could easily be such an over-large figure,
since the labelled documents will at most number in the hundreds.
It is also usually dangerous to assume that every mention of a la-
belled feature in that set should count as a pseudo-count, because
the pseudo-counts would dwarf the counts derived from the hand-
annotated data.
Instead, a maximum a can be specified. An amax of 50 minimises
disruption from the previous approach of assigning a fixed 50 for
all features. Furthermore, in order to maintain the generalisability
of feature labelling, a minimum amin should be specified. Otherwise,
finding no examples of the feature in the unlabelled data would result
in adding zero pseudo-counts.
The simplest method of selecting values between amax and amin, is
to take the raw countU( f ). With the unlabelled dataset being often
large, the maximum pseudo-counts will usually be hit easily. How-
ever, given that the aim is user exploration, and giving the user flex-
ible tools for said exploration, an approach was taken that focuses on
the proportion of features in the text accounted for by the labelled fea-
ture, instead of the raw frequency of the feature. In this way, the size
of the unlabelled dataset is irrelevant. The proportion of features in
the unlabelled documents that are equal to f , our labelled feature, is
referred to by propU( f ), and is calculated as shown in Equation 4.6:
propU( f ) =
countU( f )
Â f2V countU( f )
(4.6)
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In order to use this proportion to select a value between amax and
amin, Equation 4.7 is a possibility. This would result in a scenario
whereby if the feature did not occur in the unlabelled data, then amin
would be chosen, and if the unlabelled data was completely made up
of only the labelled feature, only then would amax be chosen.
a = (amax   amin) · propU( f ) + amin (4.7)
It would never be expected that a single feature would constitute
the entire unlabelled dataset, or even most of it. Therefore, it is not
useful to only scale to amax with such a high proportion. For com-
pleteness, it may be useful to assign only the amin until the feature
achieves a certain proportion of occurrence deemed useful. But the
particular proportions at which these two things should occur will be
data specific. Very homogeneous data should scale to amax later, since
it is less interesting for the same features to occur more often.
The propU( f ) at and above which amax is always assigned will be
referred to as the saturation point, asat. And the propU( f ) below which
amin is always assigned will be referred to as the scaling threshold,
ascal . For all propU( f ) in between, the selected alpha scales linearly
from the scaling threshold to the saturation point. This concept is
illustrated in Figure 4.16.
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Figure 4.16: Graph demonstrating the selection of a value given a minimum
1 and maximum 50. The a is scaled based on the proportion of
occurrence of a feature in the unlabelled data out of all features
that occur in the unlabelled data. Proportions below the scaling
threshold of 0.1 receive the minimum a = 1, and proportions
greater than the saturation parameter 0.2 receive the maximum
a = 50. All proportions between sit on a simple linear interpol-
ation between the minimum and maximum a values.
In order to implement this idea, the equation of the scaling line is
required, and the of use of max and min functions to ensure the
scaling threshold and saturation points are obeyed. This produces an
equation for the entire purple line in Figure 4.16. Equation 4.8 is the
equation for the scaling line, and Equation 4.9 wraps it in the max
and min functions.
ainterpolation =
gradientz }| {
amax   amin
asat   ascal · (propU ( f )  ascal) + amin (4.8)
a = max
⇥
amin, min
⇥
amax, ainterpolation
⇤⇤
(4.9)
Each dataset is unique, and these parameters permit flexibility. How-
ever, they also allow the user to mostly follow the dualist work that
found a = 50 to be a fairly safe parameter setting, but with added
ability to reduce probability mass lost to infrequent features.
Settings used for the many classifiers in the Brussels case study
were amax = 50, but with an amin = 1 and asat = 0.1 (ascal = 0). This
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means that very rare features do not impose greatly on the probabil-
ity mass, but that features occurring in 10% or more of the unlabelled
data already return to the dualist default of a = 50. With frequency
weighting in place, the labelling of an infrequent feature rarely neg-
atively impacts performance, but lends power to nudge the classifier
in the right direction when without the prior knowledge the classific-
ation probabilities would be near uniform.
4.7.2 Indicativeness Weighting
When using countU( f ) as a guide for the number of pseudo-counts
to assign (as with the technique in Section 4.7.1), we’re assuming very
high correlation between countU( f ) and the theoretical countU( f , c).
But this may not reflect reality. Instead, the user’s prior knowledge
can be exploited to determine a better level of correlation.
In other words, the user should be able to annotate features as
possessing varying levels of indicativeness for a given classification. A
feature known (through prior knowledge) to be only slightly indicat-
ive of a classification should not received as many pseudo-counts as a
feature known to be very indicative of that classification. This section
proposes a method for how this can be accomplished.
The most simplistic method is to prompt the user to supply a level
of indicativeness manually. For example, we could ask the user to
assign a number between 1 and 10 on how indicative of the classi-
fication the user thinks the feature is. But the user will struggle to
make distinctions because a human is unlikely to be able to distin-
guish between a feature that is 8 or 9 indicative, and if the levels are
reduced to “quite” and “very” then they are of limited use. Further-
more, the values would be based on user assumptions that may not
apply to the current data.
The alternative proposed here, describes how an estimate for the
degree of correlation can be obtained in a way that also familiarises
the user with more data, and does not require manual indicativeness
selection. Furthermore, the estimate is based on actual observations
in the data.
When the user labels a new feature f as indicative of classifica-
tion c, a random sample S of the documents in U that contain f is
presented to the user for labelling. The fraction of the sample that is
actually classified c is used to weight the pseudo-counts assigned to
the feature:
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a =
countS( f , c)
|S| · a f req
Where a f req is the result of the dynamic frequency proportion alpha
from Section 4.7.1. The alpha is now weighted by an actual observa-
tion of how correlated f is with c, without asking the user to make
the weighting manually, but still using the user’s domain knowledge.
This method takes advantage of how users are already encouraged
to assess potential new feature labels since the inclusion of the ori-
ginal contexts feature from Section 4.5. When assessing a new feature,
users can read a sample of the original contexts of the feature in order
to decide whether the feature is indicative enough of the classification
to warrant labelling, and they may label these documents to encode
that information. This new functionality allows those less indicative
features to still have a small contribution, by taking advantage of
this empirically discovered indicativeness proportion. This method
is, therefore, minimally disruptive to the classifier training workflow.
Furthermore, given that it is evident that different features should
have different levels of indicativeness, and that this method is similar
to how the Naïve Bayes classifier would encode this type of know-
ledge, this method is likely to be useful. However, it is left for future
work to have users experiment with this feature.
4.8 chapter summary
This chapter encompassed the contributions toward the following re-
search question laid out in the introduction:
How can feature discovery support the identification, defin-
ition, and characterisaton of classes of text?
The chapter began by fully describing the existing classifier and act-
ive learning frameworks built into method52, which (like dualist
(Settles, 2011)) places more explicit emphasis on exploiting the indi-
vidual surface features extracted for the classifier model. Then several
key areas of weakness in the classifier training strategy were identi-
fied, and solutions produced for alleviating the weaknesses. Strategies
were identified for further exploiting feature discovery in the wider
context of the iterative process of discovering, defining, and isolating
classes of documents.
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Feature exploration The goal of this thesis was to exploit feature dis-
covery strategies to give more options for exploring the data
and finding classes of documents. Additionally, the original fea-
ture discovery mechanism in method52’s active learning en-
vironment was locked into the current model of the classifica-
tion problem.
SFPD was used in several feature discovery strategies to per-
mit more efficient exploration of corpora and identification and
evaluation of possible classification schemes:
• A strategy agnostic of classification for discovering more
about a given corpus (Section 4.4.1).
• Strategies for analysing corpora defined by specific classi-
fications, and the classifier’s vocabulary (Sections 4.4.2 &
4.4.5).
• A method for alleviating the “none of the above” classific-
ation problem and filtering irrelevant data (Section 4.4.4).
Section 4.4.3 describes how to adapt these techniques to differ-
ent domains of data.
Feature extraction It is difficult to interpret the meaning of isolated
features that are presented in the active learning loop, and mis-
labelling occurs after misunderstandings of the features’ role in
the data. Therefore, samples of the original contexts of features
are now presented to the analyst (Section 4.5).
More importantly, even with an understanding of the contexts
of features, they can be insufficiently expressive or logically
coherent for useful labelling. Syntactic ngrams were extracted
instead to alleviate this issue (Section 4.6). The extraction of
these ngrams was achieved using dependency parsing, which
required adaptation to the twitter domain (Section 4.6.3).
Feature incorporation The existing method for incorporating user
knowledge concerning features was very simple and fixed for
every feature. This lead to problems and was obviously naïve.
The frequency of features and user knowledge of their indic-
ativeness was used to incorporate the feature knowledge in a
more logical way (Section 4.7).
5
ADAPT IVE TWITTER STREAMING
Section 4.4 demonstrated the Surprisingly Frequent Phrase Detec-
tion (SFPD) capability to aid exploration of corpora, using the key
terms that describe it, and Chapter 4 more generally presented con-
tributions to address the following research question laid out in the
introduction:
How can feature discovery support the identification, defin-
ition, and characterisaton of classes of text?
This chapter now turns to final research question:
How can feature discovery support the collection of data
relevant to classes of text?
Social media study often involves streaming data over time from an
API using a boolean query over words and phrases in order to study
an ongoing phenomenon. The phenomenon may be specific, such
as “Brexit”, or general, such as “crime”. The query may be concern-
ing a phenomenon already occurring, or in anticipation of upcoming
planned events like elections, or in hopes of capturing arising events
such as riots or disasters. The goal is to construct a query which best
models the class of relevant data.
In method52, there are components for querying the twitter,
facebook, and reddit APIs. Users can place these components and
configure them with the boolean query in order to begin streaming
data from these APIs. Usually, analysts find that the boolean query is
not sufficient to model the class of relevant data, and must build a be-
spoke relevance pipeline in order to raise the precision of the relevance
decision. Additionally, the analyst may be covering several classes of
relevance with a single API query.
The relevance pipeline may constitute any number of method52
components which attempt to filter the data, effectively increasing the
precision of the social media query. The pipeline could be as simple
as a single keyword filter component which has additional match-
ing options beyond those provided by the APIs. Or, for example, the
pipeline could constitute chains of bespoke classifiers to refine the
notion of relevance that the pipeline models.
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For example, in a method52 project on monitoring twitter
user crime concerns, analysts were interested in finding discussions
about several different categories of crime, including violent knife
crime. The analysts first collected data using several fairly general
crime-related terms, such as “stabbing”, “street brawl”, “gunpoint”,
and “murder” in order to cover all of the categories of crime with
which they were concerned. The crime categories were split from
the data by searching for more specific terms within the documents.
To identify knife crime related content, the analysts chose the terms
“stab”, “knife”, “machete”, “hack”, and “hacking”. Yet even in the
resulting documents there were many irrelevant tweets. A classifier
was trained to distinguish actual mentions of knife crime from dis-
cussions of books, films, and games, or jokes. Each of these steps
increases the relevancy precision of the knife crime dataset being col-
lected. However, the recall of knife crime content from twitter is
upper-bounded by the original generic query terms.
The relevance pipeline cannot increase recall beyond this upper
bound; this is only possible by adjusting the initial API query, by
adding more generic crime terms in order to collect data that was not
covered by the previous terms. This is important because the classes
of document that can be discovered or defined in a corpus depend
on which documents are actually present in the corpus. If the analyst
has failed to collect sufficient relevant documents, the effectiveness of
any analysis of these documents is reduced.
If the analyst fails to collect (recall) a sufficient variety of the knife
crime tweets, their analysis of knife crime discussion could miss key
elements of the online discussion. This is a common problem in so-
ciological studies of social media data. If our objective is to analyse
online behaviour and interaction, yet we fail to find elements of the
online discussion, then our study is undermined. For example, con-
sider a study in which the objective is to report on the attitudes to
vaccination on twitter. We’re interested in what individuals and or-
ganisations are exerting influence, what information is being shared,
and how people are talking about vaccines. The study is undermined
if we fail to discover major influencers, or discussions concerning spe-
cific vaccines or diseases because we failed to account for these in our
query terms. The same would be true if our study aimed to determ-
ine online attitudes to Brexit. The more comprehensive coverage our
query has of arising topics relevant to Brexit, the better equipped we
are to study online Brexit attitudes.
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Figure 5.1: A partial method52 pipeline showing a general crime query to
twitter (on the left), followed by a series of generic location
and language annotations (middle). The tweets are then passed
down various relevancy pipelines. One of them is shown to the
right; the keyword annotator and classifier both assess the relev-
ance to knife crime of incoming documents. Note that none of
these downstream components can increase the recall of knife
crime relevant documents beyond that achieved by the original
twitter query.
Building an appropriately high recall query is a difficult task, which
can often only be done iteratively. Manual searches of twitter (or
other platforms) or a priori assumptions are used to build the initial
version of the query, and only analysis of the results may reveal other
terms that would potentially increase the recall of the query.
There are a number of reasons that this is the case. Real-world
events affect the discussions on social media platforms, especially on
twitter, which has been shown to be a highly reactionary medium,
where discussions are frequently sparked and shaped by real-world
events (Wibberley et al., 2014). The nature of how the event and its dis-
cussion unfolds over time determines which key terms are the most
effective in collecting all relevant data. The vocabulary used to dis-
cuss it can change over time, and related or sub-topics could arise
that are of interest to the analyst. For example, new terms describing
those individuals who support or oppose Brexit may be used in dis-
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cussions about Brexit as they are invented (e.g. Brexiteer, Remoaner),
or real-world events may lead to increased discussion of previously
under-represented crimes in a query for crime-related discussion.
The problem of newly arising issues is most salient when topic
keywords are highly generalised. For example, “general election” and
“ge2017” could have been used as key terms to follow discussion of
the UK general election in 2017. These terms would find all posts that
specifically go to the trouble of mentioning the high-level topic, but
would fail to capture documents concerning relevant arising issues in
the lead up to the election such as the “dementia tax” concern, if the
general key terms are not present in those documents.
In the general election example, we would expect that the generic
election query terms would discover tweets mentioning both the “de-
mentia tax” issue and one of our election key terms. However, there
are plenty of tweets discussing “dementia tax” that do not use our
high-level terms to contextualise them. Therefore, by including “de-
mentia tax” as a key term, we will be able to collect these additional
tweets. This is essentially a severe case of vocabulary drift. The differ-
ence is a matter of perspective: what is a new related topic? What is
just a sub-topic? What is just new terminology for exactly the same
topic?
Furthermore, even without dynamically arising topics and vocabu-
lary, it is likely that there are topics and vocabulary that are present
from the start of collection, but which the analyst simply did not an-
ticipate to occur, which they will therefore miss without updating
the query. It is not uncommon that the analyst’s notion of relevance
evolves as they observe the data.
These reasons suggest that it is possible to acquire more relevant
data than afforded by a static query consisting only of unchanging
query terms derived from the analyst’s initial hypothesis of relevant
terms. The additional relevant data could allow a more complete pic-
ture of the class that the analyst is interested in, or even make avail-
able classes of data that would not be present in the data acquired
by the static query. All of this based on the simple surface features
that define the query. When building classifiers in method52 (espe-
cially for relevance), terms often arise which could form additional
query terms, but would require manually adjusting the query and
re-processing the data. This practice can also be found in other work.
For example, Waseem and Hovy (2016), as part of the data collection
strategy, use frequent terms derived from the data produced by an ini-
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tial twitter query in order to manually bootstrap their hatespeech
dataset.
However, there is a limit to how useful this manual intervention
can be. The data collection phase of a project can be finished before
analysis begins and new potential query terms are discovered. But
even if the collection is ongoing, it would be an impossible task to
monitor and update the query every 15 minutes for 24 hours every
day. Therefore, some automated method of adapting the query is de-
sirable. Furthermore, it is useful to tighten the loop of data collection,
analysis, and adapting the data collection using the same framework
used to analyse the dataset.
The aim of the work in this chapter was to create an automated
query adaptation system as a method52 framework that is funda-
mentally exploratory, mirroring the corpus analysis and comparison
approaches discussed in Section 3.1, but extending them to streamed
corpora.
A key motivation for this is the frequent observation that the terms
produced by applying SFPD to a social media corpus would be useful
additional query terms to be passed to the social media API. This
chapter therefore explores the applications of SFPD further by using it
as a core component of the query adaptation framework.
The analyst does not necessarily have a specific research question,
but an area of interest. The system should be able to respond to user
input, since it is unlikely for a system to be able to perfectly model
the researcher’s internal notion of the class of interest. And with the
availability of method52’s semi-automated, trainable systems for
filtering data for relevance and maintaining precision, it is possible for
the framework to focus on very high recall. Furthermore, the analyst
actually invested in studying the data is more interested in data that
is as complete as possible, rather than data that contains only those
documents of whose relevance the machine is certain, as would be
the case in a system favouring precision over recall.
Again, twitter is the focus, but it is anticipated that the frame-
work strategies would be applicable to similar APIs. The overall ap-
proach will be referred to as Adaptive Twitter Streaming (ATS). ATS is
the task of providing an initial query to the twitter Streaming API,
then either automatically or semi-automatically adapting that query
over time in order to collect more relevant data that would have been
missed by the original query.
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The adaptive streaming hypothesis is that the documents produced
by a boolean query to a social media API like twitter’s, will contain
references to related topics (or sub-topics, similar topics, or related
vocabulary), but that those are potentially only iceberg tips, and that
augmenting the query with terms specifically identifying those re-
lated topics would lead to the collection of additional relevant docu-
ments for those topics (Section 5.4 discusses this in more detail).
In many cases, the notion of “topic” here may correspond directly
to our notion of a document “class”, in particular the class or classes
that the analyst is attempting to explore. However, the overarching
aim of ATS is to increase the pool of potentially relevant data to
the classes that the analyst is attempting to define and explore. This
is slightly different than attempting to automate the entire explore-
search cycle, which would demand that ATS define and isolate classes
on its own. Therefore, in this thesis “topic” is used as a looser term
than class to avoid confusion, which could refer to the real-world
event that a tweet refers to, or conversations, but also just a collection
of documents unified by the vocabulary they use.
Constraints emerge from just the usage of the public twitter API.
Firstly, the API limits the number of keywords that can be used in a
query, which implies that there is a relatively small cap on the number
of topics that can be followed at any given time, especially since topics
may only adequately be described by more than a single keyword.
Therefore, only the most relevant and discussed topics are of interest.
Twitter not only limits the number of query terms, but also the size
of individual query terms: a query must be 60 bytes or less.
Given that for any of the twitter API endpoints, the upper limit
of tweets that will be returned is ⇡ 1% of twitter traffic, the query
cannot be permitted to become too generalised, otherwise the query
will encompass too much noise, potentially causing the loss of data as
the 1% becomes focused on only the frequent noisy terms. In the gen-
eral election collection the term “EU” (for European Union) would
frequently appear. Including this term in the query would result in
incredibly noisy data, since it is used in too many other contexts.
Like Chapter 4, this chapter integrates its work into method52 in
order to be used in problems tackled by method52. Using this ap-
proach, the system’s weaknesses are identified, and its design iterated
on. The first prototype of ATS was applied in a study to be introduced
in Section 5.2. Throughout the study the various weaknesses of ATS
were exposed. After describing in more detail the core of the adapt-
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ive querying technique in Section 5.3 and its assumptions about topic
structure in Section 5.4, subsequent sections discuss its weaknesses,
the implementation and testing of solutions to those weaknesses, and
furthermore the framework’s ability to generalise to new studies and
data. Section 5.5 deals with the common retweet problem. Section
5.6 discusses defining relevance and how ATS uses relevancy labels
to manage the query. Section 5.7 explores other sources of relevancy
information and expands the generality of ATS. Section 5.8 deals with
ensuring that the most relevant but also productive query terms are
maintained. Section 5.9 considers domain adaptation in the context
of streaming data. Section 5.10 applies the refinements discussed in
previous sections and tests the framework on the problem of follow-
ing Brexit-related discussion on twitter.
Firstly, Section 5.1 describes existing work on automatically adapt-
ing queries and the tracking of topics.
5.1 related work :
pseudo-relevance feedback & topic tracking
The goal for the adaptive twitter querying framework in this thesis
bears similarities to the fields of pseudo-relevance feedback and topic
tracking, which are therefore described in this section.
Explicit relevance feedback (or simply, relevance feedback) is an in-
formation retrieval idea whereby user feedback on retrieval results
is used to expand an initial query. This can be a repeated process,
in which the user selects a subset of the results as relevant, the sys-
tem adapts the query using information from this subset, and then
restarts the process with the new query.
Pseudo-relevance feedback (PRF), also called blind or implicit relev-
ance feedback, eliminates the manual user interaction component of
relevance feedback by instead assuming that the top ranked docu-
ments are relevant. Then, as before, the system uses these documents
to perform query expansion and begin the procedure again.
This technique tackles a fundamental problem of Information Re-
trieval (IR): word mismatch. This is the problem that the formulation
of a query by some user often contains different terms for describing
concepts compared to those used by the authors of the documents
undergoing inspection (Xu and Croft, 1996).
It is easy to see the relevance of PRF to an adaptive twitter query-
ing approach in which we begin with a simple query, and use it to
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acquire documents, which are then inspected for additional relevant
terms so that the query can be improved to return more relevant data.
Lavrenko and Croft (2001) contrast classical probabilistic models
of IR with newer language modelling approaches. The classical ap-
proaches try to model word occurrences in relevant and non-relevant
classes of documents, so that documents can be ranked according
to the odds of their being observed in the relevant class. The latter
approaches initiated by Ponte and Croft (1998) model the query gen-
eration process: documents are ranked by the probability that the
query would be observed as a random sample from a given docu-
ment model.
With a ranking of retrieved documents, the top documents can be
used to adapt the original query and repeat the process again for PRF.
There is a distinction to be made in terms of the type of query
that a given IR framework is trying to support. One type of query is
what one might submit to google: a single topic or area of interest,
possibly a question or statement (where query term ordering could
matter). The second type, is more like a set of queries, a declaration of
the topics and subtopics that are of interest to the searcher, for which
the relevant documents may have markedly different distributions of
terms.
For the first type, it is appropriate to consider the query as a sample
from any given document model, given its more singular origin. But
given a query with terms from multiple topics of interest, we would
not expect it to be generated in full from any given document. And
furthermore, given that more terms could be devoted to one topic
than another, any ranking of documents based on how likely the
query is would be biased toward those documents that are part of
the more highly represented topic.
It is the second query type that is of most interest here, since it
closely matches our data acquisition strategy, where our queries are
a collection of terms concerning multiple topics that are of interest to
the researcher. Therefore, this section predominantly concerns itself
with topic tracking, where PRF methods often contribute. While in
general, the second query type could be reformulated as several dis-
tinct cases of the first type, where the user could be forced to separate
their queries into distinct topics, this is not desirable since related top-
ics will usually not have clear divisions between their relevant terms.
One of the tasks in the DARPA-sponsored Translingual Informa-
tion
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Detection, Extraction, and Summarization (TIDES) program was a task
called Topic Detection and Tracking (TDT). The task calls for detec-
tion and tracking of topics in news stories (Allan et al., 1998). TDT
approaches often include some form of PRF, but the TDT problem it-
self assumes some set of topics that need to be followed, which is
much more aligned with the idea of an adaptive twitter query that
attempts to track several topics and find new ones.
In the TDT task, a number of example stories for each topic to be
tracked are usually provided in addition to many more off-topic stor-
ies. Yamron et al. (1999) use a unigram language model over these ex-
ample topic stories as a point of comparison together with threshold-
ing, in order to decide whether unseen stories are part of any existing
topics. The authors improve on their previous similar approaches by
improving their smoothing of sparse counts.
Any notion of term frequency must be incrementally updated over
time, since any system tracking topics in real-time must account for
the changing status of topics and their associated terms since they
represent real world events and conversations (Makkonen et al., 2009;
Eichmann et al., 1999).
Jin et al. (1999) produced the best-performing system for TDT-2,
which itself was a collection of probabilistic subsystems. One system
encoded the probability of a news story belonging to any tracked
topic using a distribution over unigrams, a two-state mixture model
where one state is a distribution over unigrams in the given topic, and
the other is over unigrams in the entire corpus.
In the TDT pilot project (Allan et al., 1998), a vector-space model
was used to represent stories, weighting terms by a variant of Term
Frequency Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF), a measure of the
importance of a term in a corpus of documents. The measure pro-
duces a value that is proportional to the frequency of the term in
the document, but which is offset by the number of occurrences of
the term in the entire corpus. Once stories are represented as vectors,
vector similarity measures can be used, such as cosine, to compare
stories to those in previous topics. Others also adopted the vector-
space approach (Eichmann et al., 1999).
Lo and Gauvain (2001) use the normalised log-likelihood ratio
between the unigram topic model and a background general English
model as a similarity measure to compare documents to topic mod-
els. Those whose similarity is above a given threshold are considered
part of that topic. Adaptation is accomplished when documents that
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are found to be on-topic are incorporated into the topic model. The
authors also use a common method for dealing with the sparseness
of the on-topic training data: the probability of a given term in a topic
model is linearly interpolated with its probability in the background
model.
These show a general approach to tracking and detection, which
treats topics as centroids in some way. Then, new stories, which by
some similarity measure are close enough to these topic centroids
can be considered part of that topic. Otherwise, the story should be
part of a new topic. This thesis is not concerned with matching up
topics with existing topics, instead modelling topics more directly as
phrases, and relying on some fixed phrases to keep to a particular
domain of interest. However, as shown above, techniques for actually
detecting topics are often tied to their procedure for tracking them: a
candidate topic may be considered a new topic if it cannot be matched
to an existing tracked topic.
Song and Croft (1999) introduce a language modelling approach
that smooths probabilities of unseen terms instead of backing off to
corpus statistics (as with Ponte and Croft (1998)) in order to avoid the
problem of potentially assigning higher probabilities to unseen terms
than to those of the observed.
This thesis avoids techniques requiring language modelling of indi-
vidual documents. Zhai and Lafferty (2004) show that language mod-
elling approaches which estimate a model for each document can be
very sensitive to its smoothing parameters. This problem is no doubt
worsened for the short documents of twitter.
Kumaran and Allan (2005) found that by treating named entities
separately from other terms in a story when comparing to previously
seen topic stories, performance improved. Named entity recognisers
are systems which identify sequences of tokens in text that corres-
pond to real-world entities in categories such as: person, organ-
isation, event, and location. Future work will consider separ-
ate named entity treatment as an optional feature in ATS; since the
notion of a “topic” is so broad in this scenario, and tweets are such a
noisy data, this was not explored in the current work.
Lv and Zhai (2010) find improvements in the use of PRF by more
highly weighting those terms that appear in proximity to current
query terms. However, in short documents like tweets, all terms are
near to the current query terms.
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Most early topic tracking algorithms were designed to track news
stories over time in traditional media such as newspapers. However,
microblogs (like twitter, which is the primary concern for this
thesis), are a very different medium. Microblogs publish content from
the general public, messages which could concern any topic, includ-
ing the user’s personal life, which may not fit easily into a simple set
of topic categories (unlike the predictable categories of newspaper
content). Furthermore, microblog posts are not subject to the editing
for language, grammar, and spelling that sources like newspapers are
(Kalyanam et al., 2016).
Angel et al. (2009) presented a system for real-time tracking of stor-
ies on microblogs and other social media. The framework utilises
freebase1 and wikipedia for detection of named entities, which
form the basis of story tracking, following the hypothesis that arising
events and topics will usually concern at least one named entity. The
popularity of entities over time is displayed for the user. New entities
(and therefore stories) are presented to the user that have undergone
a surge in frequency compared to their previous rate of occurrence.
The technique in this thesis tries to make as few assumptions as
possible about the kinds of phrases that an analyst would want to
track. Therefore it avoids assuming named entities are the phrases
that would be tracked. This avoids the need for named entity recogni-
tion, which is a difficult task on twitter’s chat language. Although,
permitting theoretically any phrase does introduce a lot of potential
for noise.
Efron (2010) performed query expansion on twitter with hasht-
ags alone, since hashtags often represent user-defined topics. The
framework induces a language model per hashtag, and ranks hasht-
ags in order of decreasing negative Kullback Leibler (KL) divergence
(a measure of similarity between probability distributions) from the
query model. If a tag co-occurs with many other tags in the corpus,
then it is also ranked higher. Hashtag analysis alone is not sufficient
to build a query to capture as much relevant data as possible.
In 2011, interest in topic tracking on microblogging platforms like
twitter grew when the Text Retrieval Conference (TREC) included
a microblog track. The same dataset was used in both 2011 & 2012,
which was composed of 16M tweets sampled over two weeks. 2013 &
2014 used a collection of 243million tweets sampled over two months.
In 2015, participants collected their own data. And from 2016 interest
1 Freebase was a large collaborative knowledge base before its discontinuation.
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turned more to summarisation. The main task from 2011-2015 was a
version of ad hoc retrieval; given a collection of tweets and a topic
query at a certain timestamp, find all the most recent and relevant
tweets that occurred before the given timestamp.
The 2012 microblog track defined a topic filtering task in which 50
topics were to be tracked through the dataset of tweets from a partic-
ular timestamp. Some topics were shown to the systems for training
purposes. Each system had to judge whether to present each tweet to
a hypothetical user as relevant to any of the particular topics. If the
choice was made to show the user, then the system was permitted to
access the tweet’s relevance judgement as immediate relevance feed-
back, as though some user had given the information. The main evalu-
ation measure was t11su which is biased toward precision (Soboroff
et al., 2012), as are subsequent years’ measures, which is at odds with
the objectives of the query adaptation aspect of ATS, since the idea is
to increase recall for collection of additional relevant data, and rely
on other parts of the framework and user intervention to raise the
precision (though the importance of recall remains higher).
Han et al. (2012) produced a top scoring system in the TREC 2012 fil-
tering and ad hoc retrieval task. The authors note that the challenging
nature of extremely short documents had led research to focus on
non-text features such as url, hashtag, and timestamp. The authors
instead attempt to model the query and documents using query and
document expansion. They apply a language modelling PRF model
(Lavrenko and Croft, 2001) for query expansion, by taking the 20 top-
ranked documents according to the initial query, and expanding the
query model with the document model term probabilities. A docu-
ment model is smoothed with the contents of its k nearest neighbour
documents according to cosine similarity.
Zhang et al. (2012) scored high in the TREC 2012 filtering task with
their system based on their previous year’s submission, which was
also iterated on in subsequent years (Li et al., 2011; Zhu et al., 2013).
The system expands queries with synonyms found in WordNet (Fell-
baum, 1998), a large lexical database of English, which groups syn-
onyms together. They use indri (Strohman et al., 2005) for indexing
tweets, which is an IR tool combining language modelling and infer-
ence network retrieval frameworks, which permit the combination of
multiple sources of evidence rather than simply the words of a doc-
ument. This allowed the system to score tweets with a combination
of features, such as the presence of named entities, the presence of
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topic terms, the presence of topic terms in the expanded terms for a
document, and the presence of topic terms in the linked text of a url.
The query is also expanded using terms found in indri’s results that
commonly co-occur with query terms.
Some submissions encoded temporal information in term relevance
scores. Rodriguez Perez et al. (2012) track the historic rate of change
of the frequency of each term, and the current rate of change. When
the current rate of change is greater than the historic, the term is con-
sidered bursty. Documents containing more bursty terms score higher
in relevance. The authors found improvements over a more tradi-
tional Inverse Document Frequency (IDF) baseline, which itself was
selected for outperforming other traditional methods such as bm25.
Kim et al. (2012), however, observed that the results of applying
temporal or recency features were mixed. They instead found im-
provements by expanding urls to the title and metadata of the linked
page. They also found that using TF-IDF and KL divergence measures
for producing candidate query expansion terms yielded poor results.
method52 analysts are not necessarily interested in only bursty phe-
nomena, so temporal features are left for future work.
Many of these submissions included language and spam detection
among their preprocessing steps.
Limsopatham et al. (2012) provide an example of a well-performing
submission based on Rocchio’s relevance feedback approach, a vector-
space method for adapting a query based on the relevance feed-
back of users on documents presented to them. Terms in tweets are
weighted using language modelling with a Dirichlet prior.
The bias toward precision in the evaluation of retrieval methods is
noted by Li et al. (2013). Their submission to TREC 2013 performs best,
despite a methodology which emphasises recall. In order to maintain
high recall without sacrificing much precision, a classifier trained in
an active learning environment is used to make boolean relevance
decisions on the results returned by the current query. The authors
assert that a high-precision approach works well for simple and clear
queries, but not for more complex information needs, such as when
the analyst forms their internal definition of relevance as they query
and analyse, or when their motivation is to study the most complete
picture as possible. These are scenarios which match very well ana-
lysts’ use of method52.
In a more traditional retrieval scenario, only those documents that
are determined to be highly relevant might be presented to the user
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for relevance feedback. However, in a scenario where the user is inves-
ted in high recall this does not have to be the case. In active learning,
the user is presented also with edge cases that the current classifier
is less certain about. Acquiring user feedback for these cases allows
the query expansion to increase recall, whilst training the classifier
to keep up precision with its user-defined notion of relevance. The
framework also allows the user to short-cut the process by making
their own edits to the query. The general technique is shown to gen-
eralise well to other datasets, and to adapt well to various document
selection, classification, and query expansion methods (Li et al., 2014).
This is the type of scenario the thesis aims to cater for. The users
are invested in building a high-recall dataset, and are interested in the
actual data, in its edge cases. This is a primary reason why the adapt-
ive querying approach taken here involves high recall terms that are
constrained by classifiers built in an active learning setting. Unlike Li
et al. (2013), the technique used in this thesis does not directly tie in a
single relevancy classifier; using method52’s pipeline structure, any
methodology is permitted that the user builds for assigning relevance
or extracting a target set for query expansion analysis.
Sabhnani and Carterette found improvements over most TREC 2015
systems, but focus on very high precision. Instead of indexing stat-
istics over all incoming documents, the system maintains profiles for
each topic, and only updates the statistics of the profile models with
documents that were deemed relevant to the profile. The system also
utilises an online clustering algorithm that permits new clusters in
order to detect novelty and handle redundancy in documents.
The TREC topics are quite specific and focused topics. This is not
always the type of topic tracking that a researcher could want. Instead
of a focused topic such as “Egyptian protesters attack museum” we
instead could be interested in “Egyptian politics” and any subtopics
that arise. It may even be desirable to sort documents into extremely
broad categories such as “politics” or “lifestyle”.
Sriram et al. (2010) categorise tweets into pre-defined classifications
such as “news”, “events”, “opinions”, and “deals” using informa-
tion gleaned from the tweet author’s profile and past tweets as fea-
tures in a supervised Naïve Bayes Classifier (NBC). The features are
hand-selected and domain-specific instead of bag-of-words, such as
the presence of slang, contractions, emotional terms, and dates/times.
The approach reflected the theory that those broad categories repres-
ent author intention, so the most pertinent information is to be found
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in the user profiles of tweet authors. Any data from the tweet or its
author can be the basis of the relevancy classification in the approach
taken by this thesis, but the classifier component keeps to using bag-
of-words features for the purpose of generality.
Garcia Esparza et al. (2010) focus instead on the text of microblog
messages to classify them as relevant to a fixed set of product types,
including “music”, “movies”, “books”, and “games”. The authors use
the IR software library lucene2 to perform indexing of hand-labelled
training documents for each category, where documents terms are
weighted by TF-IDF (proportional to their frequency in a given cat-
egory, and inversely proportional to their frequency over all categor-
ies). New documents can be looked up in the index and labelled with
the category of the most similar document.
Duan et al. (2012) classify tweets into seven broad categories in-
cluding “politics”, “lifestyle”, “science & technology” and “entertain-
ment”. They show classification of isolated tweets to be challenging
due to their short, noisy, and ambiguous nature, but find improve-
ments by grouping and classifying together those tweets which share
hashtags or urls. In ATS users can create any problem-specific group
of tweets before feeding them into the SFPD part of the pipeline, but
automatically grouping by hashtag/url is left for future investiga-
tion.
Magdy and Elsayed (2014) follow three broad topics: “Egyptian
Politics”, “Syrian conflict”, and “international sports”. They adopt
the classifier approach for increasing recall but maintaining preci-
sion. But instead of requesting training data from the user, it is ac-
quired automatically. The system maintains a high precision boolean
query, and any documents from the general twitter stream of Ar-
abic tweets that match it are used as training data for the relevant
class. A random selection of incoming documents that do not match
the boolean query and do not contain the top k highly weighted terms
(according to TF-IDF) are used as training data for the irrelevant class.
The term exclusion technique reduces the likelihood that important
topical terms will be included in the irrelevant class. The trained
classifier can then make more inclusive relevancy decisions than the
boolean query, therefore raising recall. This approach requires the top-
ics of interest to have sufficient salience in the general 1% twitter
sample, which cannot always be guaranteed.
2 https://lucene.apache.org/
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Magdy and Elsayed (2016) successfully apply the above technique
to additional broad dynamic topics over different time periods. The
authors found a large increase in the number of relevant tweets re-
trieved when appending the top k highly weighted terms (according
to TF-IDF) to the boolean query for relevance.
Coletto et al. (2016) focus on polarising topics, which are topics in
which users have taken a side, such as political parties. Using a seed
hashtag for each topic’s polarisation, in a repeated process the al-
gorithm identifies the polarisation of each user based on their usage
of the seed hashtags in their tweets. Once the polarisation is iden-
tified, the seed hashtags can be expanded to include new hashtags
found in the polarised tweets, and the process can begin again.
Xie et al. (2016) argue that cluster based approaches that involve
nearest neighbour comparisons over document vectors where topics
are collections of documents, do not scale to the data volumes out-
put by twitter. Other approaches treat topics as sets of key terms
(Cataldi et al., 2013; Alvanaki et al., 2012).
The strategy in this thesis approaches each batch of documents
as isolated events, finding interesting terms in each batch, without
attempting expensive comparisons to previous models of documents
or topics. Instead it relies on the way the documents were collected
to keep topically on track.
Cataldi et al. (2013) weight document terms not only by the ratio
of their frequency in-topic versus frequency overall, but also by the
reputation of the users in whose tweets they occur, where reputation
is proportional to a user’s number of followers and their reputations.
The authors also focus on emerging topics. These are topics which
are popular in the currently considered time period, but not in the
previous. They use the co-occurrence statistics of emerging keywords
to group keywords into coherent topics. Alvanaki et al. (2012) note
that small changes in the popularity of topics are much more easy to
detect in more focused topics like “Obama scandal” when compared
to the more broad “Obama”. They are interested in sudden changes in
popularity of topics, so focus on co-occurrence of terms in relation to
their overall popularity instead of single terms. The time complexity
of tracking these term comparisons leads the authors to limit their
analysis to only hashtags and named entities.
A different approach still is to employ topic modelling techniques
like Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Blei et al., 2003), where the
notion of “topic” means a probability distribution over words, and
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a document is a mixture of topics. A fixed number of topics and
two hyperparameters that affect the sparsity of the document-topic
and topic-word distributions must be chosen manually. Hong and
Davison (2010) show that while topic models have enjoyed success
in other domains, the short texts of mediums like twitter dimin-
ish the effectiveness of the models. The short documents reveal very
little term co-occurrence information. This problem leads to meth-
ods which attempt to aggregate tweets into larger pseudo-documents.
Tweets can be aggregated which are published around the same time,
or by the same author (Diao et al., 2012). Mehrotra et al. (2013) find im-
provements by pooling tweets that share the same hashtag. Zuo et al.
(2016) introduce a more complex topic model which models pseudo-
documents as latent variables themselves. Schubert et al. (2014) flag
the nontriviality of applying traditional clustering and topic model-
ling to real time large data streams like twitter, and note the ef-
ficiency weakness of (Alvanaki et al., 2012). The authors resort to
approximation via hashing to overcome that issue, and extend their
analysis beyond hashtags and named entities.
5.2 dataset : disrupting daesh
The disrupting daesh (DD) study (Conway et al., 2017) partially
funded by the UK Home Office sought to contribute to public and
policy debates on the value of disruption of the jihadist social media
activity on twitter. It served as the study during which to proto-
type ATS.
Conway et al. (2017) found that while Islamic State (IS) continues
to distribute propaganda on twitter, they are being disrupted far
more aggressively and successfully than found in earlier work; their
accounts have shorter lifespans before suspension, and they acquire
fewer followers. The authors also discovered that other jihadists are
not subject to the same high levels of disruption as IS.
One of the aims of DD was to measure twitter’s takedown
strategy for accounts created by IS supporters.
Analysis was focused on those jihadist accounts that acquired at
least one follower. Over the period 1st February, 2017 to 7th April,
2017, 722 pro-IS accounts were collected along with their 57,574 tweets,
7,216 (13%) of which contained links to sites external to twitter.
Around 65% of the pro-IS accounts were suspended within 70 days of
creation.
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A system capable of monitoring account suspensions needed to
be able to rapidly discover pro-IS accounts by the content that they
produce and monitor when they are suspended by twitter.
A number of seed accounts and query terms were manually iden-
tified by the authors. Then method52 was used to analyse the con-
tent produced by these accounts and terms on twitter. Networks
of twitter followers and friends, and the links they shared were
also examined.
In order to discover new query terms, SFPD was used. However, it
became clear that a more ongoing key term tracking system would be
required. After tweets have been collected for a short time from the
seed accounts or seed query, the newly found terms should ideally
be automatically adapted back into the twitter query, so that col-
lection of more relevant data can begin immediately. DD therefore
served as the first testing grounds for building the ATS approach. A
second project has since acquired funding and begun in order to re-
apply the strategies to other jihadist groups, and further refine the
ATS approach.
5.3 adaptive streaming with
surprisingly frequent phrase detection
This section provides an overview of the ATS framework, and details
high-level concerns that needed to be addressed for the overall ap-
proach to produce a basic working system. It describes how an SFPD
component sits at the centre of the framework, analysing collected
data for new phrases to be incorporated into the twitter query.
There is a fundamental difference between this framework and
most of the topic tracking systems presented in Section 5.1. The topic
tracking systems are founded on the assumption that the user has a
query which defines their interest, like a question that needs answer-
ing, which may be phrased poorly or incompletely, but ultimately
represents what the user wants to know. With this assumption, doc-
uments can be ranked by how well they seem to answer the ques-
tion, and they can be used to expand the question with additional or
more appropriate vocabulary, so that answers can be more effectively
sought in the next iteration.
Instead, for this thesis, the goal was to create a system that is fun-
damentally exploratory. With semi-automated, trainable systems for
filtering the data for relevance, it is much more beneficial to ensure a
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high recall for the given topic and potentially related topics. The user
does not necessarily have a strict question in mind, but an area of
interest. Instead of requiring an answer to a question, it is more akin
to the analyst specifying a talking point. The user’s query defines a
dataset, and it is the data itself that is of interest. Maintaining high
recall ensures that analysts have the most complete picture possible
of their area of interest, as in the example given at the start of the
chapter, where analysts wanted the most complete picture of specific
crime type discussions online.
For this reason, ATS shares similarity with the strategies and goals
of the corpus linguistics work described in Section 3.1, in that it is
the application of a phrase discovery method in order to learn more
about a corpus, but where the process is applied repeatedly to a grow-
ing corpus that is acquired using the discovered phrases themselves.
The core of ATS is the Surprisingly Frequent Phrase Detection (SFPD)
from Chapter 3. The phrases discovered in the SFPD process are as-
sumed to represent topics (/conversations/vocabulary) that should
be streamed, because they are important to the dataset generated by
the initial query, which is the analyst’s initial statement of interest.
This is essentially cutting out the middle man. If instead a topic mod-
elling algorithm (such as LDA) were employed, the system would first
extract topics from the data, which may build a more coherent pic-
ture of the document topics, but it would still then need to determine
the most interesting phrases in those topics in order to decide how
to modify the API query, which consists of words and phrases. In-
terpreting topics in this way is not trivial (Sievert and Shirley, 2014),
and algorithms like LDA bring another set of parameters to tweak.
Therefore, it was decided to directly find new query terms without
modelling intermediate topics.
The implementation of the ATS framework is agnostic to the nature
of the measure for ranking features. Therefore, a better measure of
surprisingness or topical terms could easily be substituted if deemed
to be useful. An adaptable measure does seem to be useful, how-
ever, since the different scenarios under which the framework can be
used vary greatly, in terms of the frequency of features in the tar-
get/reference corpus, and in terms of the user’s interest in features
being focused on high frequency features or any feature that occurs
more than expected. It also permits the flexibility described earlier,
primarily in Section 4.4.1.
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The framework, at its most basic, is a loop containing the twitter
streamer component, which manages querying twitter’s API, and
an SFPD component, which receives data from the streamer compon-
ent, and periodically sends instructions (including new query terms)
back to the streamer component, which in response modifies its query
to twitter. Figure 5.2 illustrates this process. Section 5.4 discusses
the assumptions that this type of system makes about the topical
structure of incoming documents.
Send query to Twitter 
and get matching 
tweets
initial query
De-duplicate 
tweets
Assess tweet 
relevance with 
classifier
Approve query terms that 
have been consistently 
producing relevant data
Remove query terms which 
haven't produced sufficient 
relevant data
Use SFPD on tweets to find 
new query terms
query instructions Record data produced by 
approved query terms 
separately from unapproved
Figure 5.2: This diagram illustrates the general adaptive streaming process.
An initial query to twitter is specified, the resulting tweets
are filtered for near-duplicates, and annotated for relevance by
a classifier. Using this collected data, we make changes to the
twitter query. Query terms are approved which consistently
produce relevant data, and data produced by approved query
terms is stored separately from other data recorded from twit-
ter. Query terms are removed if they do not produce sufficient
relevant data. The SFPD method is applied to the data to find
new query terms. A screenshot of a method52 job implement-
ing this process is shown in Figure 5.3.
The twitter streamer component is first manually configured
with one or more query terms, which serve to keep the query groun-
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ded in a fairly relevant domain, helping the stream to not drift too far
topically. These initial terms will be referred to as the permanent terms.
Given that any data acquired with query terms to the streaming API
will contain at least one of our query terms, the list of most surpris-
ingly frequent phrases will almost always contain these terms to be-
gin with, so these must be ignored. Although the twitter streaming
component will never delete a permanent query term from its query,
the SFPD component is permitted to suggest the removal of these terms
whenever it would remove another query, because repeated removal
requests may suggest to the analyst to re-evaluate the relevance of
their chosen query term.
The new augmented SFPD component tracks which phrases have
been proposed as query terms, so it can manage problems like twit-
ter’s query size limits. The component knows how to interpret
method52 annotations as relevance judgements, and uses this in-
formation to remove or completely blacklist terms. Relevance judge-
ments can also be used to qualify terms. Data produced by permanent
or qualified terms can be considered more reliable (Sections 5.6 & 5.7).
Relevant terms which despite being in the current twitter query
are not acquiring sufficient data will be removed after some configur-
able expiry period in order to make space for more productive terms
(Section 5.8).
Care is taken to ensure that the connection to the public twitter
API is not being constantly interrupted and re-established. When the
query is changed, the system notifies the twitter streaming com-
ponent that it requires modification. The twitter streamer tests
once per minute for whether such a request has been made, and if it
has, it restarts with the new query.
In summary, ATS is built upon the keyword relevance score intro-
duced by Sievert and Shirley (2014), using phrase expansion similar to
Baroni and Bernardini’s (2004), but instead of applying the measure
to documents within modelled topics, it is applied directly to corpora
generated by twitter query terms acting as the topic specification.
A primarily classifier-based strategy is employed for maintaining rel-
evancy precision as in (Li et al., 2013), anticipating broad topic struc-
tures with evolving sub-topics, and often utilising twitter’s sample
API for making distinctions from general twitter chatter like Magdy
and Elsayed (2016), though not only as classifier training documents
for the irrelevant category, but also as the reference corpus for the
keyword discovery process.
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When configuring ATS it helps to have an external measure of per-
formance, if possible, to better be able to make appropriate choices for
the various ways in which the ATS can be instantiated. For DD, there
was an obvious measure that could be drawn on. When the ATS is em-
bedded in the IS supporter detection framework, the potential new
pro-IS accounts undergo various checks to decrease the likelihood of
false positives, before an analyst performs the last step of verifying
the accounts as IS supporters. This gives us two figures:
1. The number of accounts raised as potential IS supporters by the
framework.
2. The proportion of accounts from the list of potentials that the
analyst actually verifies as pro-IS.
Therefore, a method to evaluate the performance of the system, and
thus the impact of changing the ATS setup, was to maximise 1 while
holding an acceptable 2. In practice, for the early development of ATS
it proved difficult to coordinate user labelling activity with iterations
of the system given the time available. Therefore, performance evalu-
ations were mostly carried out by direct inspection of the terms that
were being added/removed/qualified, and the data that these terms
produced. This does carry the benefit that performance can more eas-
ily be analysed with other tasks in mind: a phrase could be qualified
that under different circumstances could be useful, but does not lead
to identifying more jihadist accounts for the DD study.
It is important to be able describe the means by which a dataset
was collected. This becomes a more complex task if a dataset was
generated by an adaptive query. As part of the process of informing
the twitter streaming component of new query term information,
the SFPD component can write its instructions to a timestamped data-
base table. Therefore, it is possible to reconstruct when query terms
were added, qualified, or removed.
Figure 5.3 shows a basic instantiation of ATS in method52 for
streaming over documents concerning Brexit.
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Figure 5.3: An adaptive streaming method52 job. At step 1, a table
reader monitors a table for any new query terms. At 2, the
twitter streamer collects real-time tweets matching our cur-
rent query, and outputs (at 3) tweets to separate database tables
depending on whether they were produced by a qualified query
term (see Section 5.6). At 4, near-duplicate tweets are filtered
out (Section 5.5). At 5, tweets are classified as relevant/irrelevant
(Section 5.6). Surprisingly frequent phrase detection occurs at 6,
which includes query term expiration (Section 5.8). At 7, new
query terms and other instructions to the twitter streamer
are written to the database table being monitored in 1. A data-
base table is input to the SFPD as a reference corpus at 8 (Section
5.9).
Users are also able to manually interact with the adaptive stream-
ing process, by sending instructions to add, remove, qualify, and
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blacklist query terms. Figure 5.3 shows that the twitter streamer
component gets its instructions from the database table called
“adaptive-phrases”. Instructions are automatically written to this
table by the framework itself based on the data it receives. There-
fore, the user can view these instructions (see Figure 5.4) and build
a method52 job to write their own instructions to this table (see
Figure 5.5).
Figure 5.4: When clicking on the table name “adaptive-phrases” in the ATS
job, the user is taken to the table viewing screen, allowing them
to inspect the history of instructions that have been passed to the
twitter streamer.
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(a) A job which sends manually input data to a database table.
(b) By clicking the configure cog on the manual record in-
putter component the user can type in new instructions
to be sent to the “adaptive-phrases” table.
Figure 5.5: These screenshots show the procedure for manually inputting
instructions to the ATS framework. (a) shows the job that must
be created to send manual instructions to a database table. (b)
shows how/where the text is input by the user.
The following sections detail the workings of ATS, and address the
issues that arose when building and using the framework.
5.4 topic structure
Any technique designed to stream topics from twitter makes as-
sumptions about how topics arise on the platform. This section elu-
cidates the assumptions made by the ATS framework.
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Figure 5.6 illustrates two ways in which related topics might arise.
Each image shows a purple topic being queried, and subsequently
a blue topic arising in online discussion. The top diagram shows a
scenario in which the blue topic begins to appear in the streamed
discussion, increasingly occurring more often. However, the bottom
diagram shows the blue topic never occurs in data produced by our
purple query, but rises as a topic without mentioning our purple
query terms.
Figure 5.6: Purple and blue represent documents on related topics. The
query should start with collecting purple, then discover and in-
corporate blue. In each diagram, time proceeds from left to right.
The top image shows that the proportion of purple discussion
is slowly overtaken by that of blue. The bottom image shows a
sudden stop in discussion of purple and an equally sudden be-
ginning for blue, never seen in the purple documents.
The ATS framework is suited to the first case; it assumes that when
querying terms for topic t1, terms for a related topic t2 will also occur
in documents mentioning t1 (because they are related), and that these
mentions are sufficient to register as surprisingly frequent.
We would expect that words typifying the topic of a text should ap-
pear surprisingly frequently. Terms specifying related topics are also
expected to occur surprisingly frequently, since we assume that the
mentions of related topics correlate with the mentions of our original
topics.
The bottom image of Figure 5.6 describes a scenario that our method
would not be suitable for: if there is no correlation between the men-
tions of our topic and a related topic, then we would not be able
to discover it in documents obtained from querying for the original
topic.
Having described generally how ATS assumes to discover topics/-
vocabulary, this section now examines how the nature of the relation-
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ship between original and related topics affects the likely correlation
between the two.
Terms can establish a topical hierarchy. “Brexit” represents a topic,
and a sub-topic that features within Brexit discussions is “immig-
ration”. Brexit is the context and reason for discussion of immigra-
tion, and immigration is only part of the Brexit discussion. Therefore,
Brexit is higher than immigration in this topical hierarchy. When our
original topic is Brexit, immigration is likely to arise, but the reverse
is less likely. Brexit is only one of the many contexts in which immig-
ration can occur, so if the original query is immigration, there is no
guarantee that Brexit out of the many contexts of immigration will
occur frequently enough to be surprising. Therefore, immigration is
higher in a generality hierarchy.
So when instead the query is the more general term, immigration,
the more specific topic, Brexit, must be one of the main contexts of
immigration to still occur frequently enough. This is most often prob-
ably a desirable trait, because if the analyst is interested in immig-
ration, then they are probably interested in the main sub-topics of
immigration.
While this may not be a problem for querying on immigration, it
can be for Brexit. When finding that immigration is a relevant sub-
topic of Brexit, it is incorporated into the twitter query. But if
immigration is currently discussed in too many other contexts than
Brexit, the data could be filled with noise from these topics. The hope
in this situation is either that immigration is only proposed in the con-
text of a longer phrase that tends to be used mostly in Brexit contexts,
or that some relevancy analysis either prevents the overly general fea-
ture from remaining in the query, or filters out the noise generated
from using it (see Section 5.6).
If the topics are related because they are siblings in a hierarchy,
as “immigration“ and “referendum” are both siblings under “Brexit”
in a topic hierarchy, their common super-topic (here “Brexit”) must
be a well-discussed context for our original topic in order for us to
discover the upward hierarchical relationship from “immigration” to
“Brexit”. Then in a subsequent iteration, after querying the more gen-
eral “Brexit” topic, it will be easier to discover the downward hier-
archical relationship to “referendum”.
When the topic relationship is not hierarchical, the likelihood of
correlation is less clear. A related topic needs to be sufficiently related
that it is mentioned in similar contexts to that of our original topic,
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otherwise without this overlap, it cannot be discovered. However, the
longer the ATS is running, the more chance it gets to discover another
related topic that ismentioned in enough contexts with the previously
unobtainable related topic, in order to capture it.
In order to visualise how ATS aims to exploit this assumed topic
structure, Figure 5.7 shows how the discovery of topics in the doc-
uments streamed at each iteration of the ATS leads to adapting the
query to include the discovered topics. And conversely it shows how
the lack of discovery of documents for a topic, leads to the removal
of the topic from the query.
In Figure 5.7, colours are used to represent topics, and five columns
represent five spans of time, five iterations of ATS. For the first
timespan (S1), we begin streaming for our main topic red, and after
the timespan passes, we discover topics yellow and blue in the batch
of data collected mentioning red. The figure illustrates this with a
red rectangle containing yellow and blue circles. Therefore, at S2 we
adapt our query to stream for all three topics red, yellow, and blue.
For example, we could start our query with the term “Brexit” (red)
and discover the topics “article 50” (yellow) and “irish border” (blue)
within it, so in order to ensure we capture all relevant data, we adapt
our query to include all three query terms for the next timespan.
After adapting the query, we discover topic green in the yellow data.
So at S3 we include green in our query. This for example could mean
discovering “petition to revoke” within the “Article 50” documents,
so in the next iteration we add this query term also.
At S4, we’re still streaming on all four topics, but we no longer
see any blue data in our red documents, and we barely see any blue
returned from our query, so at S5 we are no longer streaming for
blue. Or correspondingly, we no longer see sufficient “irish border”
documents to justify retaining the term in our query, so it is removed.
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S1 S2 S3 S4 S5
Figure 5.7: Each S is a timespan over which the surprisingness of features
are calculated, thus the above shows the result of 5 iterations
of ATS. Each colour denotes a topic. Each rectangle is a topic
we’ve streaming on during the timespan, the size of which is
proportional to the data returned by the streamed topic. Each
circle is a topic of interest that is mentioned within the dataset
produced by its containing topic (rectangle).
5.5 near-duplicate tweets
As mentioned in Section 4.4, a dataset collected from twitter is
likely to contain many near duplicate texts, which is due to “retweets”.
Retweets are a part of the twitter platform; when a user sees a
tweet that they’d like to share publicly to all of their followers, they
may retweet it. This will publish a new tweet, containing the text of
the original tweet, to which the user may or may not add their own
comments. This section explains why it may be desirable to exclude
them from the ATS analysis, and how this is accomplished.
One of the most commonly retweeted types of tweet are news head-
lines from media organisations. They are usually accompanied with
a link to the full article. This leads to a spike in the frequency of the
headline terms, which the SFPD will find surprising. The sharing of
news headlines without further comment does not necessarily reveal
anything about how users are discussing the topic, which is usually
of interest when studying social media. Therefore, it can be desirable
to detect and remove these tweets.
Due to recent changes to the twitter API, this process is now
potentially easier. Originally (when this work began), there was no
metadata distinction between retweets that contain additional com-
ments, and those that are just straight-forward re-shares of existing
tweets. Therefore, the metadata could not be trusted to make the ne-
cessary distinction. However, it now seems that retweets with addi-
tional comments are classed as “quotes” in the metadata. Neverthe-
less, there is nothing stopping a user from manually copying a tweet
instead of using the twitter interface (which triggers the metadata
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for retweets). Below, an approach is provided which does not rely on
specific nuances of twitter’s metadata, which is subject to change.
A possible strategy is to train a classifier to recognise news head-
lines. There are a number of words that occur particularly often in
headline tweets, such as “live”, and terms that occur in user names
and descriptions (e.g. “news”). Their tweets usually contain urls.
But the way news is reported across different countries, different or-
ganisations, different topics, and times varies greatly. The classifier
would need to be created for each application of ATS, and will often
need retraining to keep up to date. This is a burden already present
for analysing relevance of text (Section 5.6). It is also too difficult a
task to maintain a current list of accounts known to be sources of
news, in order to remove any retweets of their tweets.
Instead, the system can exploit the fact that re-shared news tweets
are identical to the original news tweets in order to detect and remove
them. However, there is nothing stopping users from manually copy-
ing text and altering it, or making small additions with emoticons or
punctuation. Providing that the analyst still does not consider these
minor additions to contribute information about the online discus-
sion (which they usually do not), near-duplicate detection is necessary.
The solution employed is the addition of a near-duplicate detection
algorithm (minhash Broder 19973) into the streamer framework,
where the document fingerprints are constructed from character n-
grams (instead of words), since spelling is more fluid on twitter.
User account names (@ tags) are filtered before documents are com-
pared. Those tweets whose texts are very similar are filtered such that
only one copy of them remains. The similarity comparison threshold
is kept high (>80%) since tweets are very small documents, and there-
fore have a higher chance of being similar generally despite being dis-
tinct enough to be of interest to the analyst. This means that retweets
which also carry a substantial comment from the retweeter should be
allowed to pass the filter. Generally, this is desirable, since the extra
comment is a contribution to the conversation.
The issue with this approach stems from those tweets which are
commonly retweeted, but which are not headlines. It is problem-
specific whether these tweets would be considered of interest to the
researcher. They could be counted as agreement with a user discus-
sion point, which could be interpreted as part of the discussion. To-
gether the original and retweets would add frequency to terms on
3 A well-established method that has been used in successful search engines.
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that topic, and raise them to the notice of SFPD. However, this is a
much less likely scenario than with headlines. News organisations
tend to have many twitter followers, so their tweets reach wide
audiences, leading to many retweets. The same would only be true
of celebrity accounts and those that are similarly widely followed. If
these tweets are too much of a problem for the analyst, then they
must resort to training a classifier for the task. The user can option-
ally incorporate a classifier component or near-duplicate detection
component in the ATS pipeline between the twitter streamer and
the surprisingly frequent phrase detection to utilise either of these
solutions.
5.6 maintaining precision through relevance assessment
Section 5.4 introduced a problem that can arise when discovering a
term that is greater in generality than the original term. The example
used was querying twitter with the term “Brexit”. A sub-topic of
the Brexit discourse that is likely to occur surprisingly frequently is
“immigration”, but immigration as a topic is far more general then
Brexit, since it occurs in many other contexts. Therefore, if the twit-
ter query is adapted to find tweets containing immigration, it could
produce too many irrelevant documents from the other contexts. For
the DD project, similar examples were “soldiers”, “muslim”, and “al-
lah”. This shows that in attempting to acquire higher recall, we may
risk harming precision by including terms that produce too much
noise.
A scenario with similar consequences is the discovery of irrelevant
terms which are used unusually often across twitter because they
represent a currently trending topic. The terms are used so frequently
in such varying contexts, that they may appear in enough of the data-
set as to warrant being considered surprisingly frequent terms by the
algorithm. If such features were to be included, not only would the
collected data become too noisy, but the streamer component would
likely encounter twitter API rate limits, and therefore the signal
from the other query terms would be drowned out. This problem is
also tackled in a different manner in Section 5.9.1.
This section details how classifiers are used to maintain precision
as ATS adapts the twitter query for higher recall.
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A naïve solution to this class of problem is to monitor the rate at
which each query term is producing documents4 and remove any
term that produces a sudden burst of documents. While this would
eliminate trending topic terms and overly general terms, it would also
lead to loss of data if the relevant topics themselves became suddenly
too well discussed, or the analyst was tracking bursty/trending top-
ics. Furthermore, it is possible that a general term like immigration
can be general enough to introduce too much noise, but infrequent
enough or not sufficiently bursty to warrant removal.
In order to counter this class of problem, it was deemed necessary
to assess the actual relevance of the data that a query term produces,
and use that information to judge the inclusion of that particular
query term. In other words, it is necessary to bring some precision
back to the high-recall ATS approach.
What constitutes a relevant document is completely unique to the
particular topic being studied. In DD, a relevant tweet is one whose
text expresses pro-IS sentiment (or pro-violent extremism). This is
very specialised, and an obvious candidate for this decision-making
in method52 is a bespoke classifier.
Using documents obtained from an initial twitter search using
the seed query terms, the user can construct and train an NBC, or
even an entire relevancy pipeline of keyword-search and classifier
components, to make the relevancy classification. The classifier can
base its relevancy decision on any field of the tweet or author objects.
The relevancy decisions on new documents obtained using the cur-
rent query terms can then be used to assess the relevance of those
terms. When querying the API with a new term q, for every n docu-
ments obtained which contain q (including those documents used to
find q as surprisingly frequent), if the fraction of those n documents
classified as relevant is below threshold t, then q is considered irrel-
evant and removed from the query.
Both n and t are user-defined parameters. The lower the confidence
in the relevancy classification, the more documents the user may wish
the algorithm to consider before removing a feature (therefore, they
should increase n). How far the user is willing to allow the adapt-
ive stream to wander into potential irrelevance governs the value of
the threshold t (lower t to permit further wandering). Note also that
4 This is not information that twitter provides; in order to find which query pro-
duced the tweet, ATS searches the tweet for each query term in the fields which
twitter states that it uses for its search (https://dev.twitter.com/streaming/
overview/request-parameters#track).
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relevance assessment is a repeating process (every n documents con-
taining q for each q); it is not assumed that the relevance of any term
is fixed (other than the seed permanent terms, see Section 5.8). The
scope of the definition of what constitutes relevance is affected most
by the relevance labels assigned to the NBC’s training data; if the clas-
sifier is trained to classify many types of text as relevant, then the ATS
will be allowed more freedom in the notion of a relevant term.
The above constitutes the basic mechanism by which query term
relevance is assessed and used to maintain precision. The remainder
of this section deals with further complications and their solutions
with relevance assessment in ATS.
5.6.1 Blacklisting Irrelevant Terms
In the DD study (and in basic tests with just the term “Brexit”), the
term “EU” was frequently discovered as surprising due to its high
frequency. With the introduction of a relevancy classifier, which the
users had already created in order to score the relevance of tweets
by a candidate IS supporter, “EU” does not pass the relevance test
because the tweets it produces are too general and varied, and there-
fore, as hoped, is not permitted to remain in the adaptive query in-
troducing noise into the dataset. However, for as long as an irrelevant
key term remains in our query, it is occupying space that a relevant
term could be occupying. A frequent irrelevant term like “EU” arises
in many iterations of the surprisingly frequent phrase detection, so
would be re-incorporated into the query, and have its relevance reas-
sessed before being removed to make space for another query term.
In order to avoid this problem, another threshold is established: the
blacklisting threshold b (where b  t), which can also be configured
by the user. If the fraction of relevant documents is not only less than
t but also less than b, then the algorithm will never again propose
the now blacklisted term. When b = t, all terms having failed the
relevancy test will be blacklisted, and when b = 0 no term will be
blacklisted. Again the value of this parameter depends on the user’s
confidence in the relevancy classification and also the likely irrelevant
topics, and will therefore be problem-specific, hence a configurable
parameter.
With the blacklisting threshold, “EU” was blacklisted early and not
re-introduced (t = 0.4, b = 0.3). This not only allows more space in
the query over time, but also reduces the risk of encountering twit-
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ter collection rate limits with frequently occurring irrelevant terms
like “EU”, and thus potentially losing relevant information.
5.6.2 Qualifying Relevant Terms & Data Collection
The goal of ATS is to collect additional useful data for analysis. We
would fail in this aim if for every term yet to be discovered as irrelev-
ant we had to contaminate our dataset with 15 minutes of irrelevant
data before determining its irrelevance. Therefore, upon successfully
passing a relevancy test, a term becomes qualified. This qualify instruc-
tion is passed to the twitter streamer component, which then
places an annotation on the data from twitter, marking whether
each document was produced by a qualified query term. This al-
lows the analyst to ensure that only data containing qualified terms
is saved to the output dataset.
Furthermore, using this annotation, the analyst should ensure that
the SFPD component only attempts to discover new query phrases in
qualified documents. Otherwise, finding phrases in data that has not
yet been deemed relevant would increase the risk of incorporating
irrelevant terms. The unqualified documents are still required by the
SFPD component for the relevancy tests to be applied, so this cannot
be accomplished by just filtering out unqualified documents. This
problem is solved in Section 5.7.
The user may also manually remove or qualify terms. This permits
the kind of user interaction set out as necessary at the beginning of
the chapter; the analyst should have the final say in what is relevant
to their research interest. Often, problems require problem-specific in-
tervention in order to make methods useful. In the second iteration of
DD currently under way, Donald Trump is such a well-discussed topic,
that it is necessary to blacklist “trump” or filter out data containing
the name. Otherwise, it is very quickly discovered as surprisingly fre-
quent. It is possible that the relevancy tests will lead to its blacklisting
automatically anyway, but if analysts determine early from manual
twitter querying that “trump” is contaminating their dataset, they
can immediately apply this knowledge to the adaptive query if they
wish.
The relevancy test approach requires some amount of streaming
on the query terms in order to perform the relevancy test and qualify
them. This process can contribute to a delay on initialisation and data
collection, since newly proposed terms may not be immediately qual-
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ified if not enough data has been collected to assess relevance. But
during the process of training a relevancy classifier, and collecting
data on seed terms, the user will no doubt acquire a certain amount
of relevant data. A method for avoiding this delay on document col-
lection is to supply on start-up to the ATS all of this relevant data
(manually marked relevant as if by the classifier) in an effort to in-
crease the chance that any terms found to be surprising may already
pass their relevancy test on this data.
5.6.3 Classifier Scope Problem
In the DD study, users had already built relevancy classifiers (cover-
ing both English and Arabic separately), trained on data collected
from their seed permanent query terms, which were used as part of a
number of filters for assessing candidate IS-supporters based on their
historic tweets. The English classifier was incorporated into ATS using
the technique described above so that terms like “EU” did not pass
relevancy tests, and were quickly blacklisted for their low relevancy
score, as expected. However, there were some very general terms that
were still being suggested as both surprisingly frequent and relevant.
They followed a similar pattern: “killing”, “attacks”, and “fighting”.
This section examines the cause of this, and explains the solution that
was implemented.
As data is streamed from twitter, potential useful phrases are
discovered in batches and added to the query. The new query ac-
quires additional data, which is then examined for surprisingness
and relevance. The problem when using the classifier to assess the
relevance of the new terms is that the classifier was only trained on
the type of data produced by the seed permanent terms. But the data-
stream now contains terms like “EU” before it fails relevance. Note
that although SFPD can be applied on only data produced by qualified
terms, relevancy tests must be applied to all data, otherwise we could
never discover whether terms are only relevant in the context of our
qualified terms, or whether they are relevant in their own right, and
should therefore have their own place in the API query.
It turned out to be the case that “killing”, “attacks”, and “fighting”
are all very indicative of the relevant classification in the classifier’s
training data. But this is in the context of data produced by much
higher precision manually chosen query terms, not data produced
by potentially very general query terms which are expected to be
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potentially irrelevant. Therefore, the classifier was relying on features
that were only useful in the more narrow context of its training data.
This would seem to be a fundamental flaw in using a trained clas-
sifier to judge the relevance of data which is known to be acquired
using a broader query than that which generated the training data.
However, the method52 classifiers are not only trained with la-
belled documents, but also unlabelled. The problem was alleviated by
changing the classifier’s unlabelled data to data collected using the
twitter sample API5. The classifier kept its labelled training data, in-
cluding labelled features, but was re-trained using the more general
sample of tweets for its unlabelled training data.
Given that the labelled features are responsible for incorporating
a classifier’s unlabelled data, these should be carefully examined to
check whether any are too generic, which would lead to marking
many unlabelled documents as relevant when the unlabelled set is
switched to the twitter sample. Once the switch is complete, the
user must ensure that the performance of the classifier on the test set
is not degraded, or is within acceptable limits.
With this strategy in place in DD, terms with the killing/attack-
s/fighting problem were no longer being qualified by the system.
5.6.4 Classifier Drift Problem
The greatest difficulty with this overall relevance assessment ap-
proach lies in the upkeep of the relevancy classifier. As the streaming
query adapts, following the drift of the topics of interest over time,
the training of the classifier becomes slowly more irrelevant, because
the vocabulary used to discuss the training topics will change over
time, and the nature of the topics will change over time.
The training data for the classifier will need some amount of ad-
ditions and alterations to continue to perform well in the long term.
The severity of the problem will depend very much on how long the
ATS is run, and how dynamic collected topics are. But the purpose
of the ATS technique and method52 itself is not to be a tool that is
turned on and left to collect some dataset, and perform some generic
shallow analysis. It is to support analysts’ detailed exploration and
engagement with the data. So it is expected that the users would be
analysing the acquired data and updating theirs and their classifiers’
notions of relevance.
5 The API which returns a 1% sample of tweets.
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Section 5.6 demonstrated how to keep the ATS qualifying only relev-
ant phrases for any data amenable to a relevancy classifier. It suggests
ensuring that the SFPD is only applied to qualified documents (docu-
ments produced by qualified query terms), but that the unqualified
documents must still be passed to the SFPD component for it to per-
form relevancy tests. In order to accomplish this, we cannot simply
filter out unqualified documents, otherwise the relevance tests could
not be administered. Instead, the SFPD component was modified so
that the user can manually specify whether incoming data should
be used for the SFPD target data and/or the relevancy tests. In the
component configuration tab, the user can assign a “use for track-
ing” annotation, which if possessed by any incoming document, that
document will be used in relevance tests. Similarly, a “use as target”
annotation can be assigned so that only data possessing this label
will be used in the target set for the SFPD analysis. This permits com-
plete control over what is target data, background/reference data, or
relevancy test data.
The remainder of this section considers the use of this flexibility to
exploit other sources of relevant data.
In the DD project, when monitoring the suspension rate of IS sup-
porters, the tweets of the IS supporters themselves are the most rel-
evant source of text. Given that the goal of ATS here was to identify
query terms which would collect more tweets from other pro-IS ac-
counts, any tweet that is actually published by such accounts is by
definition relevant. Examples of these tweets should obviously be
used in the training of the relevancy classifier. But it would be use-
ful to use them in the ATS framework directly for assessing relevance
of query terms, since they represent the actual content of currently
tweeting accounts of interest.
The relevancy classifier strategy in Section 5.6 was used because at
the beginning of the study, sufficient pro-IS accounts had not been dis-
covered to utilise their tweets effectively. Additionally, by the end of
the study, most pro-IS accounts had been suspended, their accounts
no longer useful, and their tweets no longer available. However, the
second iteration of the DD study (currently in progress) is interested
in a wider selection of extremist groups, which are not under the
same level of scrutiny and disruption as the IS accounts; more ac-
counts are being discovered and remaining active longer. This opens
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another possible strategy for assessing tweet relevance, which is gen-
eralisable to any study which involves identifying certain types of
twitter user accounts.
Instead of relying on the classifier to extract a relevancy decision
from a very broadly sampled set of tweets as in Section 5.6, it is
possible to add twitter accounts to the API query. Using the public
API, up to 5000 accounts can be followed at once, in order to receive
the accounts’ tweets in real-time. Accounts of interest can be added to
the query, and their tweets can be used for determining the relevance
of new query terms.
The “use as target”/“use for tracking” flexibility allows DD analysts
to use the data collected from their query terms as the target set,
but use the data collected from identified extremist accounts for the
relevancy judgements. This means that, after collecting data from the
query terms and accounts for some time period, the user can analyse
the period for surprising phrases, and those phrases can be checked
for relevance by determining whether they occur sufficiently often in
the tweets of the already identified accounts.
If this approach could be used successfully, it would firstly mean
that the classifier becomes redundant or just one vote in the system.
Additionally, the analyst could keep a current estimate of relevance
without manual intervention, since it would be based in the real-time
discussions of the currently identified users of interest, instead of a
trained classifier whose training loses relevance over time.
A problem, however, is that not all tweets from a pro-extremism
account are actually indicative of pro-extremism language. And fur-
thermore, the output volume of the currently identified accounts may
not always be sufficient to judge relevance, either simply in terms of
the number of documents requested by the user to use for a relevancy
test, or due to the language across currently flagged and candidate
accounts being too heterogeneous for sensible relevance comparison.
Relying on a small number of individuals to provide the relevancy
test data is a much taller order than all tweets containing a given
term.
The most fundamental problem with this approach, however, is the
lack of analysis of the generality of newly proposed terms. It could
be the case that a potential query term occurs in many of the tweets
of pro-extremist accounts, but the term may also occur in many other
contexts. If such a term (perhaps “Allah”) were to be added to the
twitter query, then too much noise would be introduced into the
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collection. This issue suggests that it would not be possible to remove
the need for the relevancy classifier strategy completely.
It may be the case that this strategy is best employed as an addi-
tional source of term discounting. In other words, we could maintain
use of the relevancy classifier approach, but if a query term would be
qualified but does not occur sufficiently often in the tweets generated
by pro-extremism accounts, then remove it instead.
For the current iteration of DD, it remains to be seen whether this
strategy is ultimately beneficial, since it is still under consideration.
We could also consider the pro-extremist tweets as our target data.
And in fact, an offline SFPD analysis on a selection of these tweets
did reveal some useful query terms which then were added to the
analysts’ permanent query terms. The analysis was especially good
at finding place names that were important in discussions by the pro-
extremist accounts. But there was also considerable noise, perhaps
suggesting that there are indeed many tweets not containing extrem-
ist language.
Bot accounts on twitter are becoming increasingly common. They
are likely to influence the SFPD results and relevance calculations. It is
likely to be study-dependent whether the analyst prefers to exclude
bot accounts from their analysis. method52 provides the user with
bot detection components, but they have yet to be used in the adapt-
ive streaming framework.
It is always possible to manually influence the relevance calcula-
tions by manually delivering documents (via method52’s manual
record input component) containing specific terms to the SFPD com-
ponent, annotating them with relevant/irrelevant, and with the “use
for tracking” label. This once again ensures that the analyst can finely
tune the framework if needed.
5.8 query term expiration
Given the limit on query terms for the twitter key term tracking
API, there must be some method of untracking query terms to make
space for new ones. This section describes the full ATS approach for
untracking terms.
As previously described, query terms will be removed if they fail
relevancy tests, but if sufficient data is not collected to complete a
relevancy test, i.e. when a query term has not produced enough data
from twitter, the query term would be occupying space that a more
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productive query term could be using. For this reason, a temporal
expiry was introduced. The expiry time is configurable by the user.
With an expiry set to 30 minutes, any query term that was last pro-
posed as part of the twitter query more than 30 minutes ago will
be removed from the query.
It is possible the user has no idea how much time to devote to a
given query term. The simplest recourse is to match the query expira-
tion time to the duration of the period during which the SFPD collects
data before processing it. This ensures that if a term is found to be still
surprising at the end of the period, it will be re-added upon its expiry,
thus allowing a term’s own surprisingness to govern its expiry.
This does imply that the rate of expiry of terms depends on the
number of phrases that are requested from the top n. If the top 50
most surprising phrases are proposed each iteration, terms are more
likely to be re-queried and protected from expiry than if only the top
5 phrases were being proposed.
It is possible to set up method52 components to count the oc-
currences of query terms in timed batches of documents, and period-
ically send an instruction to remove query terms that have not pro-
duced enough data. This would permit the use of an expiry based on
the raw amount of data that a query is producing, instead of whether
it continues to be surprisingly frequent. If users commonly use this
type of structure, then this method of expiry will be incorporated into
the SFPD component for better usability.
The form of expiry based on surprisingness is currently favoured
over the latter document-quantity-based expiry due to the following
reasoning.
The fundamental hypothesis behind ATS using SFPD is that if a
phrase occurs surprisingly frequently in the data of interest, then it
likely correlates with the topic(s) of interest, and therefore may repres-
ent a related topic. If it is no longer occurring surprisingly frequently
even with the advantage of being present in the API query, this would
imply that it no longer correlates with the topic(s) of interest accord-
ing to the hypothesis, either because its rate of occurrence is only
now due to uncorrelated topics, or because it is not being used much
any more. In any case, it is no longer occurring more than one would
expect in the reference corpus.
It could be potentially less harmful to miss some very infrequent
but relevant data, than it is to incorporate medium frequent but no
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longer surprisingly frequent terms, and hoping that the relevancy
tests exclude them.
Ideally, if the term becomes relevant again, it should then begin to
occur surprisingly frequently, and be flagged by the SFPD process. It
may be beneficial to allow such recurring features to be immediately
qualified if they were qualified in the fairly recent past, rather than
needing to collect enough data to be tested again. But more studies
are required to test this.
If all queries were subject to both either of expiry, the system would
likely fail to remain on topic as soon as there was a lull in discus-
sion of a given term. The original query terms would expire in fa-
vour of either no surprising phrases, or noise that made it through
the relevancy filters without the presence of more surprising features
to outrank them. This is another reason to maintain the permanent
query terms which the user manually configures before starting an
ATS instance. The permanent queries are not permitted to expire or
fail relevancy tests (though, as noted previously, it is logged when
they would have failed).
Deciding which query terms should be permanent is an important
task. The more permanent queries, the more tightly defined the scope
of the stream (and therefore topic) is, since these terms will ensure
there will always be documents containing them if they exist and are
not drowned out by other popular terms and rate limits. However,
with a single feature defined, the ATS is free to add many terms and
explore related topics, with only a loose core definition of the stream.
In the project following from DD, the analysts with SFPD help are
currently using over 100 permanent query terms for English alone.
The ATS is currently only infrequently finding additional terms that
have enough relevant examples to become qualified.
No system is perfect. The adaptive stream will at some point in-
corporate an undesirable term. The simple remedy for this is to allow
users to interfere. As mentioned previously, the framework allows the
user to send query term removal instructions to the ATS system.
5.9 domain adaptation
Section 3.7 describes how SFPD approaches domain adaptation. This
section explains why domain adaptation was necessary for the dis-
rupting daesh (DD) project, and how it can be leveraged in various
manners in order to lend generality to the ATS framework for other
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types of project. Strategies discussing applying SFPD to corpora in
Section 4.4 also complement ATS given that fundamentally it is still
just applying SFPD to corpora, albeit corpora growing in real-time ob-
tained through use of an adaptive query.
In DD, a vast number of the tweets requiring analysis were writ-
ten in Arabic, so with a reference corpus in English, every Arabic
word would have seemed incredibly surprising. Instead, a collection
of Arabic tweets were gathered as a reference corpus by using the
twitter 1% sample API, and filtering out all tweets that were not
marked as being Arabic.
The default English wikipedia reference corpus is large and broad
in its coverage of English, so it often can be sufficient even for find-
ing important terms in social media text. However, if the dataset is
particularly filled with conversational language, especially chat lan-
guage and profanity, terms in this category will begin to seem more
surprising to the algorithm, since wikipedia itself lacks pervasive
use of them. This effect is usually undesirable, since these elements
of language often do not carry much information about the content
of the tweets.
Given that an Arabic twitter dataset was used for the Arabic
reference corpus, using an English twitter corpus was appropriate
for consistency of methodology.
A phenomenon to be mindful of when using a twitter data-
set for the reference corpus is the ubiquity of retweets. Many near-
duplicates of the same text will greatly down-weight the surprising-
ness of the words contained within text in the target set. This problem
was avoided in DD by applying the same techniques used in Section
5.5 to filter retweets.
There are several ways that we could construct the reference corpus
in order to better exploit the surprisingly frequent phrase analysis,
depending on the particular problem scenario. The following Sections
5.9.1, 5.9.2, & 5.9.3 describe potential strategies to be explored and
their motivations.
A general point that applies to many of the approaches in this
section is: domain adaptation does not have to be a one-time oper-
ation. In fact, in an adaptive streaming setting, the notion of the tar-
get domain is quite fluid, given that the query generating our data
is changing over time. Several of the techniques described below sug-
gest a continuously adapting reference corpus. The issue with this
approach, is that if the reference is constantly growing, and keeping
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all old information, any fairly small new addition could be drowned
out by the existing growing reference corpus, such that instead of
observing that the word “badger” occurs in a reference corpus of
sensible size with a probability p, we find some probability q where
q is far less than p, thus not having the effect of down-weighting
the surprisingness of “badger” in the target set. A methodology for
dealing with this issue, is to build the reference corpus in chunks of
temporal intervals, and remove chunks after some expiry period. But
this is not examined here, since evidence of the above problem has
not yet been confirmed.
5.9.1 Continuous Sample Integration
Section 5.6 demonstrated the usefulness of the twitter sample en-
dpoint in providing a general sample of twitter language for use
as unlabelled data in the relevancy classifier. And the DD study used
a dataset generated from the sample API as a reference corpus for
the SFPD component in ATS in order to provide a reference which
knows about twitter language and recent trending topics. How-
ever, trending topics and language aren’t static phenomena, instead
changing over time. In order to capture this and avoid the reference
corpus becoming obsolete, the SFPD component was modified to be
able to continuously integrate new reference documents. This permits
the methodology of continuously integrating tweets obtained from
the twitter 1% sample endpoint, so that during each inspection of
the target data, the background expectation includes an up-to-date
sample of all tweets up until the moment of inspection.
Note that this still requires an initial reference corpus, whether
that is simply wikipedia or a previously collected twitter sample.
Otherwise, the reference corpus would be too small, and the surpris-
ingness of all terms would be greatly overestimated.
This technique has the effect of down-weighting the surprisingness
of terms that are being used in twitter-wide trending topics, and
retaining an up-to-date knowledge of the latest chat language for the
reference corpus. This ensures that irrelevant but incredibly frequent
terms arising from trending topics, which are likely to contaminate
our tweets, are less likely to be picked up as surprising. The problem
of newly arising chat trends is more important in long-running ad-
aptive streams, when trends have had a chance to pervade twitter
discourse.
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If the analyst’s topic of interest is a major trending topic on Twitter,
we risk losing sight of it, since the terms associated with our topic
will no longer be so surprising compared to the background noise of
twitter. Therefore, this technique is most useful when dealing with
non-major trending topics, which may produce very conversational
data.
In the method52 ATS framework, this functionality is accom-
plished simply by piping the output of a twitter sample compon-
ent with background data annotations to the ATS’s SFPD component.
5.9.2 Noise Reduction with a priori Topic Knowledge
It is sometimes the case that query terms defining a topic of interest
have known ambiguities. A term could be used by another irrelevant
topic, e. g. when tracking tweets containing “badgers” for the animal,
tweets concerning the Wisconsin Badgers athletic team will no doubt
make an appearance.
It is possible to filter such data in various ways. If we have a no-
tion of relevant/irrelevant users, we can filter tweets by their author
or their author’s follower network. We could also train classifiers to
recognise tweets with more relevant language, and use them to filter
out the irrelevant.
An alternative is to select a reference corpus which reduces the
surprisingness of terms likely to arise from the irrelevant topic. Fol-
lowing the “badgers” example, we could collect a dataset of tweets
mentioning the Wisconsin Badgers, and other terms more specific
to the athletic teams. This would down-weight the surprisingness of
terms that often occur in that type of tweet.
This will of course lower the surprisingness of the original ambigu-
ous term “badgers”, but in this case it would be one of our permanent
query terms, so this does not matter.
It will still be necessary to have an amount of other more general
reference data to avoid the ATS focusing solely on the “badgers” fea-
tures that are explicitly not related to the Wisconsin Badgers.
It would be interesting to follow the example of Section 5.9.1, and
continuously integrate the irrelevant data stream into the reference
corpus. However, twitter prohibits the simultaneous use of the
same API endpoint, which here would be simultaneous connections
to the keyword tracking API (whereas using track and 1% sample con-
currently is permitted).
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5.9.3 Topic Specificity
Section 5.9.2 focused on using the reference corpus to exclude terms
from irrelevant topics, which may have otherwise confused ATS due
to topic term ambiguity. This is accomplished by defining a reference
corpus that typifies the irrelevant topic.
The topic specificity approach, however, seeks to better define the do-
main in which our target documents occur, so that the only language
considered surprising is that which makes our target data special
compared to other language in the same domain.
Using a twitter reference corpus instead of wikipedia to de-
crease the surprisingness of chat language is an example of this type
of domain adaptation. But we needn’t stop there, for the “badger” ex-
ample, we may choose to not only collect a twitter reference, but
also tweets about badgers in general to further increase our specificity
for the domain of interest. For this example, we would perhaps hope
to catch only newly arising badger discussions. This will raise the bar
for a term in the badger target documents being surprising, so that it
might require news of a badger cull to spark argument on twitter
and lead to a surprisingly frequent use of badger culling terms.
5.10 evaluation on brexit
In this section, the adaptive streaming framework is tested on a new
domain. A simple initial query of “brexit” is used to collect tweets
about Brexit in an adaptive streaming job. The job is then monitored
to determine which topics it decides to follow. Section 5.10.1 describes
how the method52 job is constructed, and Section 5.10.2 discusses
the output of the framework.
5.10.1 Setup
Figure 5.8 shows the complete method52 job for adaptive streaming
over the initial query “brexit”.
The term “brexit” is a good query term because it is very precise, or
selective: anything mentioning the word “brexit” is likely to be relev-
ant, because it has no alternative meaning. The closest to irrelevant its
use is likely to get is when used as a metaphor, but even this could be
of use to someone studying the impact of Brexit on social media dis-
course. For this reason, the custom logic annotator component
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sends all tweets to be marked as relevant simply if they contain the
word “brexit”. However, a trained classifier is used to determine the
relevance of all other tweets. At first, all tweets will contain “brexit”
since it is our initial query, but as the stream is adapted to include
more query terms, this will not always be the case.
Figure 5.8: The method52 pipeline created for the Brexit adaptive stream-
ing job. Tweets coming from the twitter streamer are first
assessed for relevance, then passed to the surprising phrase
tracker, which manages the suggestion of new phrases, and
removal of existing phrases from the current twitter query
by sending instructions to the “adaptive-phrases” database table,
which the twitter streamer monitors for changes.
The classifier was trained first on tweets collected using the query
term “brexit”, where all tweets were relevant. But the classifier also
needs examples of irrelevant text. Therefore, the twitter sample
API was used to collect a random sample of 100,000 tweets over a two
week period. More evaluation and training data was then taken from
this data. This not only helps the problem of “brexit” tweets always
being relevant, but is also the process of addressing the “classifier
scope problem” as detailed in Section 5.6.3. Three hours were given to
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train the classifier, which resulted in test data consisting of 92 relevant,
and 78 irrelevant tweets, and training data consisting of 55 relevant
and 107 irrelevant. This produced a relevant f-score of 94.4% and
irrelevant 93.8%.
The surprising phrase tracker was set up to propose up
to 30 new phrases when either of the following two criteria were
met: a: 10,000 tweets had been collected, or b: 20 minutes had passed.
This should give the framework sufficient text to produce useful key
phrases. Terms that had not been re-suggested after 25 minutes were
expired. Terms had to achieve a relevance rate of at least 30% every
100 tweets that contained them in order to remain in the query. The
likelihood-lift ratio for the surprising phrase analysis was set to 0.4.
These were parameters deemed sensible after experimentation for the
DD study.
The duplicate annotator for filtering out near-duplicate tweets
is an optional step, but it helps the system to not be side-tracked by
bot spam, or individual massively retweeted tweets. However, this
can make it more difficult to identify commonly retweeted news head-
lines.
The surprising phrase tracker communicates instructions to
the twitter streamer using the database table called “adaptive-
phrases”. This table then is also a log of what the framework has
been doing with the query. The user can click the table name to see
this log (Figure 5.9 shows what screen is presented to the user when
they inspect the table).
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Figure 5.9: Screenshot of the view given to the user when they inspect
the “adaptive-phrases” table, which is used by the surprising
phrase tracker to communicate instructions to the twitter
streamer regarding the API query. This is at the beginning
when the first batch of phrases is suggested for the query.
5.10.2 Results
The adaptive streaming job was started at 14:46 on 27th May, 2017,
shortly after the EU elections were held, the uk still participating due
to the postponement of Brexit. The framework was monitored for
two hours; this is the period with the most activity as the system
settles on a core set of query terms. Then for the next two days, terms
that were qualified for longer than 5 minutes were examined. Finally,
a sample of the output over the two days was hand-annotated to
quantitatively estimate the performance of the framework, and the
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relevancy classifier was used to estimate the relevance rate of all the
output.
Table 5.1 shows the phrases which were proposed as query terms
after analysing the first batch of data collected over a 20 minute
period. More phrases are proposed each 20 minutes, but the frame-
work quickly settles on a core set of relevant terms, and in addition,
a few that are bordering relevant; after two hours, “globalist” terms
and “revoke article 50 petition” are added and removed a number
of times as potentials, though no longer producing enough relevant
documents to reach qualified status.
Phrase Notes
brexit party
nigel farage Current leader of the Brexit party
lib dems
remainers Supporters of remaining in the EU
farage’s brexit party
revoke article 50 petition
for the libdems The Liberal Democrats performed very well in the EU elections, potentially due
to their stance on a second referendum.
remainer Supporters of remaining in the EU
leavers Supporters of Brexit
brexiteers Brexit supporters
may’s deal Theresa May’s Brexit deal
ann widdecombe Ann Widdecombe became MEP
bollocks to brexit
sajid javid Announced his intention to stand for Conservative leadership, saying, “first and
foremost, we must deliver brexit”
corbyn’s
remoaners Derogatory word for those in favour of remaining in the EU
corbyn
bxp Brexit party
deluded Popular at the time of streaming. While fairly generic, the majority of tweets
matching this word seem to be about Brexit, especially discussion about critics of
Brexit being deluded for considering the EU election result a victory for Remain
heartlands The part of the country where there is traditional support for a political party.
Arises in discussion as parties like the Brexit Party take vote shares that were
traditionally safe for other parties.
libdem
the tories
a brexiteer Brexit supporter
brexiters Brexit supporters
the globalists Reference to the contrast between “nationalists” and “globalists” in the EU
elections.
anna soubry Member of Change UK attempts to explain the party’s performance in EU
elections.
macron Emmanuel Macron, president of France arising in comments about EU elections.
ffs “For f**k sake”
mp’s
the backstop An arrangement which would apply to the Irish border after Brexit
Table 5.1: The phrases that were proposed after the first 20 minute batch of
streaming Brexit tweets on the 27th of May (15:06), with explanat-
ory notes.
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Most of the phrases proposed seem to be highly related to the
Brexit discussion. A clearly too general term that SFPD did propose
is the acronym “ffs”. It is added to the query, but fortunately never
reaches qualified status, since its lack of relevance outside of the
Brexit keyword leads to it being blacklisted and removed from the
query 5 minutes later. Table 5.3 shows when queries were removed
(“ffs” is the first). Note that proposed phrases containing “brexit”
do not contribute to the query usefully, since the original “brexit”
keyword will already catch this data. However, common phrases con-
taining “brexit” could provide useful context for the analyst. In future
versions, the framework could distinguish between phrases provided
as information for the user and separate phrases which are actually
included in the query, so that phrases already covered by the original
query need not occupy space in the query.
Phrase Qualified
brexit party 15:08:17
corbyn 15:09:29
the tories 15:10:16
remainers 15:12:04
macron 15:14:04
nigel farage 15:15:35
lib dems 15:16:16
deluded 15:20:07
sajid javid 15:22:47
leavers 15:23:05
remainer 15:25:13
brexit 15:27:12
for the libdems 15:28:04
brexiteers 15:33:05
corbyn’s 15:33:22
the libdems 15:36:08
Phrase Qualified
remoaners 15:38:51
the lib dems 15:39:24
libdem 15:40:02
globalist 15:41:46
bxp 15:42:14
mp’s 15:47:22
farage 15:49:06
a remainer 15:51:39
a brexiteer 15:52:26
brexiters 15:52:32
ann widdecombe 15:58:16
globalists 16:01:50
bollocks 16:06:43
may’s deal 16:21:42
the backstop 16:24:13
revoke article 50 16:35:56
Table 5.2: The above are all phrases that were qualified in the two hours
after starting the adaptive streaming. Qualified terms are those
that have passed the relevance test. Tweets produced by qualified
query terms form the output dataset.
It is interesting to note phrases which are qualified for a period then
removed. This ideally indicates terms which are momentarily relev-
ant perhaps due to a real-world event, but not core, always-relevant
terms. For example, the term “globalists” was qualified for around 30
minutes. A number of news articles had been published describing
the EU elections as “nationalists vs globalists” and quoting Marine
Le Pen (a French politician) saying “Polarisation between nationalists
and globalists will last”, and this was picked up on twitter. But
after a while, the tweets mentioning “globalists” are far more gen-
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eral than just Brexit or EU politics, so the term is removed. A similar
example is “macron”.
However, there are some terms like “remainer” which we might
expect to remain relevant for longer but which were removed after
a while. Though the framework did retain “remainers” and “a re-
mainer”. When desired terms are removed over time, this could be
an indication that we should lower the required relevancy threshold
or increase the expiry time in order to raise recall of actually relev-
ant documents. In future versions of the framework, details like how
well terms pass the relevance test, and how often a term has been
qualified will be more exposed to the user to help them make these
decisions. It may also be beneficial to dynamically alter the expiry
time based on the total volume of tweets obtained to avoid losing rel-
evant terms that are currently undergoing low traffic. Furthermore,
while it is possible using method52 for the user to find a random
sample of tweets mentioning a term in order to help diagnose why
it was removed from the query, this could be made simpler by stor-
ing a small random sample of documents specifically around each
query decision so that it can be presented to the user immediately on
request.
Phrase Removed
ffs 15:11:47
for the libdems 15:31:41
bollocks to brexit 15:31:41
farage’s brexit party 15:31:41
lib dems 15:31:41
remainer 15:31:41
the globalists 15:31:41
brexit party 15:31:41
heartlands 15:31:41
revoke article 50 petition 15:31:41
macron’s 15:51:41
nigel farage 15:51:41
anna soubry 16:11:43
nigel farage’s brexit party 16:11:43
deluded 16:25:56
farage’s 16:31:44
globalists 16:31:44
Table 5.3: The above are all phrases that were removed in the two hours after
starting the adaptive streaming. Some are terms which were once
qualified but then no longer produced sufficient relevant data to
remain in the query (such as “deluded”) and others were never
qualified because outside the context of the term “brexit” their
usage is too general, and therefore irrelevant (such as “ffs”).
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Table 5.2 shows when added terms passed the relevance test and
first became qualified. Therefore, these are the terms in addition to
“brexit” which produce the qualified output dataset. To give an idea
of what these additional query terms gain us, a random sample of
20 tweets produced by qualified terms excluding “brexit” is shown
in Table 5.4. The majority of the tweets are useful, relevant additions
to the Brexit dataset. There is, however, one clearly irrelevant tweet
about Canadian wildfires and carbon tax, because the url it shared
contained the qualified term “the tories”, so twitter returned it.
Since we do not use the text of urls in classifier training or SFPD,
it may be sensible to exclude this kind of tweet from the analysis
anyway. Additionally, we could also apply the relevancy classifier to-
gether with the qualified status to filter this kind of tweet from the
output. The Brexit relevancy classifier does indeed mark this tweet as
irrelevant, but it incorrectly marks a number of the others as irrelev-
ant also. So it is a precision/recall trade-off.
Next we examine which phrases were qualified over the follow-
ing two days. Table 5.5 shows the phrases and their period of qual-
ified status, and notes explaining their relevance. A number of use-
ful terms are identified, including: “the erg”, the European Research
Group focused on the UK’s withdrawal from the European Union
(EU); “fptp” found in discussion about how first-past-the-post is to
blame for Brexit’s success; and “bercow” as Speaker John Bercow be-
came a topic of conversation for suggesting that no-deal Brexit cannot
be forced through against the will of parliament.
Interestingly, some of the qualified terms (“the ehrc”, “anti semites”)
linked into the discussion of anti-semitism in the Labour party, which
might seem to be straying from the Brexit discussion, but it is linked
through people’s voting habits:
@user That’s right my vote for the @LibDems was as much
about now supporting a party that feels safe & welcoming
for Jews as it was about Brexit and the climate emergency
- also sick of a two party #fptp ‘democracy’ stitched up by
@UKLabour & @Conservatives
If this is a tangent too far for the analyst, then the relevancy classi-
fier can be updated to consider such phrases indicative of irrelevance.
We could even resort to using the custom logic annotator to
identify these phrases and always mark the containing document as
irrelevant.
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For a period of just over an hour in the early hours of the second
day, the term “trump’s” was qualified. Relevant discussion in the
form of comparisons preceded it, e.g:
@user Kind of explains why most Brexit Party supporters
buy into Poundshop-Trump’s BS. Most of them wouldn’t
be able to cope with the big words in this passage anyway.
Some of the ’University of Life’ types would probably stop
reading at “accustomed”.
However, such a hugely popular term on twitter then drew in
large amounts of irrelevant Donald Trump-related tweets. The relev-
ancy classifier failed to stop these for just over an hour. This could
suggest that either the classifier needs more Trump-aware training
data, or the 30% relevance rate is too lenient. We could also consider
making it harder for popular terms to enter the query using an up-to-
date sample of current tweet traffic, but it can be hard to distinguish
this data from a query that is purposefully examining trending top-
ics like Brexit. While this data is easily filtered out using the custom
logic annotator and the query at the time, a warning to the user
for an influx of data on a new query, and an simple button for auto-
matically cleaning the data if this is undesired would be useful. The
“smears” term introduces the same problem.
A slightly different variation of this problem is the “revoke” term. It
repeatedly arises in the “revoke article 50” conversations, and appears
sufficiently frequently in this domain that it gets qualified multiple
times for small stretches of around an hour. These times do seem to
correlate with Article 50 conversation, but they do begin to encounter
a irrelevant data. The term usually scrapes just above the 30% rel-
evance, so this could be another indication of the need to raise the
threshold for this data. Another indicator that future versions could
use to automatically notify the user, is the fact that the term is found
to be relevant many times in short bursts. It is unlikely that so many
bursts are being instigated by new real-world events, and more likely
that the feature is on the edge of a threshold.
If we had acquired data from twitter using only the query term
“brexit”, then from 14:46 on Monday 27th May, 2017 until midnight
Thursday, we would have collected 923,932 tweets. However, after
removing “trump’s”, “smears”, and non Article 50 mentions of “re-
voke”, the adaptive streaming approach recalled an additional 562,598
that could be of interest to the analyst. The idea behind the frame-
work is not to replace the human in data collection, but to support
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them in gaining greater coverage of the domain. Therefore, this sanity-
checking of phrases to find a few outliers is an expected part of the
methodology.
A topic tracking system with similar aims for exploring broad topic
areas as this ATS framework was introduced by Magdy and Elsayed
(2014). In order to quantitatively estimate the usefulness of their frame-
work’s query adaptation, the authors first evaluated their system us-
ing precision on a hand-annotated random sample of 100 documents
from their framework’s output. Then using this precision, they estim-
ated a “relative recall”. It is not possible to calculate recall, since it is
not known how many possible relevant tweets there could have been,
but relative recall, uses a precision measure and the number of extra
documents found by the framework to estimate how much the recall
has increased from baseline (hence “relative”). Equation 5.1 shows
how relative recall is calculated:
Recallrel =
Dadaptive · precision(adaptive)
Dbaseline · precision(baseline) (5.1)
Where Dadaptive is the number documents produced by the adaptive
system in total, and Dbaseline is the number of documents the system
produces without adaptation (i.e. for this case, this is the number of
documents produced by the “brexit” query term alone).
The precision of the adaptive system is estimated with a random
sample of 100 tweets taken from the extra 562,598 and annotated for
relevance to Brexit (a more lenient evaluation would sample from all
the system’s output, including those tweets produced by the “brexit”
query term alone). The baseline precision could be estimated in the
same way, but in this experiment, anything containing the word
“Brexit” is by definition relevant, so we
A total of 62 were directly discussing issues involved in Brexit,
9 were discussing the anti-semitism of the Labour party, 19 were
personal remarks about Jeremy Corbyn (who himself had become
a query term due to his presence in Brexit discussion), 3 were about
European politicians involved in the EU elections, and 7 were com-
pletely irrelevant. Therefore, this is a precision of up to 93% depend-
ing on whether the analyst is interested in these extra related cat-
egories of tweet. If the extra categories are not useful, then they can
be removed by keyword search and filtering. The only complication
would be if e.g. some of the Corbyn remarks were useful and others
were not. This would require adaptation of the relevancy pipeline (e.g.
keyword filtering, classifier training, etc.). This is a relative recall of
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149.63%, which is a decent amount of extra signal that would have
been missed with a query consisting only of “brexit”. The precision
would have been lower if the tweets produced by “trump’s”, “smears”
and non Article 50 mentions of “revoke” had not been removed (a
total of 12,636, or 2%), but as noted above, this simple procedure is
an expected part of the methodology of keeping the user in the pro-
cess. Magdy and Elsayed (2014) found that the recall varied greatly
across topic domain, finding a range of recall increase from 32% to
200%.
The Brexit relevancy classifier used for the adaptive streaming con-
siders 71% of the additional 562,598 to be relevant, which is substan-
tial. However, we must be cautious with this estimate of the useful-
ness of the output. The classifier’s notion of relevance is very much
tied to both the initial un-adapted training data, and our 30% relev-
ancy threshold for newly proposed terms producing the output. So
we can trivially raise this estimate by requiring a higher relevance
rate for a proposed query terms to be qualified, so that we accept
fewer riskier terms.
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@johnmcdonnellMP @user Time to remove the Blairite remoaners from the Labour Party they
have been exposed as liars in the betrayal of the greatest democratic vote in our history.
#removeBlairiteremoanersfromLabourParty
USA - Donald Trump Australia - Scott Morrison Brazil - Jair Bolsonaro France - Marine Le
Pen Hungary - Viktor Orban India - Narendra Modi Italy - Matteo Salvini Poland - Andrzej
Duda UK - Nigel Farage The right is winning all over the world. #EUElections2019 #EP2019
Trump was the beginning. Now the globalist one nation movement is in trouble all over the
world. Support has blossomed for Nationalist candidates like Salvini in Italy, Le Pen in France,
Farage in UK, Tarczynski in Poland, Morrison in Australia and more. Globalism is dying.
Orban, Salvini, Farage, Le Pen Retweet if you are happy with the result and follow
@UnityNewsNet for real news. httplink
@user @user @user We should have done a Remain Alliance with the Lib Dem’s and Greens
and whoever other party or/and individual that wanted to join. That was the single best idea
Farage had this election and STILL %-wise, Remain won.
A reminder of how European elections are an unreliable guide to general elections: In 2014
Ukip got 27% but then achieved below 13% at the 2015 general election In 2014 Labour beat
the Tories (25:24) only to be thrashed by them at 2015 general election (37:30)
BXP results make a new Tory leader backing No Deal by Oct 31st position almost certain...
But... 9.1 million people just voted for parties explicitly against No Deal (LD/G/L/CH/SNP...)
... vs 5.8m explicitly in favour...(BXP+Ukip) /1
No Morals or principles just a vote catcher.... Jeremy Corbyn appears to change Labour policy
as he backs second referendum on any EU deal httplink via @Telegraph
Who is Nigel Farage? What’s his relationship to Trump? And why did he lie about his
meeting with Roger Stone? (Who’s now awaiting trial). This is what you won’t be reading in
the press today. From November but nothing’s changed.. httplink
Leave wins 52% in the EU referendum in 2016. Remoaners: but not by enough. Leave wins
80%+ the 2017 general election. Remoaners: but it wasn’t clear. Leave wins 2019 European
elections. Remoaners: but the combined vote of the Remain losers is higher. Anyone seeing a
pattern here?
Jeremy Corbyn has now lost: - a general election - two sets of local elections - a European
election - a confidence vote from his own party - over 100 MPs from his front bench - 8 MPs to
ChangeUK But apparently it’s outrageous to suggest he should resign.
An interesting take on the EU results! Forget what the BBC and Remainers say, this is based
on manifesto promises.................. httplink
@user @user @user @user @UKLabour You should apply this to everyone rather than
accusing people of rape just because they disagree with you politically. The evidence you have
presented finds you an ignorant Corbyn cultist; not good vibes for happy families. Could you
be taking out your anger at your son on me?
@PeperHade & Co, Farage just called the bluff of the Conservative and Labour. Interesting
times ahead.
NATIONALISTS WIN EU Elections! - Farage wins in UK. - Le Pen wins in France - Salvini
wins in Italy. - Orban wins in Hungary. - Right wing surging in Sweden. Massive success for
the right-wing and EU skeptics this election! @POTUS httplink
BC has the worst wildfires in all of Canada. We have also had Canada’s highest and oldest
carbon tax for over 10 years now. Why are B.C. wildlife’s only getting worse despite our
carbon tax? Help me out here @CBC httplink
@Trickyjabs If she has Farage’s attendance record they won’t be seeing a lot of her
Hi @UKLabour, As you’re still contemplating which side of the fence to sit on let me help you
with the decision: Are you on the same side as the xenophobes who heckled your own MEP
and told her to “go home”? Or are you on the right side? httplink
Sajid Javid to run for Tory party leader No thanks He said he was going to stop illegal
immigrants arriving in dinghies, he then sent out boats to pick them up and hasn’t returned
any to France. We want a PM that’s actions speak louder than words httplink
WATCH | @user: “It is not only Lega that is the first in Italy, Nigel Farage is first in Britain. It
is the sign of a Europe that is changing, of a Europe tired of the powers of the elites and
multinationals. Tomorrow, we will have to redouble our efforts!” #EP2019 httplink
Table 5.4: A random sample of documents produced by qualified terms after
two hours. Most are related to the Brexit debate, or how the EU
elections affect it. There is, however, a clearly irrelevant tweet
about Canadian wildfires because the url when resolved con-
tains the term “the tories”, which was a qualified term.
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Term Day Start End Notes
fptp Tues 08:39:16 12:52:45 First-past-the-post is blamed for Brexit’s success
the erg Tues 09:52:10 11:32:40 European Research Group whose focus is the UK’s withdrawal from the
European Union
michael
gove
Tues 09:16:29 10:12:37 Michael Gove pledges free UK citizenship for 3m EU nationals if he
becomes PM
Tues 11:14:11 15:12:51
Tues-
Weds
16:50:45 01:33:22
the ehrc Tues 12:11:00 01:20:57 Equality and Human Rights Commission launches investigation into
Labour party anti-semitism
kate hoey Tues-
Weds
12:59:42 04:33:31 Kate Hoey MP was criticised for sharing platform with Nigel Farage
during the Brexit referendum campaign
labour
expels
alastair
campbell
from
Tues 13:25:42 14:32:50 Alastair Campbell expelled from Labour for backing Lib Dem in EU
elections.
heseltine Tues 13:27:35 17:12:57 Michael Heseltine was suspended last week by the Conservatives for
revealing he will vote Lib Dem. Arising in discussions mentioning Alastair
Campbell
anti semites Tues-
Weds
13:33:53 03:33:28 Labour party accused of anti-semitism
the blairites Tues 15:09:44 15:32:53 Conversations about whether Tony blair supporters ruined or saved the
Labour party in the context of whether Jeremy Corbyn ruined or saved the
party
bercow Tues 16:12:17 17:12:57 Speaker John Bercow suggested that no-deal Brexit cannot be forced
through against the will of parliament.
trump’s Weds 02:11:38 03:29:02 The only consistently mentioned term at this time of night. Classifier had
“trump” as an irrelevant token, but not this.
john bercow Weds 06:40:23 08:01:20 A lot of talk about John Bercow being biased.
kate hoey Weds 07:23:51 19:34:16 Continued discussion about Kate Hoey and whether she should be
expelled too.
michael
gove
Weds 08:03:17 11:33:53 Ongoing discussion of Michael Gove suitability for leadership and PM
Weds-
Thurs
14:54:34 00:34:31
revoke Weds Short bursts all day. Always occurs in context of revoking article 50, but is also a very generic
term.
expelling Weds 08:24:58 15:34:05 Discussion about Alastair Campbell about expulsion from political parties
bojo Weds-
Thurs
12:42:44 00:54:33 Boris Johnson ordered to appear in court over £350m claim during Brexit
campaign. Discussions for leadership suitability.
smears Weds 14:57:07 17:29:12 Became popular phrase about anti-Labour and anti-Corbyn sentiment, but
outside of Brexit context includes a lot of other politics.
Table 5.5: A summary of qualified terms over the next two days (Tues 28th
and Weds 29th of May), with notes explaining the relevance of the
term.
5.11 chapter summary
This chapter introduced and refined a framework for adaptively
streaming twitter data, a process which is broadly applicable to
other domains where term-based queries are used to acquire corpora,
in order to answer the following research question:
How can feature discovery support the collection of data
relevant to classes of text?
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The framework is inspired by topic tracking literature and keyword
extraction techniques in corpus linguistics. Its aim is to aid analysts’
exploration of data, by discovering terms in the data that the analyst
would find interesting and like to know more about, and then intro-
duce these back into the data collection method. By partially auto-
mating this cycle of discovery and modification of collection method-
ology, the analyst develops a fuller picture of their topic of interest.
The assumptions of the framework about the structure of topics
and how they are discovered were examined.
In an interactive loop, the framework streams data from twitter
using the user’s initial query, and passes the data to an SFPD analysis,
which in turn sends instructions to the streaming component to adapt
its twitter query.
User-trained classifiers (or any method52 strategy for determin-
ing the relevance of documents) are used in the loop to administer
relevancy tests for documents produced by each query term, so that
the framework can retain some relevancy precision and avoid drift-
ing off-topic. Irrelevant terms, or terms that have not produced suffi-
cient data to justify their place in the query are removed and poten-
tially blacklisted if their relevance is low enough. A technique was
discussed for ensuring that relevancy classifiers can generalise to the
broader sample of documents that can be expected from an adapting
query.
Strategies for adapting and improving ATS by manipulating the ref-
erence corpus in SFPD were also discussed.
ATS is currently being used in a funded project, where it is undergo-
ing more refinement. In its current state, it is capable of discovering
newly arising discussion topics among the specified broader topics. A
well-trained relevancy classifier, and suitably chosen reference corpus
stops the query from becoming trapped on trending topics or overly
general topics.
The system is also good at finding the different ways of referring
to entities within the topic. This was demonstrated by allowing the
framework to explore using the keyword “brexit”. Not only does a
stream searching on “Brexit” discover the term “remainers” for those
who are against Brexit, but also the nickname used for them by pro-
Brexiters: “remoaners”. And it discovers keywords that map to issues
arising in the real world.
If the notion of relevance is very narrow or rare, and the seed per-
manent terms are comprehensive, the framework is more likely to
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struggle to find qualifiable query terms. In the DD study, news of a
chemical attack is related to extremists and discovered by ATS, but
isn’t necessarily well-discussed by the extremists themselves, which
was the analysts’ actual notion of relevance.
6
CONCLUS IONS
In efforts to analyse large datasets, social scientists and humanities
scholars face a challenge to find and isolate the data they are inter-
ested in order to perform highly bespoke analysis, and must turn to
automated tools in order to better engage with the data. method52
(Wibberley et al., 2013, 2014) is a tool built for this purpose, and
served as a foundation for this thesis to explore methods for improv-
ing engagement with this type of data.
This thesis began with a discussion of the general process of data
engagement that method52 users undertake when using it. Broadly,
it consists of two types of activity: (1) the discovery and definition of
classes of data, the “explore” methodology, and (2) the modelling
of classes in order to apply automated tools to isolate the classes
from the rest of the data, the “search” methodology. And furthermore,
the analyst alternates between these two in a cycle as the analysis
proceeds deeper into the data.
The notion of a class of documents is at the core of the analysis.
It was decided to take a bottom-up approach to supporting better
discovery and isolation of classes. This approach emphasises the im-
portance of surface features of the text, and that fundamentally the
discovery of important phrases in a text can generate insight concern-
ing the possible class definitions that could be defined over the data.
This thesis therefore asked the following questions:
1. How can features be identified which provide useful bases for
characterising classes of text?
2. How can feature discovery support the identification, definition,
and characterisaton of classes of text?
3. How can feature discovery support the collection of data relev-
ant to classes of text?
To answer 1, the first contribution of this thesis was the introduc-
tion of a flexible method for discovering key phrases in text, which
was named Surprisingly Frequent Phrase Detection (SFPD). The method
can be directly adapted to different domains by establishing a suitable
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reference corpus. The reference corpus provides a way of allowing
analysts’ prior knowledge to influence which features are interpreted
as interesting. SFPD was applied for aspects of both contributions for
2 & 3.
For question 2, uses of SFPD were explored to improve the process
of discovering and isolating classes. Techniques were used in conjunc-
tion with method52’s classifier component, since the classifier is a
core component for enabling the analyst to isolate of classes of data.
By working through the Brussels example, several SFPD strategies
were introduced and demonstrated to be useful for speeding analysis,
and making classifier building a more informed process.
Furthermore, problems identified in method52’s existing feature
querying and labelling process (during active learning) were alle-
viated by introducing syntactic ngram features produced with a
twitter-adapted dependency parser, and allowing users to sample
the original contexts of features. A less naïve approach to incorporat-
ing feature labels into the classifier model was also introduced.
Question 3 is an important issue because when acquiring social me-
dia data, it is often the case (and indeed it is with twitter) that the
data is collected using a query consisting of words and phases. There-
fore, the word and phrase features are even defining the space of pos-
sible classes, since they govern what data is actually collected. Given
that SFPD showed a promising ability to discover key phrases describ-
ing topics of interest, a framework was built to use these phrases in
an automatically adapting query, based on the phrases found in the
streamed data.
Firstly, the assumptions about topic structure of an SFPD-based ad-
aptive streamer were discussed. Then, using DD as a case study, the
issues with the adaptive approach were investigated and discussed.
It was determined that a careful encoding of relevance was necessary
to maintain query precision, that near-duplicate detection was useful,
and that there had to be multiple paths to terms being removed from
the twitter query in order to make most use of twitter’s data
within the limits they impose. Furthermore, the real-time streaming
nature of the problem introduced new possibilities for domain adapt-
ation.
Ultimately, a framework was built which works well for broad top-
ics that experience updates according to events in the real-world.
Well-performing relevancy classifiers ensure that precision is main-
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tained in the face of much irrelevance in cases like DD where relev-
ance is a very narrow notion, but can result in very little adaptation.
Together, these contributions represent new and improved
strategies for obtaining more value from word and phrase features
during data collection and the discovery and isolation of classes of
data.
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6.1 future work
The various avenues for direction of future work are considered be-
low.
6.1.1 Feature Discovery and Characterisation of Classes of Text
6.1.1.1 Feature Exploration
Currently, the default use of SFPD in method52 extracts one phrase
per surprising word found. The other top phrases for a given word
tend to be variations on the theme of the topmost phrase, phrases
that are essentially the same but that start from a different token in
the phrase. Future work would develop a measure for determining
both whether there are other interesting phrases, and whether they
are distinctive enough to be interesting to report.
It would also be interesting to experiment with how different meas-
ures of surprise and the phrases they would produce would affect the
corpus exploration.
Syntactic ngrams are only used in the classifier’s feature extraction
and high-Information Gain (IG) feature querying; the SFPD’s phrase
expansion only expands to adjacent tokens. It would be worth ex-
ploring whether phrase expansion can produce useful results oper-
ating over syntactic dependencies. Common constructions could be
discovered independent of word order problems of using only adja-
cent tokens. “Islamophobia is rife” and “islamophobia is utterly rife”
would both count toward the frequency of the query term “islamo-
phobia rife” (a query which would find any tweets containing both
terms), since “islamophobia” and “rife” would be directly connected
via the nsubj dependency relation. The strategy’s usefulness is likely
to be task dependent, there is a chance that terms not syntactically re-
lated could be more likely to be indicative of the discussions analysts
wish to follow. Furthermore, introducing dependency parsing means
that its performance on twitter language will affect phrase extrac-
tion.
6.1.1.2 Feature extraction
It is unclear whether users should be exposed more directly to how
features were extracted from a document, for example by showing
visually how features were extracted from the text. In some few cases,
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users described suggesting a feature to the system’s original contexts
interface which they expected to occur in documents they have seen
during training, but found that it does not. This could be due to a mis-
understanding of how the feature extraction process works, or an er-
ror in one of the models producing the features (e.g. the dependency
parser failed to find a dependency relation that should be present).
Showing the actual extraction process, or at least listing the features
produced from any selected document could make this clearer. But
the added complexity may slow the intuitive process that works well
most of the time.
Currently, when extracting syntactic ngrams, prepositions are col-
lapsed to ensure that there is more emphasis on meaningful words.
The process could be extended to other less common relations. Al-
ternatively, the ngrams could be extracted after some more general
form of semantic role labelling has been applied using the syntactic
analysis.
As twitter increases their character limits for tweets, so they less
resemble single sentences, dependency parser performance is likely
to drop, since the dependency parser is trained on single full sen-
tences. This suggests a requirement for a sentence segmenter adapted
for twitter’s fragmented sentences, or a parser trained on similar
structures (as tweeboparser is (Kong et al., 2014)).
Waseem and Hovy (2016) find character ngrams more useful to
their model than word ngrams in their study of hatespeech on twit-
ter, which is attributed to their reduced sparsity. Other research
shows that character ngrams can help to account for common un-
usual spellings (Zhang and Luo, 2018). It would be interesting to
incorporate character ngram features, though these may be less in-
tuitive to the actual analysts.
Currently, despite quite complex criteria for classification defini-
tions (such as sentiment toward a target), the classifier component is
relied upon to discover patterns in ngrams alone to make these classi-
fication decisions. It could benefit from more feature extraction steps
to identify common complications of online messages, such as iden-
tification of opinion target, or encoding how opinions are modified
by phenomenons like negation or sarcasm, for example as in work by
Maynard et al. (2012).
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6.1.1.3 Feature incorporation
While the scheme of weighting pseudo-counts by indicativeness is
logically useful, since it ensures the user has a better idea of how in-
dicative a feature really is of a classification, more case studies are
required to confirm that the weighting is effective for classifier per-
formance.
Feature selection is an area unexplored in this thesis. In general,
classifiers have performed well enough in the dualist style of act-
ive learning. And confusion is avoided of users expecting features to
be present when seen in documents. A separate study would be use-
ful to test whether the benefits of feature selection methods would
outweigh any user confusion.
Lastly, as previously stated, users tend not to want to include very
long phrases into the actual classifier model, reasoning that shorter
versions of the phrases introduce only a little ambiguity compared
to how much sparsity the longer phrase is likely to introduce. It
would be interesting to determine whether the ambiguity can be re-
duced without introducing sparsity, by allowing phrase patterns to be
specified. For example, “trump was * about that”, where the aster-
isk could be any token(s). Then the feature extraction process would
search for the pattern, and extract a feature based on it in texts that
contained it. This would permit the user to annotate the pattern as
indicative of a particular classification and assign it a weighting un-
der the model. The patterns could operate over simple windows of
tokens, or could even be patterns over syntactically related tokens,
though this may be too much complexity for the user (unless patterns
can be proposed to the user using SFPD syntactic phrase expansion or
similar).
As identified in the introduction, the strategies of this thesis very
much represent a bottom-up surface-feature-driven approach. After
exploring all these avenues it would be interesting to combine with
a more top-down approach, to bring in the advantages of utilising
knowledge bases and semantic search, similar to (Maynard et al.,
2017).
6.1.2 Adaptive Twitter Streaming
The adaptive streaming framework will be applied and refined in
more case studies. For the next refinements, of particular interest is an
investigation of other methods for providing relevance information to
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the adaptive streaming process. The method52 influence network
analysis component (based on audclus (Lin et al., 2015)) was cre-
ated with such goals in mind. Saleem et al. (2017) define relevance by
modelling language in defined communities like subreddits. twit-
ter does not have such defined communities, but if a community
could be inferred it might be able to support a similar analysis. The
method of Lin et al. (2015) is particularly interesting since it is well-
suited to inferring influence based on actual user actions, rather than
a static friend/follower network.
Another exciting area for exploration is in the phrase generation
process which extends surprising words to phrases. The twitter
API does not require that the constituent terms of a query phrase ap-
pear contiguously in a matched document; the words of the phrase
must simply all be present somewhere in the text. It could be that the
most relevant context of a surprising word is not necessarily the im-
mediately adjacent words, and perhaps some form of phrase expan-
sion based on syntactic analysis would pick up these more relevant
context words.
As discussed in Section 5.1, some existing topic tracking systems
make use of the text in the urls and their linked content. These
are obviously indicative of the resources that are being shared online
and the topics initiating discussion, but only indirectly about what is
actually being discussed by twitter’s users, what terms are actually
being used by users. So while useful for a topic modelling approach,
may not be as immediately useful to find actual words with which
to query twitter. It is slightly more complicated than this, since
twitter does actually inspect tokens within urls for the presence
of query terms. However, the words used in urls are not constrained
to have to make sense in a sentence or discussion, so could introduce
a lot of noise. Either way, this warrants further study.
Another area for study would be investigating how an indefinitely
growing reference corpus affects the SFPD measure, and therefore how
necessary pruning old count information is.
Different methods of term expiry should be explored. It needs to be
determined whether using the surprisingness of a term is sufficient
to govern when it should expire, and how the overall volume of data
should affect the expiry.
Lastly, more succinct reporting of the framework’s activity would
be beneficial to the user. It would be useful, for example, to have
a summary of how long and often each phrase has been qualified
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or expired, and statistics like average and range of relevance rate,
and a random sample of documents containing the phrase. These
elements would improve the ability of the user to better tune the
various parameters to their needs.
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6.2 limitations
The main limitation of this thesis lies in the evaluation strategy for
the contributions of feature discovery methods. For some contribu-
tions (e.g. the introduction of the surprising phrase discovery method
in Chapter 3), it is possible to evaluate through comparison to other
similar methods or presenting and analysing output. Other contribu-
tions show clear theoretical benefit, such as the technique for weight-
ing features in Section 4.7.2. However, some contributions introduce
techniques which are fundamentally exploratory, and which would
benefit from further study of user interaction to understand the im-
pact (such as the introduction of syntactic ngrams to solve the “con-
textual indicativeness” problem in Section 4.6). In the evaluation of
such contributions, a trade-off is found.
One possibility is that for every potential new setting or additional
feature to be evaluated, user focus groups are formally conducted
in order to precisely pin down the effectiveness of the addition. The
limitation of this strategy is that it is much slower to cover many
possibilities and more challenging to set up to reflect real-world us-
age of a system. This thesis instead focuses primarily on theoretical
argument and comparison, using only informal/anecdotal feedback
from method52 analysts in the context of projects already using
method52.
While this approach has the advantage of being able to explore
many approaches quickly, and permit evaluation within the context
of ongoing real projects, it produces less strong conclusions for the
effectiveness of the approach in terms of the impact on users than
formal user testing would.
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